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FOSTERS
Forest

I*en*ion Mimer*.
Washington, March 10.—Mr.
Hampshire, from the committee
day reported a bill to pension
Kenney of Belfast, Me., whose

City Dye House

13 Preble St.opp. Preble House

Kay of New
claims, to-

ou

Susan J. Mchusband died
from injuries received, while attempting to arreet a deserter, as deputy provost marshal in
18G4.
Inauguration at Rockland.

Orders by express will receive prompt attention.
dec20sneodtf
Send for circular.

CAUCUSES,
North Yarmouth.
The Republicans of North Yarmouth are requested to meet at the Town House in paid town, on Saturday, March 16, at 3 p. m. to nominate candidates
for town officers for the ensuing year.
Per Order Town Committee.
North Yarmouth, March 6, 1884.

Rockland,Mar 10.—The

new

city government

organized today.

S. A. Fish was chosen presCommon Conncil, and W. O.
Fuller, Jr., wa· elected City Clerk, his feurth
year. Mayor Case's inaugural was an able
and business-like document, dealing largely
with the financial matters of the city. He
ident

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

of the

Washington, March 11.
indications for New England
are
warmer, lair weather, followed daring the

nrged the refunding of the balance of the city
debt at 4 per cent.

night by

AUGUSTA.
whose appointment to the
Naval Academy has beeu recommended by
Congressman Milliken, is a messenger boy in
the Weetern Union office at Augusta. He is
sixteen years old.

The

rain in the Southern part and enow

in the Northern part, increasing
winds, and rapidly diminishing

the Eastern part by increasing pressure.
MBTEOROLOGICAL KEI'OKT.

BANGOR.

(11.27 P. M.]

Last Friday,

Bangor physician gave a prescription to a patient, who sent his servant
with it to a drag store.
She was gone longer
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than seemed necessary, and explained that she
bad to go to the post office.
On asking for the
medicine, it transpired that the girl carried
the prescription to the post office, obtained a
stamp and pat it in the office. The next
morning the doctor found the nrpRrrinimn in
his post office box.
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The Dig ship now approaching completion at
the yard of Oariton, Norwood & Co., at Rockport, is 268 feet long, 43 1-2 feet beam, 27 1-4
feet deep, and something oyer 2,400 tons gros»
measure.
She is the largest vessel built in
this State since the Ocean King, which w»s
built at Kennebunk in 1874.
The latter is 2C9
(eet long, 49 feet beam, 30 feet deep, and 2,510
tons gross, (2,434 net).
The John Β Kelley,
which was built at Hath last season, is 256 feet
$ inches long, 45 feet beam, 27 feet 8 inches
deep, and 2,364 tons gross measure.
It has
been claimed that the J. R. Kelley is the larwooden
gest
ship over built in this country,
excepting the Great Republic, but this is not
so.
The ship Three Brothers, of San Francisco, ( Vanderbilt rebuilt) registers 2,972 tons,and
is the largest sailing vessel in the world.
Ship
Baltic (rebuilt steamer) is 2,552 tons.
SOUTH TABIS.

The heaviest snow storm of the season occurred Saturday.
All the trains were from
one to two hours late.
Sunday night about
six inches more snow fell, and Monday a good
old-fashioned "blow-out" piled all the country
roads full of drifts.
It is estimated that more
snow fell in the last two storms than has fallen
daring the whole of the winter.
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FORTÏ-EIGHTH

CONGRESS.

«ESTATE.

Washington, Mar. 10.
Mr. Bryard submitted the following preamble and resolution, which he asked to have
presented and lie on the table. He stated that
he would take an early occasion to call it up:
Whereas. By the 9th article in an amendment of
the constitution it is provided that the enumei ation
in the cou|titution of certain rights shall not be
construed to deny or disparage others retained by
the people; and l>y the J util article in an amendment Of the constitution it is provided that powers
not delegated to the Uniied .States by the coLstitution nor prohibited by it to States are reserved to
SiatoS respectively, or to the people: therefore
Resolved, That the committee on judiciary be,and
they are hereby initructed, to report as'soon as
practicable as to the expediency of amending the
constitution so as more iully to accomplish the obje ,'t of the foregoing provisions and secure to the
States respectively, or to the people, powers reserved as aforesaid, and more effectually to preserve
federal principle and nature of the government by
maintaining

due limitations upon its powers, and
to that end provide that Congress shall of have
to inahtj anything but gold and silver coin a
égal tender for payment of debts, nor pass any law
Impairing the obligation of contracts.

Îtower

Mr. Garland submitted a joint resolution
proposing an amendment to the constitution,
namely, Article 16tb, that that portion of the
public debt of the United States represented
by notes issued under authority of law, with
the quality of lawful money and as a legal tender lor payment of debts, shall never exceed
the sum of 5350,000,000, unless the bill or bills
providing for such increase of issue shall receive the concurrence of two-thirds of each
House of Congress,
Bills were introduced as follows:
By Mr. Bayard, to create and establish pilot
service of the United States, and to regulate
pilotage of vessels in poits, harbors and along
the sea cost of the United States.
By Mr. Aldrich, to amend section 4434 of the
Revised Statues concerning commerce, navigaUUU

auu BlCdlil

SPORTING.
Polo nt Biddeferd—A Victory for the Saco
Club.
(Special to the Press.)

Biddefobd, March 10.—The game of Polo
plajed in the rink here this evening, between

the Saco and Bowdoin clubs, was witnessed by
a fair audience.
Game wa9 called at 8.45.
resulted as below.
First goal—time 3 minutes; won by Capt
g. Phinney, of the Bowdoins,
Second goal—time 4 minutes; won by
Third goal—time live minutes; wen
Frank Dunn, of the Sacos.
Fessenden, ef the Sacos.
Fourth goal—lime 2 1-2 minutes; won by
Fessenden, of the Sacos.

by
A.

Referee—Harry Tibbetts,

Saco.
The ruling of the judge showed such undisguised preference for the home club as to
cause dissatisfaction to the majority of the
spectators.
(Com Defeat* Itubenr by Fifteen Lengths—
Time
minutes, ΙΟ nrcoudw.
London, March 10 —The race betweed Geo.
Bubear, the English oarsman, and Wallace

Rosp, the Bculler from New Brunswick, took
place this morning. The distance was four
miles and two furlongs over the regalar
Thames course from Putney to Mortlake. Ross
conceded Bubear 10 seconds start.
jut.

YOBBCIS·

The chair laid before the Senate the bill providing for a bureau of statistics, the pending
question being the amendment proposed by
Mr. Aldrich to increase the salary of the chief
of each bureau from $2500 to $3500. This
amendment was agreed to after some discussion
and farther amendments.
The Senate then went into executive session,
and when the doors were reopened adjourned.
HOUSE.
The committee on appropriations reported
back the military academy appropriation bill
with the Senate amendments, recommending
concurrence in the amendment providing that
any cadet dismissed for hazing shall not be
eligible to reappointment, and non-concurrence
in the other amendments.
Mr. Potter of New Yoik offered a bill proposing the following constitutional amendment:
Tub legislative powers granted to Congress by the
Constitution shall not be construed to include tne
power to pass any law making anything but gold
and silver coin a tender in payment of debts except
alter a declaration of war, η hen the public safety
may require it.
Bills were introduced as follows:
By Mr. Kosecrane of California, to incorporate the Yellowstone Park Railroad Company.
By Mr. Harrison of Pennsylvania, to create
the pilot service of the United States, and to
regulate the pilotage of vessels in ports and
harbors along the sea coast of the United
States. It provides that nilo'age of vessele
arriving at or departing from any port or harbor of the United States shall be under exclusive control of the Secretary of the Treasury, who shall have power to originate, equip
and maintain the service.
By Mr. Tucker of Virginia, (by request)
granting copyright to newspapers.
By Mr. JJeuster of Wisconsin, a resolution
reciting that the United States minister to
Germany has been assailed by semi-official
newspapers at Berlin, and calling ou the
Secretary of State for copies of any communication and correspondence which he may have
on this subject.
The House then proceeded to consider measures relating to the District of Columbia, and
after the passage of the bill establishing standard time, the District business was temporarily
laid aeide to reçoive a message from the President, and Mr. Guenther of Wisconsin asked
that it be immediately read, though Mr. Caesidy of Nevada suggested, in an undertone,
that it might be better to wait until the new
cruisers were completed.
The message was a mere transmittal, without comment, of tbe documents received from
the Secretary of State relative to the resolution of tbe House on the death of Edward
iiasker.
Mr. Hiscock of New York, immediately offered the following preamble and resolution,
which were referred to the committee on foreign affairs :
Whereas, It has come to the knowledge of
the House that a communication from it to
tbe parliament of the German empire, entirely friendly in intent. resDectfal in character.
and sent through the regular channels of international communication, has been arbitrarily intercepted and returned by the person
now holding the position ol Chancellor of the
Germau empire; therefore, be it
Resolved, That this House caDnot but express its eurprise and regret that it should be
even temporarily within the power of a single
and too powerful subject to interfere with such
a simple,natural and spontaneous
expression of
kindly feeling between two great nations, and
thus to detract from the position and prestige
of a crown on one hand and the rights of mandatories of the people on the other.
Resolved, That this Ilouse does hereby reiterate its expression of sincere regret at the
death of Edward Lasker, and its sympathy
with the Parliament of the German empire, of
which for many jaers he was a distinguished
member.
Several District of Columbia bills were passed, and the Hiuse then adjoQrned.
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YORK.

Committed for Jlnrglnry.
Hew York, March 10.—The negro couple,
Jesse Williams and Gertrude Asb, who were
arrested Saturday night for having committed
aburglary on the dwelling of Geo. Sloane, 49
West Thirty-second street, where the woman
was employed as servaut,
and where they
bound and gagged Miss Harvey, sister-in-law
ol Sloane, were to-day committed for examination in default of §2,000 bail each.

Example Apparentlj

Not Followed.

for mayor in Bangor and Au·
gu»ta—Biddeford Elccti# a Democrat—
The ReKnlt Elsewhere.

IN'o Choice

thau whom no fairer referee or better informed judge of matters aquatic exist*, gare
Bubear a signal to start, and tlie man who
steadied the shell in the etiff flood tide water
running up the river, released bis hold on tbe
sternpoot of Bubear's boat. With the tide in
his favor, Babear gained four and a half
lengths before the the impatient Boss was permitted to grip the water with his blades. At
Hammersmith, the middle point of tbe course,
the difference was overcome and the boats
were nearly even. The race was won by the
American by fifteen lengths. His tine was 26
minutes and 10 seconds. The betting was five
to four in favor of Boss.

[Special to the Press.!
Augusta, Mated 10.—The election today
biased entirely on local issues, resulting in
a drawn battle.
Republicans have five alder
men, Democrats two. No choice for Mayor
Result however indicates a republican majori
ty of fully three hundred on all state and na
tional issues. Augusta is as strongly republi
can as ever

and

no

consolation can be

dra-vn

by the opposition from this election.
(To the Associated Press.)
The municipal election today resulted as fo'.
lows: Alden W. Philbrook, rep. 763; Lemuel
B. Fowler, dem., 593; Seth C. Whitebouse,
citizen, 287. No choice.
Republicans elect
three aldermen. Citizens and Democrats combined elect four aldermen.
(Special to the Press.)
Belfast, March 10.—Geo. E. Johnson was
re-elected mayor without opposition.
There
was no political issue.
(To the Associated Press.)
At the municipal eleotion no political issaes
were raised and the so-called "Tax payers"

prevailed without opposition and
Johnson was re-elected.
(Special to the Press.)

ticket

Mayor

March 10.—The Republicans have
the opposition column here today,

broken

doing a grand day's.work in Camden and electing the clerk, second selectman, collector aDd
school committee. There was no opposition on
the first selectman, and the opposition majority on the treasurer was only six and small on
third selectman.
(To the Associated Press.)
un account οι tue storm mere was

a

small

towu meeting, and the largest vote cast was
two seventy three, while the total polls of the
town are over twelve hundred.
Greenbackerj
elected their officers except tewn clerk, second

selectman and second school committee, the
latter also was nominated by the greenbackera.
The officers are:
Moderator -Η. B. Eaton.
Clerk—Cbas. B. Veazie.

Se ectmen—J. P. Wellnian, J. W. Jngraham, Otis
A. Fisk.
Treasurer—James Perry.
School Committee—K. G. S. Ingraham, Ο. B.
Wooster.
Auditor—W. W. Perry.
The town voted to refund thirty one thoo"
and five per cent bonds to four ; per cent. fCe
meeting then adjourned to the second Mo"d»y
in April to act on the iron bridge matter

Biddekokd, March 10. —The mornio·' openbeen
a heavy snow storm, which J*d
îaging all night, but towards elev,u o'clock
ed with

falling and the st»1 came out
brightly. Voting in the various wards begun
the snow ceased

continued
promptly at nine o'clock and
briskly until the close of the p>lis. The democrats elect their mayor by ^6 majority, the
vote Btanding Warren, PP·· 1003; Staples,
dem., 1298; Roberts, ind.,^2. They also carry
six of the seven wards.
The unblushing maimer in which bribery
scandalous. As it
was carried on today was
cheok list
was feared, the democrats had the
under their entire panipulation and altered to
In the different
suit their own purposes.
wards voters wers bought up as so many sheep.
The price said by our democratic mierulers
ten to flity dollars. In
eut Tu'.es was xrom
Ward 7 there were a number who were paid
fifty dollars each for their vote.
Bangor, March 10.—The election today resulted in the republicans carrying four wards
On the mayoralty
and the democrats three.

Humphrey,
qaestion there was no choice.
rep., bad 1624; Gummings, dem., 1593.: Woodbury, temperance, 109. Humphrey's plurality
over Cummings is 32, and he lacks 77 votes of
a majority.
Republicans make a gain of 631,
and democrats of 39 over the vote in the city
election of a year ago.
On the time question there were 2320 ballots
cast in favor of local, and 406 for standard
Warrants were issued for a special
time.
election one week from next Saturday.

the

(Special Despatch to the Boston Journal.)
Washington, 'March 9.—A member of the
administration today expressed tbe opinion
that the hostility among a small portion of the
New York delegates to Chicago might be so
great as to induce Arthur to forbid the use of
nis name in connection with the. presidency.
A friend of Blaine expresses regret that his

should have been mentioned at this
Btige of the cenvass, for the reason that, if be
is to be a candidate, they had hoped that he
would not be mentioned on the first ballot.
One of Logan's friends insists that his
strength is constantly increasing in the West
and South, and that he will have votes from
New York and Pennsylvania. No claim is
made that he will have any strength in New
England. One of Logan's men says that it is
pretty clear that the Logan people believe that
Blaine may have it in his power to determine
who shall be the nominee. They also assume
that he is better disposed toward Logan than to
any of the other candidates.
Blaine certainly will use his influence to
prevent the nomination of either Arthur or
Edmunds.
Edmunds again, within a few
days, said to a friend that he was in earnest in
his declaration that he is not a candidate. The
condition of the health of his family is such
that he desires to avoid the excitement incident to the nomination and a campaign, and
would prefer not to be nominated. But Mr.
Edmunds did not state that if nominated he
should not accept.
na>ne

WEST INDIES.
Λ Flunucial frùitt Imminent at Havana—
Several

Heavy Faïlnreii Reported.

Havana, March 10.—The commercial situation here is very critical.
The low prices of
sugar, the tightness of the money market, and
general distrust are accelerating a crisis that
will involve all branches of business.
At
Sagua, Rodriguez & Co., sugar exporters, have
failed, with liabilities exceeding $2,000,000.
At Cardenas, Miyares & Co., banking and
commission merchants, also engaged in sugar
exporting, have suspended, being heavily involved in the failure of Rodriguez & Co.
Mackellar, Luling & Co. are in difficulties of

long standing.
The Havana sugar market
depressed by
the scarcity of sugar exporters, so many of
whom have failed during the last few years.
One or two other banks in Havana are regardis

ed with distrust,

THE

STORM.

βτ. Johnsedky, Vt., March 10.—Eight inchThe exsnow fell last night and today.
train west on the St. Johnsbury & Lake
Champlain railroad, which left here at 9
o'clock this morning, got stuck and had to be
shoveled.out, There bas been no train from
the east.
Noktuj ikld, Vt., March 10.—The greatest
snow storm of the season commenced Friday.
Over twenty inches have fallen, and it is still
snowing. Drifts are piling and the hill roads

es of
press

impassable.
Montpelier, Yt., March 10.—The worst
wind storm of the winter prevails. Trains
were blocked here for five hours, and the
highways are completely blocked.
are

In Board of Mayor and Aldermen.
The Board of Aldermen was called to order
by Mr. George C. Bargees, City Clerk and Alderman Russell of Ward 4, was elected tempoi·

ary chairman.

Alderman Dennison of G and Gallagher of 2,
appointed a committee on credentials and
reported the folloviog officers elected :
Ward 1—Horace A. Hallett.
2—John Λ. Gallagher.
3—Samuel B. Kelsey.
4—John S. Russell.
8—James F. Hawkee.
6—Elias Β. Denison.
7—Edward A. Noyes.
A message was sent to the lower board, Botifying that body of the temporary organization
of this body.
After the joint convention,
Alderman
Hawke« was elected permanent chairman by a
vote of 4 to 3.
Aldermen Noyes was elected gas agent.
There were S ballots thrown, of which Mr.
Noyes had 5.
ORDERS X'ASSED.

That all unfinished business of .the last City
Council, referr«d to this City Council be referred to the
appropriate committees when

appointed.

That, a committee be appointed to revise
and print the Muaicipal Register, Rules and
Orders, and Annual Reports.
Alderman
Noyes and Russell were appointed on the part
of this board, and the council
joined Messrs.
Winchester and Prince.
Adjourned to 7.30 p. m.
In Board of Common Council.

oity charter, the Common Council
a.

met

at 10

in.

The Counoil was called to order by Mr. L.
Cltifford Wade, clerk cf the last council.
On motion of Mr. Turner of 1, Mr.Wilson of
2, was elected president, pro tem.
A committee on credentials, consisting of
Messrs. Turner, of 1, Burleigh, of 4,and WiD.
Chester, of 7, were appointed and reported the
following gentlemen duly elected and
1—Alfred

L. Tramer,
Benjamin
Alrbeua G"·""0·
Ward 2—Viû'l C· Wilson, James Quinn,
Michael E. P™V·
Ward 3Franklin Simonds, George H. Buxton, Milte H'gKine.
Ward —Charles II. Burleigh, Thomas McMahon Patrick J. O'Neil.
\\raJ 5—Joseph H. Fogg, K. Samuel Rand,
Reu* T. McLellan.
Tard 6—Theodore C. Woodbury, Henry 0.
yuall, Tuomas P. Shaw.
Ward 7—Stephen B. Winchester, Alvin Jordan, Joseph Δ. King.
The Board ot Aldermen was nodded of the
Ward

Thompson.

temporary organization of this board, and received a message from that board asking for a
joint convention for the purpose of administering the oaths of office to the members elect of
the City Council and perfecting the organization, which proposition was accepted.
After the joint convention the president pro
tem resumed the chair.
Mr. Winchester of 7 nominated Mr. J. H.
Fogg for permanent president.
Messrs. Shiw of G, Band of 6, and Carney of

2,
appointed committee to receive, sort
and count votes for a permanent president.
They reported as follows:
Wh^le number of votes
20
11
Necessary to a choice
13
J.H.Fogg
Charles Burleigh
β
S. Β. Winchester
1
And Mr. Fogg was declared elected.
On motion ot Mr. Burleigh Mr. Fogg's election was made unanimous.
Mr. Fogg on taking the chair said he had no
set speech to offer, but it was only proper that
he should recoguize this mark of confidence
on the part of this board.
It had beeu customary to confer this offiqp on the oldest member,
but Mr. Winchester had declined it, and it had
fallen ou him.
He hoped that this good feel"
iog here inaugurated would continue through
the year. He should endeavor to be impartial,
and in order thai he might serve satiefactewily
he must beg the inOajgence, co-operation and
assistance of each membe>
Mr. Turner offered the name of L. Clifford
Wade for clerk, and Mr. Wilson that of E. S.
were

a

Osgood.
The same committee was appointed to receive, sort and count votes tor permanent
clerk. They reported as follows :
Whole number of votes
20
for a ohoioe
11
L. Cliftord Wade
14
E. S. Osgood
Β
and Mr. Wade was declared elected.
On motion of Mr. Wilson the election of Mr.

Necessary
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Wade was made unanimous, and he returned
thanks.

Messages passed

between the two

announcing the permanent
ENGLAND.
ives have been collected in London and instructed in a system of espionage in regard to

dynamiters.
A schooner was wrecked last
and six persons drowned.

night

at W ick

FRANCE.

Pabjs, March 10.—Louis, the valet of tS?
Petit Ci«le club in whose possession marked
cards and money were found, has been con-

fronted with the members of the club who were
present when the card marking was discovered. He beean at first to make an explanation, but then desisted and refused to speak.
THE SOUDAN.
London, March 10.—The Times Kbartoam
despaches say Gen. Gordon advises the appointment of Zobahr Pasha to succeed himself
of
Soudan.
He
thinks
Governor
as
t^at Zobahr if adequately supported would
dispose of Mahdi within a year, and he strongly denounces the proposed British expedition
to reconquer the Soudan and expresses deep
Unanxiety for the situation at Khartoum.
less the British act promptly in regard to
the victory of
Zobahr Pasha's appointment,
Gen, Graham, will in his opinion have been
He does not believe in
useless bloodshed.
s°nditig further telegrams, as it is no longer a
of
but
of
hours.
It is reported
days
question
that Sheikh Obeid on the other side of the
It this is so telegraphs
Blue Nile has risen.
will be cut forthwith. It iâ improbable that
the rebels will attack Khartoum, they will try
to starve the city into submission.

Suakin, March 10.—Osman Digna, has written to Sheikh Morghani, declaring that he is
determined to drink the blood of the Turks
He will strengthen the reliand their allies.
gion of Islam, he asserts, with the sword of
Mahdi. He advises the Sheikh to attempt conversion of the English to the Moslem faith.
Death of Rev. Dorus Clarke, D. D.
The Rev. Dorus Clarke, whose name has for
many years been widely familiar to the religious community as that of a conspicuous champion of the old Puritan faith, for whose cause
he has long labored zealously by tongue and
pen, departed this»life on Saturday morning,
his death occurring at his home in Boston. Λ
stranger noticing him on the streets, would
be likely to take him for a man not much over
Rii

ϊααγη

of

a?fl.

but at the tirue of his death ha

had two mouths previously passed his eighty,
seventh birthday. He had always enjoyed exceptionally good health, and maintained the
f ull nee of his faculties up to the time of his
final illness. His mental vigor remained remarkably fresh and unimpaired through that
period of his life through which most men who
live so long are in their dotage. Up to the
last, bis interest in current affairs seemed to
The illness which proved to be
be unabated.
mortal made its appearance about five weeks
the
form of a kidney and liver
ago, assuming
affection. His death, though not unexpected,
was not supposed to be so near, and came as a
severe shock to his very large circle of friends
and acquaintances.
Dr. Clark was a native of Westhampton,
Mass., born Jauuary 2,1797. He was of Puritan desceut, his father being Jonathan Clarke,
and his mother Jemima Lyman, both descendants of the early New England settlers.
He
entered as a freshman at Williams College in
with
the
class
of
1817.
1813, graduated
The later years of Dr. Clarke's life were
passed in Boston, and, released from the exactions of systematic professional duties, he has
devoted much time to historical and antiquarian subjects, in which he took a deep interest.
He was an active member of the Historical,
Genealogical Society, and for many years was
its historiobgrapher. Dr. Clark was married
in 1824: to Miss Haunah Alvard Bliss of Longmeadow. She died abroad about eight years
ago. Dr. Clarke leaves two daughters, one of
whom is the wife oi Mr. S. D. Warren; the
ot' er, of Mr. Geo. W. Hammond, both of this
city; and a sou, Mf. Henry M. Clarke, of this
city. The funeral will occur at the Mt. Veriiou Church, ou Ashburtou
place, at 2 p. m
tomorrow.

Old Beeswax: "No, sir; never contradict a
It's a waste of effort. Just give her
time and she'll do it herself."

lady.

boards
organization of

each.

London, March 10.—seventy picked detect-

IN

(j!oM*ip and Speculation Concerning
Supposed Leading Candidate».

■The City Council of 1884-85 wa3 organized
yesterday morning at 10 o'clock. There was a
large attendance.

In accordance with the provisions of the

Camden,

man,

PRESIDENTIAL TALK.

Organization of the New City Council—
Election of City Officer» for lite Eainias
Tear.

were

ojiuiu-
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Papers

from the upper board passed

in con-

currence.

Alderman Edward A. Noyes was elected paa
agent in concurrence, receiving 15 ont of 20
votes, and Alderman Gallagher 6.

Adjourned

to 7.30 p. m.

Joint Convention.
The two boards having assembled in the
conncil chamber in joint convention, were
called to order by City Clerk Bargees, and
lu

Alderman Russell elected president pro tem.
The City Clerk then read the record of the
declaration of votes for Mayor, showing that
Hon. Marquis F. King received a majority of
the votes cast, and was elected.
Alderman Noyes of 7, and Councilmen Shaw
of 6 and Burleigh of 4 were appointed a committee to wait on the Mayor-elect and inform

crganization of the convention.
They returned with Mayor Deering, Hon. M.
him of

the

F. King, Mayor elect, and Bev. J. McWhinnie, and the oath of office was administered to
the Mayor-elect by the City Clerk, and afterwards to the Aldermen and Councilmen-elect.

Prayer was offered by Bev. Mr. McWhinnie.
Mayor King then delivered his inaugural address, as follows:
Qentkmen of the City Council:
You have been selected in the manner provided by law and approved by long custom, to
serve as the Fifty-third City Council of Portland, and I sincerely congratulate you upon

this testimonial of the confidence of your felWell may I also congratulate
low citizens.
myself on being so fortunate as to findtomong
so
esteemed
friends and personal acyou
many
quaintances, many of whom bring to this service ripe experience in our municipal affairs.
In setting out under such auspicious circumstances, let me first invite your attention to the
careful consideration of our financial resources
and liabilities. "For which of you desiring to
build a tower doth not first sit down and count
the cost whether he have wherewith to complete it." Our city treasurer has kindly furnished me with a financial statement, which is
as follows:
Municipal debt, March 31,
1883, including $787.000
of bonds issued in aid of
the Atlantic & St. Lawrence railroad, etc,, was. .,$1,977,000
Less city notes paid since
March 81. 1883. ($2 BOO
past due, but not presented
for payment)
174.500

Building loan bonde secured by mortgaof real estate, etc., (original issue

fee
895,000) outstanding

$i,bu2,duu

325,000

Bonds in aid of tlio Portland & Rochester railroad (original issue $1,150,000)
1,043,500
Bonds in aid of the Portland & Ogdensburg railroad (original issue $1,350,000)
1,200,000
Grofs debt March 6, 1884

$4,371.000.00

AVAILABLE ASSETS.

Gas stock (1,700

sh'rs]

notes receivable, and
trust funds on which
the city pays the interest only
$
Sinking fund, say
Building loan Donds,

105,424.04
3,000.00

secured by mortgages
etc

Bonds secured by mortsinking
gage and
fund of Atlantic &
St. Lawrence railroad

325,000.00

787,000.00

$1,220,424.04

Net debt March β, 1884, without deduction of value of Portland &
Ogdeneburg railroad stock and
bonds held by the city
$3,150,575.96
The gross debt has been reduced the past year
$174,500; additional bonds to the amount of
$2,500, have matured, but not been presented for
payment; the same will be paid, however, from the
sinking fund, when presented.
The city received on the 6th of June last, from
St. Lawrence Railroad Company,
the Atlantic
the sum of $102,326.90, in full for arrears of interest due prior to the present financial year, of
which sum about $49,000 was included in the estimate of iucome, and went to reduce the amount to
be raised for taxation.
The balance goes to the
sinking fund towards the payment of the city debt.
The city has also received of said company the
sum of $47,220, which was estimated in the income, and the same applied to the payment of interest due May
2,1883, and 2s'ov. 2,1883, on §787,·

PRESS.
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000 of bond* itstteil in aid ot said railroad
City Sealer of Weights and Measures William R.
company.
p. Cross.
The sinking fond will probably be increased
Superintendent of School Buildings—Francis E.
$10,·
000 by tte payment of certain amounts
due at or
Pray.
before the close of the present financial
Truant Officer—Charles A. Beals.
year.
It is gratifying to note the gradual redacSuperintendent of Clocks—Robert B. Swift.
Chief Engineer of the Fire Department-Grantion of our net debt and gives ub confidence to
H Cloyes.
ville
believe that the day is not far distant when it
Assistant Engineers of the Fire Department—1st
will be entirely wiped out. It is
still, how- Assistant, Charles D. Skillings: 2d Assistant, Alever, nearly one-tenth of our valuation and
bert S. Mitchell; 3d Assistant, Charles
W.Cusliing;
based upon the appropriation of latt
4th Assistant, Robert W. Jackson.
year
Engineers of the Steam Firo Engines—Machinearly one-fifth of our whole income is requirNo.
W
Edward
ed to pay the interest.
1,
gonne,
Forter; Portland, No. 2,
John Cousins; Cumberland, No. 3, Alfred Wiggin;
1 will not at this time hazard an
opinion as Falmouefa, No. 4, Thomas H. Williams; Caaoo,No.
to the sufficiency or
insufficiency of the appro- B, Charles P. French.
priations of preceding years, but am inclined
City Physician—Charles D. Smith.
to the belief that we must look to the redacConsulting Physicians -Horati N. Small, Stephen H. Weeks, James A,
tion of the debt, and to increase of valuation
Soanlding.
Overseers of the Poor and Workhouse for three
for diminishing the rate of taxation.
years—William H. Green, George H. Irish, Henry
The interest account will be about five thouS. Trickey, Ezra Ν. Perry.
sand dollars lees this year ttvan last, but unless
Surveyors of Mastering—Richard K. Gatley,
there ie an increase in the valuation of our Charles
H. Kimball, Thomas J.
Feeney.
taxable property over that of last year (and in
Surveyor of Granite George E. Hawkes.
the present btate of business it does not seem
Cullers of Hoops and Staves—
Loring Lombard,
Levi
J.
John
C. Phinney.
Jones,
probable that there will be), in order to keep
Weighers of Fertilizers—L. L. Knight, F. D. Elthe rate of taxation at the same
figure, the lie.
appropriation will have to be reduced in the
Weighers of Lumber—Edward Duddy, Martin
aggregate 849,000, the same amount received
Kavanagh.
from the Atlantic and St. Lawrence Bailroad
Weigher of Plaster—John M. Stevens.
company aud included in last year's income
Weighers of Coal for Gas Co.—Daniel J. Feeney,
less the 85,003 above named.
Thomas Burns.
We depend npon the direct
Weigher of Grain—Millard F. Hicks.
taxation, always
Weigher of Hard Coal and Plaster—Richard
vexatious and troublesome, for the great volCole.
ume of our income. It is in this that the
citiWeigher and Measurer of Leather—William ΙΓ.
zen, usually loyal and peaceful, finds an anIloberts, Jr.
tagonistic interest. It therefore becomes us to
Pound Keepers—William Hayes, Levi S.
Pennell,
consider well making appropriations not only
Samuel Cobb.
Field Drivers
the seeming necessities of our municipality,
and
Fence Viewers—Samuel
Lewis
L. Thurston.
Cobb,
bat also to regard the wishes of our fellow citCity Constables— James K. Mealier, John L.
izens.
Shaw, Jauies S. Gould, n. jjall, Jamee M.Black,
it
for
Taking
granted that your appropria- Thomas M. Glendenning, Philip ».
Herftnghes,
tions will be as low as true economy shall dicbert R. Sargent, Thomas Pennell, Benj
I. A~arew8
tate, I enjoin upon you the great importance William H. Plummer, Chas. B. Motley, Benjamin
not ouly of the judicious expenditure bat of
Burnham, William W- Gravée, Jesse H. Crowell,
F. Hail, <rohn B. Smith, Levi S.
keeping your expenses entirely within the lim- Howard
Pennell,
Lorenzo T. Chase, Edwin A. Leighton, Joseph D.
its of the appropriations.
Deceiie, John Andrew, Jr., Geo. W. Withaiu,
It is exceedingly mischievous to rob one apFrank w. True, Willard C. G. Carney, Adam W.
for the benefit of another, or to
Barbour.
eave to your successors the payment of bills
Weighers of coal and iron, Frank H. Cole, Orlancontracted by yourselves; and|I trust that this do W. Eldridge, Thomas Burns, John S. Conley,
Wm.
Mee, Harris C. Barnes, Jas. H. Baker, Jr.,
year we shall have noue of it.
A. 1. Randall, Thos.
Millett, John F. Randall, Geo.
You have little to do with the appropriations
H. Rounds, Albert J.
Merrill, Paul Prince, Henry
for schools, and for the support of tb- Poor,
F. McAllister, Henry Tj.
raiuo, Daniel J.
cause
to
Edward Duddy, Edward L. Howe, Geo. T. p«eney,
beyond making them. There ie no
Ingraham, Andrew J. Cummings, Martin Kavanagh, Jas.
doubt the ability or fidelity of the gentlemen
H. Baker, A. C. Paine, Jos. B.
of these commissionf. They,
Plummer, Oakley C.
Curtis, Augustus Η Prince, Edward H.
serve without compensation p-« ebould receive
B. W. Buzzell, C. Frank Rduuds, Michael Sargent,
cheerfully such assistance ■*t
?
C. H. Pike, Jr., E. L. Sweat, F. W. Knight.J.Lynch,
demands.
great Importance of tjv··*
For measurers of wood and
bark, brought by
so essential
The fire and
carts and sleus, railroad and water
conveyance,
safety, must in no wise Chas. H. Pike, Arthur Libby, Jason T. Fickett,
to comfort,
Na10U
should
show
these
hn noole-ted
thaniel Walker, Elias Chase, Albert J. Merrill, Jemen,
rome Rumery, a i^yle D.
who at the-lek ot health and oiten of li,e>
Morse, David Dow.
t0 protect your persons
Surveyors of Jiumber—Howard Winslow, Edward
are everthe alert
L. Clark, J. F.Roberts, C. L. Thompson, Jerome
tbeir services are appreatid*-0Pert,y,
Nat^n Dyer, Albert S. Legrow, Orin K.
Rumery,
and
that
are
not
unmindful
of
you
their
ciated,
Legrow, Isa^c H. Parsons, Palmer Dudley, Mc^es
wants.
S. Roberts, Winthrop W. Bigg3»
Ji«eph
O'Brion,
The reports for the past year of the chiefs of
George Hail, Lewis 1». Tbuieton, Charles R. Lewie,
these and other departments will be placed in
William J. Whitehall, *dwin P. Cuminints, John
A. Steven#
your hands in a few days. A careful examinaM-S"*aîï» Cassius D. Richardson, -^mes McCrink, N. S
tion of them will materially aid yon in deterHez»i«i«^j>liuy ^llen,
.j a in es Horton, James Carle, David DoNV/Vr^u^u,
rr
cacujr, nimaiu υ. Auuer, iviicuaei o. juyncu, xiarThe alarming increase in the number of
ris C. Barnes.
wooden buildings, even in tl« business parti
Surveyors of Lumber and Ship Timber—Cyrus K.
of oar city, and the almost entire disregard of
Ladd, Nathaniel Walker, Samuel Brewer, Ô. Willie
our ordinances restricting ihe erection of the
Taylor, Albert H. Simonton, William H. Simon ton,
Charles L. Thompson.
same, should receive your early attention.
Weigher of Leather—Gustavus B. Broad.
And, if necessary, additional laws should be
Cullers of Dried Fish—George Trefethen. Edward
this
evil.
enacted to prevent the increase of
A. Chase, Luther W. Dana, Charles Burleigh,Enoch
While seeking a reduction of taxes in one
G. Willard.
direction we should exercise the greatest cauWeigher of Coal, Iron, Plaster and Lumber—Edward H. C. Thompson.
tion lest our acte or neglects increase the taxes
of our people by adding to tbe rates of insurWeigher of Coai and Hay—Franklin M. Lawrence
there are numerous instances
ance. Eveu
In C ommon Council.
in whirl» the amount paid for insuring properThe Board met at 7.30 o'clock. After exthan
the
amount
of
the taxes
greater
ty
changing joint messages the two boards met in
upon it.
Tbe suggestions of our able and efficient city
joint convention. At the dissolution of the
civil engineer call for more than a hasty read- convention, a petition of Ε. B. Whitcomb for
It
is
to
this
ing.
department thai we not only the use of
City Hall for temperance meetings
look for direction in the construction of those
was referred to the Mayor for the present, and
things necessary and useful, but for instruction
in the judicious expenditure of such sums as
sent αρ.
can be devoted to ornamentation. In Mr.
Goodwin we have a man well fitted by nature,
Notes from Washington.
education and experience to be our guide in
either direction. His continued reelection to
Wool Men and lite Whi.Lry Bill Thf' Chithis responsible office is a substantial proof of
tbe confidence of his townsmen.
nese ancl the Japanese Compared—The
It may not be amiss for me in view of the
American Hog and Relalia'ory legislagreat multitude, who, during the vacation sea·
tion— Dissatisfied Democrats—Presidenson, in quest of health or pleasure most naturtial Booms -Arthur's Prospects in the
ally come to our New England coast, to speak
South.
of the advantages of Portland.
Nature has
been lavish of her favors to our beautiful Cas(Special Correspondence of the Frees.)
co Bay, and its surroundings.
I make no recommendation, looking to tbe expenditure of
Washington, March 10.
but
tru><t
that you will be more fully
money,
The wool people are chuckling over the dewith
the
value
of
the
impressed
attractions feat of the
whisky bill. Of coarse the; are not
nature has provided, aud in conjunction with
our fellow citizens, will Btrive to make these
openly opposing it bnt they recognized the
attractions as fruitful to our interests as possifact that the whisky people did not rally te
ble.
the support of the wool bill.
"The fact ie"
It is of coarse impossible, at the commencesaid one of the wool men to your correspondent
ment of the year, to make specific recommendations in relation to matters which will de"we who are in favor of the restoration of the
mand our attention. But, as occasion arises
wool tariff are net going to worry ourselves
daring the year, I shall make such suggestions and rush to the support of the whisky bill.
as may seem to me calculated to promote interThese people oppose our measure and talk
ests of our citizens and to aid you in the performance of your duties.
We must not forget
about special legislation and yet they want
that our powers and duties, as well as those of
legislation which is more decidedly "special·'in
our associate officers, are
largely prescribed by
nature than our bill. It looks bad for this
law and that really but little is left to our dismocratiu nuuno, muui»K arouud protecting
cretion ; ann X feel assured that I shall have
whisky when they reiuse to protect a million
your co-operatiou in endeavoring to see that
There is a certain class of men
wool-growers.
the duties of the officers in all the departments
in this House who will run after a whisky jag
are faithfully performed.
as far as they can see it, but when
the honest
In the management of our municipal affairs
farmer wants protection they are not there."
subdivisions have been made which yoa may
The vote on the bonded extension bill helps
deem best to continue. This necessarily makes
to widen the breach between the Ca-lise and
a government by committees and calls for the
Kandalljwiugs ofjthe party. The Carlisle people
The good
largest confidence in one another.
are a
deal disgruntled that Randall should
feeling now apparent among us is, I believe, have good
beaten them in their pet scheme and
real; and although it is not expected or eveu
Randall and hie followers are quite comfortadesired that we should always be one mind, I
ble over the fact that they did beat them.
sincerely hope that this confidence and good
THE CHINESE DEFENDED.
will may coniinue long after our term of service here shall have expired.
Cheong W. Tsanz, one of the brightest of
At tbe close of the address the convention
the many well-educated and intelligent Chidissolved.
namen here in the foreign service, having
grown weary of the constant attacks upon the
His Honor Mayor King called the Aldermen
Chinese in this country, haa taken up the cudto order about 7.10.
Routine business was
puvin
^oi
KjLfywma
transacted as follows:
ly annoyed because of the unfavorable comparPETITIONS REFERRED.
isons between the Chinese and Japanese instiOt William H. Somere to erect a steam entuted by Americans. "The world forgets" he
head
the
of Cross street.
gine opposite
said in talking of the matter, "that the best
Of Randall & McAllister to erect a wooden
building and lay a track on Main wharf.
paît of Japanese civilization is derived from

Îiropriation

ponc«.'departments,
healt^

iu

OTHER BUSINESS.

The bonds of A. W. Barbour, E. A. Leighton, Thomas M. Glendenning, G. W. Witham,
Charles B. Moseley, Howard F. Hall and
Stephen L. Hall as constables, were granted
subject to the approval of the City Solicitor.
A lderman Noyes said he represented a majority of the Board, he.tbought, in deeitiog the
electric light to be removed.
Aldermen Kelsoy and tlawkes concuired in the opinion ol
the gentleman from seven.
It was voted that the Mayor cause the electric light to be removed from the Aldermen's
room.

A communication came
from the lower
on the petition ot Mr. R. B. Whitcomb
for the free use of City Hall for temperance

board

meetings Sunday evenings.

The council voted to leave the matter to the discretion of the
Mayor until the regular committee shall be appointed. The aldermen concurred.
At 9.40 the Board adjourned.
IN JOINT CONVENTION.

Λ large audience had assembled in the council chamber when the joint session began. The
business passed off smoothly and with unusual

rapidity.

For the first sixteen officers the
Democrats had a regular ticket to present and
so the voting was on strict party lines.

Aldermen Kelsey and Councilman Wilson,
and Alderman Gallagher and Councilman McLellan were appointed committees to alternate
in receiving, sorting
and
counting votes.
Twenty-eight votes were cast, making 15 Decessary for a choice.
The vote for City Clerk resulted;
20
George C. Burgess (Λ.)
8
Manfred M. Kiggs (D.)
The ballot for City Treasurer gave:
?0
HoBj-y W. Uersey (R.)
U. M.Kicliar<ieon(D.)
·.
8
vote

for Auditor was as follow*:

Geo. *V. Woodbury (D.)
The ballot for City Messenger resulted :
John L. Shaw (11.)
A. L. Farnswcrth (D.)
For City Solicitor the vote thrown was:
"William H. Looney (R.)
Albert W. Bradbury (D.)

8
19

7
.21

7

The ballot lor City Civil Engineer was reported :
William A. Goodwin, (K.)
20
Edward C. Jorda», (D.)
8
The ballot for Street Commissioner resulted:
Geo. S. Staples, (B.)
21
Norris G. Curtis, (D.)
7
The vote for Harbor Master showed:
—

John B. Griffin, <R.)
J. Hopkins, (D.)

20

years the ballot stood :
John W. York, <R.)
20
8
Stephen K. Dyer, (D.)
The assistant city assessors were voted for on
one ballot. The vote was: Thomas A. Bowen,
Thomas Pennell, W. C. Q. Carney, Charles C.
Douglass, Orlando W. Eldridge, (Jren Thoits,
and William H. Flummer, Republicans, had
each 20; Andrew J. Ward, Patrick McGowan,
Alvin Lord, Thos. J. Somers, Chas. H. Green,
Frederick Worsaith, and Thomas H. Deehau,
Democrats, each had eight.
The remaining city officers excepting those
before mentioned were chosen without contest.

Geoigo McAllister.

«v

uv

v/u

Their literature does not rightfully
but is the result of Chinese
There is a very sugbrain and scholarship.
gestive parallel between the dispersion of the
Greek scholars through Europe after the fall
of Constantinople and the dispersion of the
Chinese scholars through Japan after the fall
of ±*ekin. The downfall of the great city of
Bosphorus was the beginning of a new period
of culture for all western Europe, and so the
down-fall of Pekin was the beginning of entirely new impulses in Japan. Joseph Cook
calls the Japanese the diamond edition of humanity. If he has reference to their diminutive size he is perfectly correct.
The Chinese
with the exception of those in one or two
southern provinces are physically superior to
the Japanese both in statue and in general
To make a mental comparison
development.
let us first compare the business capacity of
li is no credit to
Chinese with a Japanese,
China with her large area and immense population to enjoy a larger trade than Japan
with the outside world, but it does show ability and enterpris for Chinamen to go to Japan
and take away business which naturally beThe only reason that
longs to the Japanese.
can
be
assigned why in foreign ban&s
aad in
the
the
relarge
hongs,
sponsible positions are held by the Chinese
are
more
is
because
reliable
they
and capable. A foreign merchant said to me,
Ί have trailed boi*i with the Chinese and Japanese, and I find it much easier to make a bargain with Jap than Chiuaman, but a Jap is always changing his mind, while I never had
any trouble that way with a Chiuaman. A
sea captain in the employ
of the Mitsu Bishi
Company (a Japanese company,)said; "These
and
are
fickle,
Japs
awfully
incapable in business.'' Another sea captain, who had traded
on the China and Japan coast for over 25 years
assarted that tne Chinese were far superior to
the Japanese in business. It is a fact not generally known that a great deal of the business
of the East, outside of China, is in the bauds
of the Chinese. In Japan, the majority of accountants in foreign banking corporation?, im-

belong to them,

portaut clerkships, large general storekeepers,

tailors and shoemakers are Chinese. In farther India, one half of the trade is controlled
by celestials, and in Singapore the men of
wealth and influence in business are Chinese.
The Chinese population of the Sandwich Island,.forms more than two-thirds of the whole,
and a vast number of Chinese merchants may
be found in Penang, Columbo, Sangon, Mauritius, Calcutta, Madras, Bombay, and the whole
However much Japan
of the East Indies,
may boast of her superiority in other things,
muet
she'
acknowledge China as her mistress
But the enthusiast of the soin commerce.
It's the relative
called Maw Japan exclaims:
progress of China and Japan that you ought
Behold the rapid stride that aim
to compare.
has taken. Japan has certainly taken some
rapid strides. The linger of reform points triumphantly to her railroads, her telegraph, her
steamships, her aniversity at Tokio, and ahcuta
defiance to her neighbors, and, as a climax to
her progress, exclaims, behold my broadcloth
sait, my French calf boot», my hair parted in
the middle, and my plug hat.
Who dare say
that I am not civilized, and, what is more, for·

eignized?

here that we see the distinctive
two nations.
While a Chinaman
will bang on to his queue with the grip of life,
a Jap will .almost give
his life for anything
new and foreign.
It is just
traits of the

RETALIATORY LEGISLATION.

8

In the election of City Assessor for three

They are:
City Weigher of Hay—Levi S. Pennell.
City Weighers and Gaugers—Cyrus

uuuuiii

China.

APPOINTMENTS MADE.

Charles S. Bickford was appointed and confirmed inspector of fioar. James S. Gould,
superintendent of burials, J. & M. Rand, undertakers at Peaks Island; Andrew J. Cummings and Frank I. Brett, special policemen
without pay; Andrew J.Rich, and W. Rich,
N. W. Morse, Lewis Bunce, C. Ilsley, Jeremiah Ilsley, I. S. Cushman, James H. Tobin,
Josiah Dill, C. H. Blake, William Jeffords,
John Nagle, and Charles W. Harris, undertakers.

The

iiuvi*

K. JLadd,

Retaliatory legislation in regard to the hog
does not seem likely to meet with general fain the House. The efforts for that sort of
bill have been tried in the commerce committee, and it is now doubtful whether a bill
of that nature can be brought before the
House. Even if it should be it will
be
vor
a

likely

defeated there. Mr. Ellis has introduced a
resolution in the House which voices the sentiment of

a large number of its
members, and
of a majority. The resolution recites
that whereas the United States having some

probably

years since appointed a commission to examine
into the diseases of domestic animals, and
whereas that commission made a report indicating that diseases, rendering them unfit food

did exist from time to time among the s viae of
the United States, that it ia unbecoming oar
position at a christian and commercial nation,
to pat on oar own markets or on the markets
of a friendly nation, meats that are diseased or
threaten retaliatory measures against a friendIt
ly power that prehibits their introduction.
farther recites as the sense of the American
that
a
Congress,
rigid examination of the
diseases of domestic animals should be made
and that until such investigation be had, it
would be unwise and impolitic to enact any retaliatory measures against any foreign power
for a<mply endeavoring to guard the healtlr of
its citizens.
Mr. Ellis' resolution has not yet come up for
action and will be likely to meet with some
retty vigorous opposition when it does come
ut it is fully a9 likely to pass, especially in
the Senate, as ia any retaliatory measure that
has been offered.
TINKERING THE TARIFF.

The very alow progress of the Democratic
Houae, coupled with the inability of the two
wings of the party to agree upon anything In
the tariff line, is causing great dissatisfaction
among members of both tariff and anti-tariff
branches of the Democracy. Λ prominent
Indiana Democrat, who has been here during
the entire session watching the progress of the

dominant party in the House, openly announces himself bo much dissatisfied that ho
propeees this Fall for the first time in his

political experience to
He

cans.

was a

with the RepubliDemocrat, workiug

vote

Carlisle

vigorously for the election of
Speaker. He still retains

the purpose of keeping packages together
If the package Is somewhat large, and the
band Is kept aroand it for a long time, the
band, when removed, does not return to its
original size. It is exactly the same with
the blood-vessels of the brain. A condition
of congestion is thus
produced which is
fraught with daneer to those who do not
heed the first
warnings.
Chief and earliest of the
premonitions 1»
wakefulness. The vessels of the brain refuse
to contract; they remain
gorged with blood,
the mind is In consequence aciive, and
sleep
such as is required is not to be obtained.
Toward morning, perhaps, an hour or two
ot disturbed slumber may
ensue; but it does
little good, and the sufferer gets up to go to
work utterly unfit for either mental or
physical exertion.
Instead of the calmness natural to a person who has passed the
night in sound and
refreshing sleep, he is excited and weary,
the most trifling event
annojs him, he Is die
agreeable to his family and friends, and he
feels that he is not capable of sustained
thought or of dispassionate judgment.
I have known
many persons to suffer
heavy losses from attemptng to do business
when their brains, from want of rest that
comes with sleep, were not
competent to do
with thoroughness and exactness
the mental
work requisite for success.
far
the most influential factor in causBy
ing wakefulness is emotional exeiiement,
and of the emotions most poworfnl in this
direction anxiety comes first. I suppose
there is more or less anxiety attendant upon
all business operations, but
certainly those
who are engaged in stock
speculations appear to me to be most liable to be affected
with anxiety. Xoteven the
certainty of disaster so effectually wears
away the brain as
the uncertainty which exists with the
great
mass of transactions
relating to stocks.
The "operator," after
having perhaps passed
an altwHrt'sircplees
night, goes "down town"
in the morning,
knowing that he must ob-,
tain $200,000 or
$303,000 by 3 o'clock to Jg»
up his margin or make his
balanft1 it"but
the bank, and not
knowing w^r.T'.ftj.r'rtav
is to come from.
the same thing is
till eventually
be know·
breaks down-^ost Americans hft
himself to the inevitable, and
comes

that gentleman
hie admiration
l·" Mr. Carlisle, so far as hia
ability in regard
to the tariff and other national
topics goes,
but as a par»j leader ho confesses that he is a
failure. More than three months of the session have passed, and the
party is unable to
point to anything accomplished. More than
that, the division in the party ranks over the
tariff question is widening
dally until it seems
he flays, that any ola^foi ui
ahj^oMrt^posHible,
tan be atiiTptfcj for the
which
♦ill be satisfactory to both sides or upon which
they can unite with anything like enthusiasm.
The great trouble with the party, he says, ia a
lack of efficient leadership. Whenever its
chances for coming again in power are
good
then it immediately sets to work to make
blunders, and it never fails in these efforts.
This Indiana view of the situation is reflected
by that of a gentleman of equal and still
*Υλο tir at. nancr is nver he manages to
greater prominence in the East, Governor
differWaller of Connecticut.
On a
ί ,μγΪ again, or goes iutosome entirely
xactt¥#t"the
here, talking with some frienjjft- that he ha^ I ent business, and tbe intercurrent rest
"σ
which is forced upon him is the be^t medi^U'lhe comma *τ«»ιμ7;ϊΓΥ"4 ν47Ι1Λ^'
aDd
cine he can take for restoring his exhausted
our
brain.
the lwK ur¥MÇtenA leadership is killing
Conwhy, even
Bhances as fast m possible,
Politicians suffer in a like manner, for
majority.
necticut will give 6,000 R*publican
requires for Its successful prosecupolitics
Governor
wave
Democratic
a
tidal
from
This
tion both intellectual and emotional activiet Connecticut does not indcate a very hopeful outlook for the Democrat in New Engty. I call to mind the case of an eminent
Massachusetts statesman, who from an
land.
ARTHUR IN TH& SOUTH.
bumble station had risen to the dignity of
Vice President of the United States, and
The pronounced sentiment in Pie Louisiana
who during the war of the rebellion carried
Republican convention in favor of the re-nom- his mental
exertion to a point that has rareination of President Arthur will piobably be
ever been reached, and in whom the most
ly
re-echoed by the Republicans of marly every
powerful emotions were constantly at work;
who never knew a moment during the day
State in the South. A prominent aad wealthy
said in a
that he could call his own, and who passed
Kentucky Republican here recently
the greater part of the night in cabinet
conversation with your correspondit that he
councils or committee meetings upon whose
had no doubt of the election of a strong Araction» the fate of tbe nation depended.
"I do not
in Kentuck*·
thur
as

?®|Λ

-^apt

Ivstêm
M

/ariff ag'rif-Vrn

delegation

think," he said, "It will be a rtlid Arthur delegation, for the President's <onrse has not been
satisfactory to all of our p«ople, but I feel sure
that a large proportion o·' the delegation will
There is i> general feeling among
be tor him.
our people that President Arthur, who came
to his present positior under the most unfavorable circumstance* that could be imagined,
has done wonder· in uniting the party and
making a successful administration, and one
I do not
that commands the respect of all.
think the Republican party can do better than
to renominate Mr. Arthur, and that is the sentiment

*fc^iieve,

of

majority

the

of

the Re-

publicii^^bnr State."
Southern

Republicans livInquiries among
will be very
ing here pûow that this sentiment
wit!1 perhaps
strong iDall the Southern States
Carolina
wîîï
North
one or two exceptions.

be for Skerman, as it was four years
Mr. Canaday, who is an internal revenue
official, gave that 'State to Sherman in 1880,
being now an officer of the Senate, hand iu
glove with that gentleman, can "work" the
old North State in hie interest.

He was a man of powerful build, free
from vices, temperate in hie living, and of
mo?t equable temperament. So strong was
he in all the attributes of vitality, that I am
when peace came resure that if he had
signed his public position, and made the
tour of the world, or even spent six months
on the Western plains, he would now have
been alive and receiving the honors he had
But he acted differentso worthily earned.

ly, and it was again shown In him that
though the brain be strong and capable of
enduring a terrible amount of Ill-usage,

there is a limit to it· powers ef endurance.
He had suffered from wakefulness and
other symptoms of cerebral disorder for several months, and the Sunday before he died
he came to consult me for the second or
third time. I found his brain intensely con-

probably

ago.

ARTHUR IN OHIO.

a few hours afterward he wrote me
note from his hotel, saying that as the
business that called him to the capitol was
very important, and as he was feeling so
much better -thaikin the morning, he had
changed his mind, and would leave for
Washington in an hour.
He went and attended to his work, but it
was the last he ever did, for shortly afterward he suddenly passed into a state of stupor, and in a few hours he was ùôad in the
capitol in which he had planted the seeds
of his disease.

vice, but
a

Governor Foster's reiteration of the stat3ment that Arthur could not carry Ohio does
not please Ohio Repoblicans here. They say
Ool. M&rfebrelt ot Cincinnati
that in not true.
the assistant treasurer at that point talking
with your correspondent upon the subject
said he felt sure that Arthur would carry Ohio
if nominated. Of course, he said "I am a government official and perhaps may be prejudiced in faror of the President who appointed mo
to my position, but there are I think good reasons for believing that Mr. Arthur is not unpopular in Ohio as has been alleged. Tbe
idea that any of Garfield's friends should hold
any feeling againet President Arthur because
of the event which he mourns as earnestly as
do we all is absurd. The President's administratien has been such ai to gain friends for
him constantly. I think he would be especially strong among the Germane, because of
his liberal views. There is none of that hypocritical sham and nonsense which characterized Hayes' career as President. Certainly the
business Interests and the intelligent element
begin to honor him. I am confident
generally
he will carry Ohio if nominated.
These sentiments are re-echoed by a conversation recently nad with a Cleveland gentl·-

admit that I was extremely orejadice against I
President Arthur when he assumed the Presidential chair. Living so near to President
Garfield as 1 did, knoving him so well, having so great an affection lor him, I confess
that I 1 (Joked upon Arthur with great disI aoi willing to confess also that
I believed hit* in some measure responsible
for President Garfield's death.
That feeling
has, however, passed entirely away. Instead
of that I see bin, now as a statesman, a man of
honor and high standing, one who has had the
ability to unite the. party and to make a most
successful administration under the most adverse circi mstauces. I cannot conceive of any
greater disabilities unter which one could labor in coming into oflio» thau those which surrounded and weighed dcwn President Arthur.
I should be glad to see him nomiyited. I
think he deserves it.
I think, too, tbat my
views on this subject are >he views of many
Republicans in Ohio. Gov. Foster is certainly
mistaken in supposing that ttare is any feeling
against Arthur by Mr. .Garfeld's friends, or
that they would tail to support him, and tbat
most earnestly.
trust.

TUB INTER-STATE COMMERCE BILL.

''Will the inter-state commerce bfl pass the
House?" your correspondent asked a member
of the commerce committee in the Hotge lob-

Nothing is so instructive as an example,
and hence I hope to be excused for adducing another case—one that shows how singularly erratic the mind may become when
the brain is overtaxed, and how etrong are
the powers of recuperation when the requisite repose is granted.
A gentleman, aged 39, unmarried, and cf
good general health, consulted me in referpeculiar nervous affection with
which he had suffered for several months.
He stated that being engaged upon a litera-

ence to a

labor of some imnortanr.A. he had oivpn
greater part of his time to the studies
necessary tu ite bein" carried on with saccess, and was conscious of Laving overtaxed
his mental powers.
So great, however, was his ambition to
excel in his undertaking, that he had perse-

ry

tbo

vered notwithstaodiog the admonitions of
friends, and the still more pointed warnings
he had received from his own sensations.
Instead of sleeping, as had been his custom,
for from seven to eight hours, he had rarely
for nearly a year slept more than four hours,
and frequently even less than this.
The symptom of disordered action which

particularly attracted his attention was an
inability to concentrate his mind upon subjects about which he wished to write. There
was oo difficulty in maintaining a connected
line of reasoning except when he attempted
to put his ideas on paper, and then he found
it utterly impossible to direct his thoughts
in a methodical manner.

He conversed very intelligently in refer-

ence to his
ous of the

case, and was perfectly conscidifficulty under which be labored.
As an instance of the character of his disease, he said that the day before he came to

he had reflected to his entire satisfaction upon certain points in literature he
was investigating, and that when he came to
read over what he had written, he found it
by yesterday.
a
arrant nonsense.
"No," he answered, with a laugh of diegtst, was tissue of the most
At the time of writing his thoughts flowed
"Pass the House! I should say not. Why, theie
so rapidly that he was not conscious ol
the
won't a single member of the commerce com- j disconnected nature
of his composition. If
mittee support it on the floor; not one. It is
he stopped, however, to read over what he
the first bill I have heard of beiug reported to
tad written, he at once saw how thot oughly it misrepresented his conceptions. No
tho House without somebody on the committee
mau.er what the subject, the result was simbe
a
man
in
to champion it, but there won't
the commerce committee who will support it.
ilar, tad even the most trivial notes could
Mr. Reagan will want to substitute his own
not be written without language being used
bill for it, and there are certain features of it
which was either perfectly without relation
that are unsatisfactory to all the members. A
to the idesa he wished to communicate, or
famous lawyer, you know, once said that the
else in dirett opposition to them.
marriage contract was a contract "sui-generous
For instance, wishing to obtain a book
aud quite anamolous." The condition of this
from a friend, be found that he bad written
bill is quite as great an anomaly.
Oar weeks
the prayer of Socrates which concludes the
of time which we have spent in discussing it
Phiedus of Plato. On another occasion, Inare probably thrown away so far as any practi-

to indite an epistle to a lady who
had seul him a volume of her poems, he dis-

tending

cal result in the way the bill goes.

Overworked Brains.
Dr. William A. Hammond recently contributed aa article to the Youth's Companion upon "Brain Overwork, aud Some of its

Consequences."
teresting by the

specially inpatients who have

It was made
stories of

under his own treatment.
effect of au excessive use of the

come

Dr.
Τ

»

Hammond,
a

nnon

»Λ

is

The first

brain, says

generally wakefulness.

.m.ln^tn.,.1

—.1

see me

«Ut.

.,1.1 Ϊ.Λ

covered when half through his letter that he
had requested her to accept one of his own
books, aud had then gone on to give his
ideas relative to suicide and matrimony.
Upon questioning him I ascertained that
he went to bed generally at about 2 o'clock
in the morning; that be lay awake for an
hour at least, during which hi$ mind was
exceedingly active; and that he rose between
<5 and 7, took a sponge bath and ate a light
breakfast. He then went to work, spending
the day in reading and in dictating to his
BIOVVl)

when we bear in mind how sleep is
produced. As I shall have occasion hereafter to say a few words with special reference to the physiology of sleep, it will suffice at present for me to mention the fact
that exact observations have shown that
sleep is caused by the blood in a measure
flowing out of the vessels of the braiu into
those of other parts of the body.
Of course anythiug that prevents the diminution of the quantity of blood in the brain
pievents sleep. Every time an iudividual
thiuks, if it be only for the hundredth part
of a second, every time his emotions are excited, the vessels of the brain enlarge and
the

the

case

quantity

of blood

they contain

is in-

creased.
the thought has
Normally,
faded away, the
passed and the emotion has
vessels contract, and when sleep is com!ng
in caliber. But
on they diminish still more
if a person thinks too much, and especially
If ho is anxious about some important matfor the vessels
ter, there is no opportunity
to become reduced in size. They must remain full of blood in order that the brain
The tension is
may do the work required.
thus kept up too long, and eventually, like
all over-distended bodies, they lose their
elasticity, and then a return to their normal
dimensions is no longer possible.
Most of my readers have doubtless seen
the India rubber bands which are uied for
as

soon

as

Π UV

Πίννυ

VU»

Uld

IUUqUHqU

fbluailllli,

At 0 o'clock ho dined plainly, and then again
resumed bis labors, lie drank neither tea,
coffee, nor any alcoholic liquor. Occasionally be took a cup of chocolate at breakfast.
1 told him very plainly that unless he was
prepared to lorego his literary labors for
several weeks, at least, he wopld be in great
dauger of permanent Injury to his mind;
but that with the avoidance of severe mental exertion, and by the aid of other measures, I believed he could be restored. He
demurred somewhat to the first condition,
but finally promised to follow my advice

implicitly.
I regarded the case as one of cerebral congestion, In which while the amount of brainwork was not materially lessened, its quality was essentially impaired. So long as he
merely thought, he thought well, but when
he attempted in addition to tax his brain
with the labor Incident

to the mechanical
work of writing, he put more upou the organ than it could endure, and aberration of
action was the result.
1 laid out a very systematic course of
treatment, mainly, however, of a hygienle
character, and 1 bave reason to believe that
he complied faithfully with the directions

given, and ere long he began to experience
amendment, and in about three weeks was
getting from seven to eight hours' sleep evHe uses bis brain now like a
ery night.
rational being, and it will probably serve
him well for many years

to come.

"Generous to a fault" is sometimes said of
who really are generous only to their own

men

faults.

THE

TUESDAY MORNING, MARCH 11.
We do not read anonymous letters and communi
eations. The name and address of the writer are in
all eases indispensable, not Decessarily for publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve com,
munioations that are not used.

Rates for the Campaign.
In accordance with a long sanctioned
practice the Γηκββ, Daily and Weekly, is
offered to new subscribers, daring the political campaign of 1884, at special rates. This
concession to new subscribers, for a limited
period, does no injustice to those who are already subscribers. They will receive in full
measure their due, indeed a better paper,
both during the campaign and after it. We
rely upon their good will to help spread the
knowledge of our special rates, and,in return,

Special

we

engage to make the paper as much

valuable and interesting

more

increased

our

as

prosperity will warrant.
To new subscribers, during the political
campaign of 1884, the price of the Daily
Pbess will be

FIFTY

[The Portland Dally PHE6S
paper pnbliihed in the State,
circulation. At the special
heapeet..
To

new

MONTH.

A

CENTS

is

largest daily

the

has

and
rates

the

largest

It is. also

$49,000 of the past due interest
collected from the Atlantic & St. Lawrence
Railroad Company was used for current expenses of the city government instead of being carried to the credit of the sinking fund.
It was this windfall of ready cash coming into
the city treasury, and not required to meet
notes falling due within the year, that enabled the tax rate to be reduced,and no economy in appropriations, or saving in their
is made that

PRESS.

the

subscribers, during the campaign,

expenditure.
clearly when

detail.
The Mayor enjoins economy in appropriations and the great desirableness of keeping
all expenditures within the appropriations,
and speaks strongly of the mischevous policy ol robbing one appropriation to supply
deficiencies in another. He calls attention
to but two matters ae worthy of consideration. One is the amiable but dangerous
practice of permitting the erection of wooden buildings in the heart of the city ,contrary to the provisions of ordinances wisely devised to secure the common safety of property. This is an important matter and it is
apparent enough to anyone who goes
through the city with his eyes open that
good nature, so-called, has got the better of
good judgment in the point of enforcing the

building laws. It is high time to return to
a stricter policy.
The other matter is the
desirableness of improving, as well as may
be, tho natural advantages of the city and
the bay as a place of
summer resort for
This part of the address is suggestive,merely, no particular measure of improvement being recommended.

the

oil cases

Papers
paid for.

MONTH.

yond November 15,1884.

for

PAPER ONE MONTH.

by

elected.

The South Carolina authorities have finally plucked up courage and arrested W. B.
Cash, who fatally shot two men In the streets
of Cheraw about two weeks
ago, and has

been defying the authorities ever since.
The Cashes, father and
son, have been a
terror to the people of South Carolina for
several ygarg -atrtTboth of them have been

_£8iityrofmurder. It is

to be

hoped that one
get his deserts, but

of them at least will now
that is by no means certain.

Mr. Chamberlain's bill which the British
shipowners are making a. great fuss about,
provides that the owners of lost ships shai*
not be allowed to recover more than the actual value of vessels and
cargoes, and that
they shall be responsible for loss of life just
as manufacturers are
responsible for casualties happening through the fault of officers
whom they appoint. The purpose of the bill
la to prevent the sending to sea of unseawortby ships and the wrecking of them for
the insurance. It is in the interest of hu~
inanity, and apparently does nobody injustice.
At the first meeting of the
City Council
last evening everything passed off
very
smoothly and agreeably. Mayor King displayed admirable qualities as a presiding officer, and the business was all transacted witi>
The
gratifying decorum and dispatch.
nominees of tb· .Republican caucus for the
various elective offices were all chosen,
Messrs. Looney and Cloyes receiving one
more than the full
fiarty vote. The new administration is now firmly in the saddle and
there is every reason to anticipate for it a
successful progress throngh the year.
The Post Office appropriation bill shows
evidences of Mr. Randall's "cheese paring"
methods. The clause which it contains fixing the maximum salary of postmasters at
$4000 ought not to pass. No man with sufficient administrative ability to efficiently
conduct the post office at New York can be
got for that sum unless he warns the office
for other reasons.
Equally indefensible is
the clause which provides that railroads
which have been subsidized wiih pnblic
lands shall transport the mails for fifty
per
eent of the present rates. This is
only an
indirect method of compelling railroads to
pay for lands which Congress gave them years

Probably this provision was prompted by the hope that a little political capital
conld be made out of it with that class of
voters who think any sort of warfare
upon a
railroad company not only justifiable bit
ago.

praiseworthy.
Capt. Duncan, the shipping commissioner
of New York, seems to be left in a *ery bad
plight by the verdict of the jury ie his libel
suit against ihe New Yoik Tiroes. The alleged libellous matter was a report of an interview with Mark Twain, in which three
distinct charges were made against Mr.
Duncan. One of them had reference to his
management of the Quaker City expedition,
bankruptcy proceedings

to which

he was a party, and the third to
his conduct in office, it being alleged in this

connection that he had been dishonestly and
corruptly defrauding the government. Of
the first two charges the jury found him not
guilty, and gave damages of six cents on
each. The third charge the jury found to
be true. In the face of this verdict the
Times thinks that Mr. Duncan should step
d«wn and out from the office of shipping
commissioner.

The Mayor's Address.
So short a time elapses between the election of a Mayor and his inauguration that
he has little
opportunity to prepare and present any elaborate scheme of recommendations regarding the work of the
coming year
If he were disposed to do so. As usual after
the Introductory

paragraphs, Mayor King
presented statement, furnished by the City
Treasurer, of the finances of the city from
a

which it appears that the gross debt has been
reduced during the year by the sum ot
$174,500, maturing city notes of that value having
been paid. The statement afford β no means
of accurately defining the resources from
which this sum came. But some of them
are as follows:
Available balance to credit
fn»d March 31,1883

of

sinking

Past doe interest bollocted from A. &
St. L. R. R
Raised by taxation in accordance with
law say

$ 51,«69.07

53,326.00
30,000.00

^35,19G\87
This wonld leave about $40,000 which
came from various sources In
conformity
with the provisions ot the ordinances
estabthe
lishing
sinking fuDd.
No statement of the
sinking fund is furnished beyond a credit to it of
"say $3,000"
sufficient to meet bonds which have
matured
but have not been presented. The statement

R~ricTSfid
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ARETAS

under his nose is

.?! I-

March 8.
The reception and exhibition of the Paint
and Clay C.'ub at the Boston Art Club
Gallery
is one o( tie pleasant and notable events of the
past week. The club is only abont three years
old, muI heretofore has held its receptions and
had its exhibitions at its rooms on
Washington
street, from vhence it issued quaint and charmtwelve inoh double
first leaf a beautiful

monotype that w<s quite a possession in itself,
wording of thi invitation was in old type
and ran like this:—
"Paint and Clay Club.
Yon are invitid with ladies.
Wednesday evening, Dec. 13,
A. 8 o'clock.

Top Floor, 419 Washington street, Boston."
The "top floor" at once extited the
question
and curiosity of the Philistines This must be
the very den of Bohemia. Th»
"Paiiji and
Clay Club" had a wild and irrtsound,
but that "top floor" sugg63teû paint and
pover.

ty and pipes—in short, Bohemia, the Bohemia
they bad heard of. To get a card theu to go
to that top floor became the desire of the Philistine heart. What beyond paint and
clay
they expected to see, I don't know. Vhat
lound
was
the usual order of reception
they

OF A

OOE
will make you any of the new style
stiff or semi-stiff hats, in Maple,
Brown, Blue or Black, and guarantee a good lit.

J. T.

ways and means of ordinary folk. On entering
the Art Club gallery Monday evening, we wore
confronted with Mr. Viuton'e life-like representation of Wendell Phillips. I saw tNs portrait when it was first painted, some foir years
ago, and I had always since then renembered
it as the most perfect likeness of Wr. Phillips
I had ever seen. The lapse of the» few years
has not changed the portrait nor my opinion of
it. The flesh tints are remarkable—firm, yet
soft and full of vitality. The attitude caught
was that very familiar one to the many who

haprily caught—that

able of Mr· Phillips, but I have never seen any
that satisfied me like this. It is the Phillips
and admired—the Phillips who
we all Inew
couldâ>ng down his dynamite theories straight
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Price.
$4.50 $7.00,
Ladies' Cloth Top, Curacoa,
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5.00
Kid
Boots
2.50
Foxed,
$2.50
4.50j
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HORSE & PMHAM,

OF

M. G. PALMER,
Street.
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Hamburg

You get

Bremen

value

Loan on Bond and Mortgage
Call Loans
Cash in Banks
Premiums in Course of Collection

...

Wm. H. Scott,

INSURE

AGAINST MARINE
RISKS ONLY.

risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as
soon as water-borne.

Company will take

Premiums on Marine Risks from 1st
January 1883. to 31fit December,
1883

Premiums on Policies not marked off
....
1st January, 1883
Total Marine Premiums

$4,168,953

10

1,639,232

53

$5,708,185

63

ASSETS.

recognize these subjects
years, would at
as those of Mr. Gaugengigl's arch and coquettish brush. One specially—"Une Petite Réprimandé"—gives one of his moet characteristic
studies. It is a lover of the olden time chiding
his sweetheart, who tarns » pretty, scornful
little chin half away from him, as if she could

jan 12

eod&wnrmly

BALL'S
CORSET
takes the lead of everything in the Corset line,
as ladies find it the most
COMFORTABLE
and
FITTING
PERFECT
Merchants
garment worn.
gives the best satisof any Corset they
ever sold.
For sale by leading dealers. Price by mail
$1.50.

S12.972J12.47.

Six Per Cent Interest on amount Ontstanding Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 5, 1884.

Now

yoa may

Foy,

mar8

Harmon & Co., New Haven, Ct
SSAVSm

NOTICE.
persona
hereby forbidden driving any
into
ALLcattl«
through the tcwn of Cumberland from the towns of
are
or

Deering or Falmouth, or

Dividend to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1883,

40 PER CENT.
Losses

Paid in

Thirty Days

After Proof.

199,585.00
23,000.< >0
60,000.00

$502,018.42

PORTLAND

J. W.

as

:

9

AID CORNICE.
Steamboat, Locomotive and Stationary Boiler
Stacks, Tin Plate and Sheet Iron Worker, Agent
for Austin's Patent
Expanding Water Conductors. All kinds of Plain Conductors
constantly on hand. Tin Rooting a
specialty,^Tin Roois repaired and
painted, Persons troubled with letky roofs caused
by snow and ice freezing on the eaves of the
building can have them lined up Water
Tight, and snow and ice removed at
reasonable rates by calling on the
above at

8

gfceters' Eclectic
Instructor.

50 pairs Ladies' Pebble Goat, button,
ouiy $2 00, former price $2.75; 100
pairs Ladies' line Pebble Goat, button,
only $3.00, former price $3 50; widths,
aa. a, b, c and d; sizes 2 1-2 to
8; 75
pairs Ladies' Glove Top, foxed, button,
only 92.50, former price $3.00; 100
pairs Ladies' Curacoa Kid. button, only

can

appreciate

our

B.

Mechanic*'
March l'ilb,
tance free.

Hall,

Esq.,

Weduewday Ev aiBg,
7.45 o'clock. AdmitJ. B. i'OV I K, Jr.,
Chairman Com.

nt

marlld3t

OOKTOEJRT.
The

State Street

Church

«.hoir

W. P. Chase, Soprano, Mrs. L. A. Goody, Con
tralto, Mr. W. H. Stockbridge, Tenor, Mr, J. i5.
Ooyle, Jr., Bass, will give a concert at the
Mrs.

PORTLAND

THEATRE

Firank Curti»

Proprietor

and

Manager.

NIGHTS,

Friday and Saturday, March 14 & 15.
An Evening of Hearty Laughter

Sol Smith Russell
In

J. E. BROWN'S Successful Comedy,

Folks."

SOL SMITH

RUSSELL,

SONOS, SPECIALTIES aα<1
irarEKSottA'rioys.
The Supporting Company has been selected from
the Front Rank of the Dramatic Profession.

Greeted Everywhere with Screams of
Laughter.

FRED G. BERGER
Manager.
Seats 76 and 60,
Gallery 35. Sale of Seats comWednesday, March 12.
dtd

mences

GEHiTLEMES'S

Buckle Arctics and Congress Arctics
$1.50; 25 pairs Gents' Ihind Sewed Jersey Bals only $4.00 (broken sizes); 25
pairs Hand Sewed Congress only $2.75
(broken sizes); 50 pairs Men's fine Calf
and Cloth Top. button, only
$3.50, former price $5.00.

LADIES'

Extension Heel Rubbers a specialty.
Patent Extension Heel protects the heels
and keep the rubbers from breaking and
wearing through. Patent Extension Heel
Rubbers only 45 cents, former price 00
cents. Ladles' and Gents'
bers a specialty.

( OiTlPILED BY W. €. PETERS.

Zephyr

Rub-

vor with which it is regarded,
especially in a large
number ef educational institutions, in which it has
A practical, well graded and thorough book !

Dobson's Universal
Banjo Instructor.

;I

ι
I

Bj 11. C. ami G. C. DOBSUW.

PRICE $1.00.
instrument,

The Banjo is now a fashionable
and
the best ones are eleg> nt enough to go
anywhere.
A good book, destined to be very popular. Contains
Elements, 67 bright Heels, Jigs,
etc.,
and 22 Popular Songs, such as "Old Folks at
Home,"
"Over the Garden
the songs of Dave Braham, etc.

NOS. 29, 31 & 33 UNION ST.
dec29
eod3m*

«UM TEETH

$10 per Set.
TEETII

per Set.

Theee Teeth are the BEST that money can buy
nd we warrant a good fit.
E. If. & P. W. LOCK WOOD,
Cor. Colon anil ITliddle
i'orllnii.l
febl2
eodtf

Wail,"

ι

Winner's Popular
Ideal Methods.

ι

ForVioliu, For f*iiitar, For Piano,
For Corves, For Flute,
For C'»»b. Orgau,
For t'lariuet For It »njo,
h or Flageolet,
For
Fife, For Accortlcou, For Boclmi
Flute.

Pricc of encli book 75 cfs.
Immensely popular cheap instructors, with brief

instructive course, and each with about one hundred neatly arranged popular airs for practice.

OLIVER DITSON &
mar 8

DK. F, B.

CO., Bostou
eod&w2w

REED,

Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician lias
opened rooms at No. 592 Congress St.,
Portland, Maine, where he is prepared
to treat all diseases of the Blood, acute

MUNCER,
d4in-jly26d4m

nud chronic. Oflice hours from 9 a. in.,
to 12 ni-, aud 1 to 9 p. in. Free examination at the House until further notice.
Examination at a distance the fee will
be $2.00.
febôdtf

Charles W. Goddard
baa resumed the practice of his profession at the
office formerly occupied by the treasurer of the P. & Ο. Ε. B.

%o. 39 EXCHANGE 8TREËT.
marl

eod2m

Herbert Ο. Bridge,
ATTORNEY AT LAW AS» SOLICITOR
—

or

—

American Λ Foreign Patents,

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland, Me.
58F~A11 business relating to Patente promptly and
executed.
1ul2dtf

faithfully

S.C.ANDREWS,
Counsellor and Attorney
188

MIDDLE

at

Law,

STREET,

CanalBank Building,
PORTLAND, ME.
24
110 ν

(16m

COPARTNEKMHIP IVOTM'EN

Copartnership

Notice.

The undersigned have formed a
copartnership
the firm name of JOHN E. BRADFORD
&
CO., formerly JOHN BRADFORD Λ SON, Mast and
Spar Makers, and will continue the business at the
old stand, No 266 Commercial St. Δ
good stock of
Masts, Spars and Oak Plank constantly on hand.
JOHN E. BRADFORD,
JOHNOAKES.
Portland, March 7tb, 1884.

under

mar 8

dim

CHAS. H. O'BRION,

COAL.
Domestic Coals
Prie··.

SHOE DEALER
codtf

long been used.

NOTICE.

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Sign of Gold Boot. Teleplion 3.50
marl

Among the great and successful Piano Methods of
the day,Peter»' Eclectic has always held an honorable place. The sale of a quatteb of a million
copies is proof tangible of its worth, and of the fa-

LAW

Special

431COMRESS 8T.

Hornpipes,

EXCHANGE ST.

dlinteodllm&wevU

eodlm

PRICE $3.25.

COKRE8PONDEN7
fet>2

We shall continue our Special
Sale (or Ten Days only. All of
our Winter Boots must be
sold on or before Iflarch
10, to make room
for Spring Goods.

St.,

piano

GALVANIZED RON GUTTERS

$7

ood tf

♦

Office, 9 Exchange
Portland.
feb28
1

PLAIN

ST.

29,266.36

Losess Paid in tlie United
States over §3,000,000.

Manufacturer of

J. D. JONES. President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d X lee President.
A. A. RAVEN, 3d View*
Pr^iident.
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.

any

infected with "foot and mouth disease,"
voted by the town.
N. M. S*ÏAW,
) Selectmen of
JL J). MERRILL, f Cumin*« land
marGd&wlw
other town

—

MORRILL,

ARTHUR

In which Character he will Introduce his Famous

SPECIAL SALE.

33,709.13

Net Surplus in U. S

OF SEW ¥ORK

This

once

ENGINE,

BY

—*

ΒΓβΙΝΕβ» CAR DM.

Sale.

ASSETS IN THE UNITED STATES:
U. S. Government Bonds, market value.$647,163.75
First Mortgage R. R. Bonds, market

1

All successful Fishermen and Sportssmoke Blackwell's Bull Durham
Smoking Tobacco, and they enjoy it.

LECTXJRE
A HISTORY OF THE

TOM

Dealer,

Top, Button,

JANUAR1 let, 1884.

Resident Agents,

Mutuel Insurance Co.

Retail

$2.00; with low vamp, box toe and
worked button holes; 100 pairs Cloth
Top. buttoa. only $3.00, former price
$3.75. You that have seen onr Cloth

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

fragrance.

ATLANTIC

Gloves.

Spring

Morse&Pinkham

Pipe smoking is the real teet of tobacco.

men

3MC. Ο. M. A.

Appearance of the Distinguished Comedian,

IMMENSE SUCCESS

Dwellings, Furniture, Stores, Mer—

Price.

"

You take the smoke cooler, and the tonic
cleanlier and safer.
Pipe smoking is
smoking reduced to a fine art.
The more the question of adulterated
tobacco forces itself on the attention of
3mokers, the more desirable it becomes to
know precisely what you are smoking. In
Blackwell's Bull Durham Smoking Tobacco you have a guarantee, alâ
ways, that it is Nature's
A
own pure product. This can
not be the case with the plug
smoking tobacco. In this
tobacco you can see its purity in every flake. Try it,
and you will be aaiiefied.
Trade-mark of the Bull.

d3t

TWO

in the end to l*uy.

SIGN OF TH Ε GOLD HAT.

surable

TELEPHONE 771.

in Novemebr" offering contrasts to an inteiior
of "An Old Kitchen."
The young favorite of Boston, Mr. Gaugengigl has four of his clever little canvasses hung
in one of tbe beet places. Anyone who is at all
familiar with this artist, and who is not that
has attended tbe art exhibitions of tbe last few

cheapest

arc

INSURE YOUR

Street,

2
30 Middle
fel>23

Tom Robineon has some
of his best work here—mostly cattle representations of coarse, and he bas done nothing
finer.
Mr. Enneking had a charming group of pictures of very varied subjects- "Low Tide"
and "Return of Fishermen" and a "Hillside

the

033S

ion.
Our colors
and Black.

MIE >D3L.]S

INSURANCE.

charge.

Former

eodtf

is the regal way of smoking.
more directly at the flavor and

η

anc 1

FIRE

Closed Out before arrival of Spring Styles.

Ladies' Ft. Lace Mat Kid Top Boots
14
44
"
44

197 Hiddlc street.

It

31. F. WINSLOW, Manager.
marlô

ATTENDS OUR

color

THE HATTER,

253 Middle

Kid

mar4

of Boston,
the Finest Fancy Skaters in America.

one ol

MERRY, the Hatter "Edgewood
DILLOWAY,

Total Assets
$992,724.24
Total liabilities in the U. S. including
reinsurance
490,705.24

Penthe

mid ocean. Not a scene one woald want to
hang before one in a library in a stormy night,
bat a wonderful picture nevertheless. His

Specialty

Soft and Stiff Hats of any style
made to order without extra

44

on

Some of the marine pictures are delightful^
"Dutch Boats Beaching in a Gale," by S. S.
Tackerman, is full of the whirl and whirr of
the storm, and :s a story so well told in every
stroke of the brash that one hardly needs to
look for title in the catalogue. Mr Halsall has
some good things, too—"The Pilgrim Ship,"
and "On a Lee 8hore," the latter off Cape Ccd,
are full of reality and spirit.
Mr. Halsail bad
a picture in the exhibition two years ago tbat
It vas a wreck in
was greatly talked about.

a

MANTJPAO TTTRIPiTG

44

coast below Havre.

say "Don't go too far, my lord, or
find that I'm for your betters."

Special

< GtO

Attrs
Brou

Gents9

'·

COE,

PROF. R. J. Â6INT0N

STEAM

$3.50 an«9 exchang c; entire new stock.
Children's and Boys1 Î Spring Hats.

Trunk,

hind those speaking eyes was holding its court
in tbe multitude, as of old.
Of the notable landscapes that called forth
comment and criticism were those of Foicroft
Cole's. "The Marshes of Pennedepio" was
and most

GREAT
SUCCESS

3^X3NT153

Sole Leather, Zinc, Crystal Zinc,
Canvas, and the Patent Wood

Portland free.

Block, middle St.

ENGAGEMENT GF

arc our

A

which will stand more
rasket han any other.
Goods delivered in Saccarappa,
Cumberland Mills, Deering and

Itron.'

WEDNESDAY EVENING. MARCH 12.

w

MORE BARGAINS

BAGS,

will very likely be before the public in a short
time.
No other canvas excited quite ao much attention as this as a matter o£ course. All through
the evening there was a greater throng about
this portrait than anywhere else. It was as if
the silent presence which seemed to look be-

a

M tore r

Opp. City Halt
<11

who flakes

TRUNKS

BY—

Mrs Fannie HaweM, Soprano;
itlre. Alice ('arle Nearer, Contralto;
IHiHM llallie Adam·, Pianist.
Tickets 25 cents; for sale at Hawes & Chandler's
Music Store.
martidttt

Illustrated by Models, Experiments, &e.

Positively the Only Hatter Hast of Boston

Spring

Wednesday, Mar. 12 at 8 p.m.

—ASSISTED

Sccoud Parish, Wednesday Evening, March 18,
Entire change of fixtures; the whol ? store furnished in ash; new designgp
imder the
of the Ladies' Circle. Concert at
in wall c&ies, counter and show c ises; the most convenient and best 8 o'clock. auspices
An Oyster Supper will be served in the
from 0 to 7.30. Admission to Concert 2êc.
Vestry
arranged Hat Stor 0 east of New York.
m aril
2t

GLOVES

Phillips who could face a hissing mob, calm
and intrepid in the midst of the tumult; and
the Phillips also, who could lend a sympathizing ear to the humblest tale of suffering and
woe. The Phillips, too, who could listen deferentially in a drawing room, and give back
quick repartee that bad no sting in its velvet
wit. The portrait is owned by Mr. Phillips's
nephew, Mr. John C. Phillips. It is to be engraved from, if not photographed, and copies

largest
nedepio is

eodtf

Ο 1 u b
—

Portland Roller Skating: Mi

NOW IN. SPRING STYLE FLAT BRIMS !

in toe teeth of the Harvard faculty, on a summer day when they sat quietly expectant of
what they bad supposed they had invoked—a
scholarly and purely literary feast; it is the

the

W. L. Wilson & Co,

mar 8

An eleiiant assortment of

G. A, Hall.

YJ.

mart

—

AT THJB

—

IL.K HATS

SPRING

rather

imperious expression which pushed the proud
under lip in a sor'of scorn, a little forward
and upward, to tbs upper, leaving a still, waiting repose, as if Ίβ had just uttered one of his
most startling sentences, and was waiting for
the storm to »ass ere he spoke again. I have
seen other pictures and photographs innumer-

Is sold 03XTXJIY toy

The best quility of Hats

FOR

have seen him bo often oa the platform, bis
left band held behind his back, his right resting on the table beside Aim. The expression
the face is as

Congress Street,

BY THE

—

■W otoor

OF THE MERRY

SHAPES

THealt

GILBjQriT'S,

GRAND CONCERT

STUBBS,

mar G

—

TUESDAY EVENING.

ENGLISH HAT.
SOMERS' NEW HAT STORE !
A NOBILITY
STYLE.

400

were

on

FIEE !
DAMAGED GOODS I

AT

Annual Juvenile Exhibition Knll nt City
mhlldtf

NEW

in fall swing—shows that the Faint and
Clay Club excites a general and particnlar interest, even though it has come down from its
height of Irregular originalities to the tamer

—

Hall, Saturday, IVInreh £9th.

Maple,

gant in the approved Philistine fashion. That
the general reception night was a success—the
great art clubigallery being thronged from 8 tc
ατιΛ the

COFFEE

ALL THE

proper young gentlemen dressed in their good
clothes, doing the honors of the top floor as il
it had been the first, they had a secret sense ol
disappointment, a· if a promise had been unfulfilled. The latest reception and exhibition
invitations of the Paint and Clays did not delude the Philistines, for the cards were like all
other invitation cards, small and simply ele-

Waltzing aud the German

organs*

COLLINS'
PLASTERS

IS THE CBÏ

ment of Mr. J. M. HILL. Sale of feats opens at the
Theatre Box Office Thursday morning at 8.30
o'clock.
mar3
d8t

Sold by all druggists. Price $1.00.
Potter Drug auit Chemical Co., Β ο m ion.

Colline' Toi talc Electric Planter instantly affects the Nervous. System and
banishes Pain. A perfect Electric teattery Combined with a Porous Plaster for 25 cents. It annihilates pain, vitalizes Weak
and Worn Out Parts, strengthens Tired Muscles, prevents Disease, absorbs Poisons from the BJood, and does
more in less time than any other plaster in the world.
Sold by all Druggists. By mail 26 cents. Address P.
I>. & C. Co», Boston.
feblldlawTu&w4w7nrin

—

M ilnes Lcrick, Alexander Salvinl,William
l>avi<l«e, Jmne* F. Denii*, Mrs. Carrie Jamison, Mis» Kate Fietciier,
acd a strong Dramatic Company under the manage

TURKISH

Rev. Dr. Wiggin says: 'One of the best remedies
for Catarrh, nay, the best remedy we have found
ir a lifetime of suffering, is Sastf- <rd's Radical
It clears the head and throat so thoroughly
Cure.
that, taken each morning on rising, there are no
unpleasant secretions and no disagreeable hawking
during the entire day, but an unprecedented clearness of voice and respiratory

«'After a long struggle with Catarrh' your Radi
calCure conquered#"—.Rev. S. TV, Monroe, Lewis
burg, Pa.

—

SCPrOBTED BY

And Public Speakers, without number, owe their
present usefulness and success to Sanford's Radical Cure for Catarrh.

only absolute specific we know of for sneezing, snuffling and choking catarrh, or head colds, is
Sanford's Radical Cure."—Medical Times.

AS

LEAH THE FORSAKEN

MUCOUS

I shall oiler SATbHDAY, March 8th, at onehalf the cost, my enti»e stock of Engravings
and Photographs, Fran^ in Plush, Bronze,
Ebony and Velvet, Pottery »ud Fancy Articles, in fact, every thing that Wa« smoked by
the recent lire. These goods must be *©ld to
make room for new goods.

will take the shape of your head
and make you a good Silk Hat for
$3,00 and old hat.

and the usual display of art. I dare say il
they could have gone into the informal meetings on that top floor they would have been
better satisfied—perhaps at these meetiDge
the; might have met the Pagans that Mr.
Bates is making famous, but as they only met

nnera

—

CLERGYMEN, VOCALISTS,

Until your head seems ready to fly off; until your
nose and eyes
discharge excessive quantities of a
thin, irritating, watery fluid; until your head aches,
mouth and throat parched, and blood at fever heat.
This is an Acute Catarrh, and is instantlv relieved
by a «ingle do.^e. ana permanently cured by one bottle of SANFoan's Radical Cube.

—

EVENING·,

TUESDAY

8ΚΕΕΖΈ, SNEEZE, SNEEZE,

HATTER

The

Italian

"We sell more of the Radical Cure than all
other catarrh remedies put tegether, and I have yet
to hear of a case that it has not given the most complete satisfaction."—S. W. Gi£brd, Oskaloosa, la.

EVENING-,
as

—

JULIA, \Ά\ HUNCHBACK.

Accumnlations are dislodged, the nasal passages
cleansed, disinfected, and healed, breath sweetened
smell, taste and hearing restored, and constitutional tendency checked by Sankobd's Cubit.
"Sanford's Radical Cure gives universal satfraud a case that it did not
isfaction. I have not
relieve at once, and in many cases a cure is performed by the use of one bottle."—Andrew Lee,
Druggist, Manchester, Mass.

package.

MONDAY

FIRE !

THE

Boston,

CHOKING, PUTRID

form of Catarrh, from a
Cold or
Influenza to Loss of Smell, Taste,Simple
and Hearing,
Cougb, Bronchitis, and Catarrhal Con earn ption, in
for every

£HURT LE FF,

GÔE,

Before

thft

and

COMPLETE TREATMENT, $1.
Complete, Local, and Constitutional Treatment

every

THE FAMOUS

Catarrhal Cough, Bronchitis, Droppings in the
Throat, Ulceration of the Nasal Passages, Debility,
Loss of Strength, Flesh and Sleep cured in the majority of cases.
««The cure effected in my cape by Sanfobd'S
Radical Cure was so remarkable that it seemed
to those who had suffered without relief from any
of the usual remedies that it could not be true. I
therefore made affidavit to it before Seth J. Thomas. Esq.. Justice of the Peace, Boston." —Geo. F.
Dmsmorc, Druggist, Worcester, Mass.

effective American
Whitc-bazel, American Pine, Canada
Fir, Marigold, and Clover-Blos«om, called Sanford's Radical Ccre for Catarrh, wltli ono box
Catarrhal Solvent and ono Banford's improved Inhaler, all In one package may now be
had of all drcggists for $1.00. Aelt for Sanford's
Radical Cube.
sweet, safe,

Proprietor and Manager

TWO MOIlis ONLY,
Holiday and Tnrsday, ilarcli 1 Oil»
and 1 lth.

Simple Cold to Catarrhal Consumption

β

It-Laudecaperand ?]uriui'M—Voting

thorlffh

Tliat pure,
distillation of

a

ORDER. SLIGHTLY

Wann and Pi. Pother—What
Enienoi
Thought of lie Father.

10.

From

TO

or the
·.
Vkiliitinn-Tiie |>,
and the Piciure.- IHr
finton'e Portia i
of Wendell Phillip.'·The Crowd

PORTLAND THEATRE.
FRANK CUBTIS

FOR CATARRH

IUFFERIN6 NERVE

Club—It· Reception
of the clabI„
ν-_xht. Curio.it;

KltTEKTAiNMEfHTW.

SANFORD'S RADICAL CURE

NO. 194 MIDDLE STREET,
janldtf
Jay. 1, 1884.

and Picture.- CIay
IuT.mt.on

iDg invitation* on ten or
cards, bearing Loon the

SALE.

JIIMCELLANJEOV*.

MiCELLANEei».

"The

FOB

BONDS

an

Th"

The Mexican treaty came up
again in the
Senate yesterday.
The friends of the
measure believe it will be ratified this lime.

land signs the bill curtailing the powers of
the aldermen. Mr. Kelly is
represented ae
saying that he would not accept the nomination. His attitude would
probably depend
very much on his view of the chances of his
success. Mr. Kelly would not be
likely to
reject the patronage which the mayoralty
would give him if convinced he could
be

VINANCIJU..

Our Boston Letter.

Me.

Tammany threatens to nominate John
Kelley for Mayor of New York if Gov. Cleve-

tell a further story of the Paint and Clays
and their pictures, but space is denied, and if
I say more upon this—always to me—fascinating subject it muet be In some "next time."
Nora Pesky.
to

and

I

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.,

Osman Dlgma wants to fight Gen. Gra_
ham, but his troops are of a different mind
and are
deserting him in large numbers.
Their recent experience with a British
square has satisfied them.

familiar with the writings of Mr. Wasson will
turn to a back file of the Atlantic and read the
paper upon "Wilhelm Meister" they will understand what Emerson meant. I should like

dren."

Address,
Portland,

contemporary thinker.
A spinal trouble, which has affected his eye·
sight, has kept Mr. Waseon from the accomplishment of the literary work which was his
desire and design. If my readers who are not

signed b; governors,
passed around
mayors, clergymen, lawyers and about every
white person in the state, read in this way,
"We, the undersigned, parents of colored chil-

->4 at expiration of time

another to certain

illustrated

was

''e-

few years ago nead to be a prominent
speaker in the Chestnut street chareh. and an
essayist of great power and value on all philosophic and literary questions. Emerson had a
greater admiration for him than for any other
a

ing

dis^

exM7ed

who

instance recalled by
Speaker Marden to the New England club in
Boston Satnrday: An old petition for legislatin the interests of colored children, which

the money must accompany

TBr THE

signs anything poihed

well

Subscriptions at these η».
for any term of months not

mosphere. The five that he shows now have
all this, and something more. They have the
sentiment and poetry, the untold chaBgeful
mystery of the salt sea waves. The "Fishermen boating off Marblehead," and the Gloucester picture make one taste and eniff the very
odors of the salt and feel the bracing wind.
Mr. "Wneeon is the son of Mr, David Wasson,

The blind readiness with which the average
man

A

Mr. Wasson has five marines that
show what improvement he has made since
five years ago, when he first came before the
public full of promise and induetry. His marines always had strength and the real sea at-

Young

Newcastle
Aneon—

"What They Signed

of the Daily, will be

CENTS

rity.

strangers.

the price of the Weekly Pbess, an 8 page
paper containing a digest of all the contents

TEN

All this will appear more
get the Auditor's repoit in

we

"Middle Watch" is better for tbat purpose.
This is also in mid ocean, but it is on a moonlight night where one can fee! rest and secu-

€!KATBFlJL-CO.nPORTIN«.

EPPS'S COCOA.
BREAKFAST.
r44By

a

thorongh knowledge of

the

natural

law

which govern the operations of
digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr.
bas proEpps flavored
vided our breakfast tables with a delicately
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors'
bills. It is by the judicious use 01 such articles of
diet that a constitution may be gradually built up
until stiong enough to resist every tendency to disease.
Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around
us
ready to attack wherever there is
a weak point.
We may escape many a fatal s&aft
ourselves
well fortifle«f with pure blood
by keeping
and a properly nourished frame."—Civil Service Ga-

a

Specialty,

at

Lowest Marks

322 Commercial Street,
Brown's Wharf, Portland, Jff*
Orders welted by Téléphoné, No.
644,
atuî7

PRUSSIAN
FOR GARGET

dtf

REMEDY
IN COWS.

MammitinE

An article of intrinsic valne, which will meet a want
long felt by all dairymen and farmer» for its entire
cure.
It ie safe aud reliabk. Will reduct
in udders, remove buuchee, cure bloody audswelling
etringy
milk, &c. In fact, GARGET in every form has
been cured by this remedy. If taken in
time—before
the cow comes in- it will many times restore
blind
teats to their full extent. It is prepared
exjtrtaaly
to relieve certain glands that are
always inflamed
when a cow is suffering from this cause.
Curb:
Warranted.
Sample packages (for 12 doses) sent on receipt of
§ I .OO, or will send Ο. O. D., Express paid.
A Rill V

nov!2dly

OIL· CO.)

VVu*liiu«ion Si., KomIoq.

zette.
Made

simply with boiling water or milk. Sold in
tins only (Vfelb. and lb.) by Grocers, labelled thus:
JAWIES EPF* Α* €Ό., Homoeopathic Chemists, Loutiou, Eu^Innti.
nov24ST&w47-ly

THE TRAVELER

CIGAR
is the finest haud-uiade. Iong-QUed Five
Cent Cigar iu the market; packed in wy\
aui attractive style; fora mild,
pleasant
smoke it stands e<i*ily at the he.ul and
can not tail to lucrease your
Cigar trade
For sale at wholesale, only,
by

G. W.SIMONTON & CO.
Cor. Fore Λ,Ιιιϊοη Sts.

•odtf

OPPORTUNITY
To

buy

out a Shoe Store with a
in Saco.
business
thriving
For
particulars inquire of 0. P.

UREENE,
ebl8

53 Main

St., Saeo, Me.
dt

RO Β Ε R Τ Β.

SWIFT

OPTICIAN,
513 Congress
Street.
'Glass Eyes Inserted and Warranted
Perfect Match.
OPTICAL GOODS REPAIRED.
feb5

eodlf

a

PRESS.

THE

New York Central
Rock Island

117 Ve

1205/4
90Va
...116%

St. Paul

St. Paulpref
Union Pacific 8tock
Western Union Tel

TUESDAY MO RMSG, MARCH 11.

Pierce.

Belcher

Boston market·
March 10.—The following were to-day'i
quotations or Butter, Cheese; Eggs, &c:
Pork—Long cuts, $20@$20 60; short cuts $20 50
@$21; backs $21(fo21 50; light backs 20 60@$21;
lean ends $20@20 50 prime mess, new, $19®
19 50; extra prime $17; mess, new.
@19 00;
old —-@818; porktoneuee $19^19 50.
Lard 10V4@10V2c ψ ft for tierces; 10%@10%c
for 10-ft pails; 10%@llcfor 5-lto ptiils;ll@ll%e
for 3-ft pails.
Fresh Beef-Fair eteere 8M»@9Vfec ψ ft; choice
10@10V2C; lteht Texan cattle 8@8%c; good heavy
hinds at 12@13%c; [second quality 8%@llc; good
Boston

Wiedom.

The use of alligator leather has become so
general that it causes the slaughter, every
year, of 6,000,000 pige.

uom

tles

y

îwca

I'coplc'n World Wide Verdicl.
Boenbtt's Cocoaine has been sold in every
civilized country, and the public have rendered the verdict that it is the cheapest and best
Hair Dressing in the world.
Burnett's Flavoring Extracts are inva-

<*78^συ· fwuuu «juauij ûi^wyjc; ratribs 7@9%c;rumps 12@14Vftc rounds
rump loins 15 Vk @17 Vfc c ;loiii3 18@20c;

6®6%c;

7^@9%c;

The

light 12@16c.

yellow-eyes

ings.
On account of the purity and reliability of
the Congress Yeast Powder it has long been

!71ΙΛΚΚΙΛ«Ε».
In this city, March 8, by Rev. J. McWhinnie, Capt
Daniel
Corbett and Miss Annie M. Thompson,
both of Portland.
In this city, March 8, by Rev. Henry Blanchard,
Wm. M. Bachelder of Portland and Miss Mary L.
Snow of Cape Sable Island. Nova Scotia.
In Waterville, Feb. 21, Wilson W. Reid and Miss
Mary E. Leavitt, both of Norridgewock.
In Waldoboro, March 5, Ambrose H. Sidelinger
and Miss Pauline Sidelinger, both of Nobleboro.

aged

consumption,{Mrs. Emma,
Brooks, aged 38 years 6
Calvin Smith,

Doily Wholesale Market.
PORTLAND, Mch. 10.
The wholesale market experienced but little
change to-day, and trading was moderate iu nearly
departments. There is an active jobbing trade
in Fresh Fish, but stocks have been light and prices
rule higher; one arrival was reported to-day from
Cape Shore with about 15,000 lbs of cod, wl.ich
brought 3^0 ^ lb; quality generally poor. Eighteen Georges arrivals are reported in Boston, chiefly haddock, and quoted at 2% c ^ lb by the cargo.
Flour is quiet and steady. Pork and JLard are dull
with an easiw tendency. Sugar is dull. It is said
that refiners have made arrangements to curtail the
production, and in this way check the downward
all

only moderate: receipts 133,100 bush; exports 40,-

tendency of prices and give more tone to the markIn Produce only a fair business is being done;
Onions are Arm and higher ;Cabbages are scarce and
command $50 φ ton.
of

Flour, Grain, Provisions, &c.
««rain.
flour.
old H.M.Corn.car lots.76
Superfine and
low grades. .3 50@4 50 new do, car lots.65@68
X Spring and
Corn, bag lots.... @70
XX Spring.. 6 00@G
Oats, car lots..
@47Mi
Date, bag lots.... 48@50
Patent Spring
?t
68
7 50@8 00 Meal
Wheats
UottonSeed.car lots 28 00
Michigan Winter straightso 25@5 75' ottonSeed.bag lotsSO 00
Do roller.... 6 25@6 60 £ackedBran car lot,
23 00@24 00
St. Louie Windo baglota24 00@24 50
ter straight.6 00@6 25
Do roller. ..β 50@6 75 Hide, car lota.
$25@26 00
Winter Wheat
do bag lota-c ...26 60
6 76@7 25
atente
1'ro vision*.
Produce.
Pork—
Cranberries, ψ bbl—
Backa. .2150@22 00
Maine,... 12 00@13 00
20 60@21 00
Cape Cod,14 00@15 00 Clear
18 00@18 60
Mesa
2 90@3 16
Pea Beans
Mediums....2 70@2 80 Mess Beef.. 11 60® 12 00
00
Ex Mesa..13
German med2 36Γά)2 50
Plate
16 60@16 00
Yellow Eyes 3 25@3%
Ex Plate.l 6 60.ÎÈ17 00
Onions **bbl. 2 50^2 75
Irish Potatoes
35@45 Hama
13ya@14c
SweetPotatoes4 76@5 00 Hams, covered 16 @16c
20(®22c LardEggs ^doi

001

10@30c; Western 10@b7: Elgin Creamery 37@38c.
firm; State at 12@16; Western flat at 11

Cheese is
(®±«5C.

Freights

Liverpool dull—"Wheat ψ steam lVÉd.
Chicago, March 10.—Flour firm. Wheat lower;
March at 90V2i^91%c; No 2 Chicago Spring 90%

t92V*c;

Turkeys, ψ & .21(0.220 Tub, ψ lb .10V8@10Mi
20@22c Tierces.. 10 Vs@ 10*4
11
@11%
16@17c Pail
Meeds·
10^20

Chickens
Fowl
Ducks

2 76®3 00
I Red Top
IS ii tier.
1 66@2 00
30(£31c Timothy
Creamery
10
Gilt Edge Vor....30jct31c [Clover
@12%
Raisin».
Choice
22@23e

Cheese.
Vermont ....12
Ν Y Fact'y..l2

Apples.

2 00@2 76
Muscatel
London Lay'r. 2 10@2 66
Ondura
9%@10V>
Valencia
7@ 8 w%

@16
@16

Oraugett.
5 00@6 00
4 00®4 60
Messina
2 50.^2 75
Valencia

Florida

Eating y bbl.. 3 00®4 CO
Evaporated ^ ft 16^17
Dried Apples. ...9Vt@10
"
Sliced
...10@10^
.Sugar.
Granulated φ lb ....7%
Extra C
7%

2 25@2 50
Palermo
liemoiiN.
3 00@4 00
Messina
2 75@8,75
Palermo

Foreign Exporte.
ST PIERRE, MART. Schr Carrie M Richardson—
3216 shocks* and heads 25 bbls mackerel 2 do alewives 13 drms haddock 125 boxes herring.

(

BUENOS AYRES. Bark Paragon—678,725 feet
lumber.
______

No 3 do at

78@8Cc;

No 2 Red Winter 98c

JEuropean Markets.
(By Telegraph.)
α Liverpool,Mch. 10 —12.30 P.M—Cotton market
fair at unchanged prices; uplands at 5%d; Orleans
6d; sales 10,000 bales;speclaution and export 2,000
bales.

Liverpool,Mar.

Receipts

Railroad

to

100. Corn weaker at 51%@o2%c.
Oats are
easier at 32c. Rye steady at ôSVfcc. Barley quiet at
64c. Pork quiet at 17 60@17 70. Lard quiet at
9 25@9 30. Bulk Meats quiet—shoulders at 7 25;
sbort ribe at 9 15; short clear at 9 80.
Receipts—Flour 13,000 bbls, wheat 24=,000 bush,
corn 179,000 bush, oats 85,000 bush, rye 7,500
bo, barley 25,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 16,000 bbls, wheat 6,000 bu,
corn 141,000 bush,oats 55,000 bush, rye 5.5C0 bu,
barley 11.000 bush.
St. Ix>uis,March 10.—Flour steady. Wheat lower»
No 2 Red Fall at 1 10@1 10%; No 3 do at 1 01·
Lard quiet at 9 20 g9 25.
Receipts—Flour 8,000 bbls, whea« 34,000 btish,
corn 000,OOObush,oats 00,000 bush,barley 0000 bu.
rye 0000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 21,000 bbls, wheat 24,C00Sbu,
corn 000,000 bush, oats 0,000 bush,rye 0,000 bush,
barley 0,000.
Detroit, March 10.—Wheat easy; No 1 White at
1 03Vi ; No 2 Red at 1 03*4; No 2 VHiite at 94V2C.
Wheat—Receipts 15,000 bu; shipments 2,000.
cNew Orleans, March 10.—Cotton is steady; Middling uplands 10 7-16c,
Mobile, March 10.—Cottcn steady; Middling up
lands 10 7 16c.
S ay ans ah, March 10.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
uplands 10 5-16c.
Charleston, March 10.—Cotton steady;Middling
uplands 10% c.
MEMPHis.March 10.—Cotton steady:Middling3 uplands lO^c.

50(^14

15@16c
12@14e

to

263 bush ; sales 125,000 on spot: No 2 at 60@60% Ï
No 3 at 6IV2C elev;old No 2 at 64c delivered. Oats
VéC lower a^id dull; receipts 54,150 bush; sales 72,000 bush on spot; No 3 at 39c; White do 4'Sc; No 2
at 40@40V4c; do White 441/4c: No 1 at401/fcc; do
White 46c; Mixed Western 89% @41c;White do 43
@46c; White State at 44@48. Mu gar market is
dull: refined rather weak; C 5%@5% : Extra at C
5%@6Ve; White do at 6%@6V&e; Yellow at 5*Vfe@
6%c; off A at 6%@68y4c; standard A at 7@7ysc;
powdered 7 11-16@7%; Confec. A at 7 3-16; cut
loafand crushed 7 '/b(&8c; granulated at 7%c.
Petroleum—united 1 00e/8. Tallow steady at TVé·
Pork nominal; no sales reported. Beef is quiet,
fijnrd declined 6@9 points at opening, but close!
with
recovery of 3@3 points;more doing for export;
contract grade spot ρ t; quoted at 9 55; refined for
continent 9 85: S A at 10 10. Butter firm; State

et.

Good
Store

lave Ntock fflstrkel.

choice White Wheat Western extra at
6 55@6 60; fancy do 6 60@7 00; common to
good
extra Ohio at 3 4(»@6 00; common to choice extra
St. Louis at 3 40@6 25: Patent Minnesota extra
good to prime 5 75@6 75: choic to double extra
αο"6 80@7 00, including 900 bbls City Mill extra
6 30@6 35: 700 bbls No~2 at 2 35@3 05; 600 bbls
Superfine 2 80®3 40.1200 bbls low extra at 3 40@
3 60; 3,200 bbls Winter Wheat extra at b 40@
7 00; 3800 bbls Minnesota extra at 3 40@7 <'0.
Southern flour steady; common to fair 3 45@4 65;
good to choice 4 70@6 50. Wheat—receipts 66,.
500 bush;exports 80,731 bush; without change of
importance, closing rather weak; sales 94,000 bush
on spot; No 3 Red 1 03Y2
No 2 Red at 1 13 elev;
No 1 Red State at 1 22; No 1 White State at 1 25.
Rye is firm. Barley nominal. Cera %@1 lower;
speculation more active and demand from shippers
common

Portiaua

to-day's closing quotations

at

Domestic Markets.
fBy Telegraph.)
New York, March 10.—F Ion r market—receipts
14,764 bbls;exports 191 bbls; dull and heavy and in
some cases shade lower; light export demand and
limited inquiry from millers; sales 12,3000 bbls.
Flour. No 2 at 2 35fô3 05;Sup. Western and State
at 2 80@3 40; common to good extra Western and
State 3 40@3 75; good to choice do at 3 80@6 60;

FINANCIAL AMD COMMERCIAL

are

yellow-eyes

(By Telegraph.}
Chicago. Mch. 10.—Hogs—Receipts 9 000 head;
shipments 4Î00 head; fairly active; rough packing
at 6 45@6 90; packing and shipping at 6 95@7 00;
light bacon at 6 25@6 85; skips at 5 00@6 20.
Cattle—Receipts 6000 head; shipments 1000 hd;
steady; exports at 6 40:5)7 00; good to choice shipping at 5 80@6 40; common to medium 5 15@5 75;
corn fed Texàns 6 60@5 80.
Sheep—Receipts 2000 head; shipments 600 hd;
slow; inferior to fair 2 75@4 00: medium to good
at 4 25@5 00; choice to extra 5 25@6 00.

The funeral of the late Adelia Etchingham
will take place this afternoon at 2 o'clock, at the
residenca of John E. Feeney, No. 54 Sheridan St.

following

at 3 35 ; old-fashioned

Chicago

years.
In Snco, March 1, Joseph Donnell, aged 48 years
11 months.
In Boston, March 9, Auren L. Dresser, aged 46
years.

The

pea at 2 60

43®45c.

OEATIi*.

of

picked

eries at 31(&,35c lor fresh and fine fall,and 22@28c
for fair and good; New York »uo Vermont dairies
25@30o lb for choice, 15@18c for fair and good;
Western dairy at 20@22c for choice, and Western
ladle packed 17@20c ψ ft; firm; choice grades are
in good demand.
Cheese firm at 13@15cfor choice, ll@12%cior
fair and good; 6@9c for common.
Eggs at 22@23o $> dz.
Potatoes—Houlton Rose 45@46c
bush,Eastern,
Northern and Aroostook Rose at 40@45c, Prolifics

best cooke.

Gardiner, Feb. 29^Alice, wife
33

hand

30.
Apples—We quote No 1 Baldwins at §3 50@4 00;
No 2 do at @2 60; Western $3@3 26
bbl; fancy
eating at $4 00@$5 50.
Hay—Choice prime hay is quoted at $15@$16 ψ
ton, fancy $17 medium to good at $14(&$ 15;choice
Eastern hue at $13@$14; poor at $1V@$13, with
Eastern swale at $9. Kve straw at $13 50@$14 00
and oat straw $9@i0 ψ ton.
Butter—We quote Western and Northern cream
3

When a man kurns to me for advice, I find
ont what kind of advice he wants, and I giv to
to)him ; this satiefys him that he and I are two
azismart men az there is living.—Josh Bil-

i.n

large

«eans—choice

@2 66 Β bush; choice New York small hand-picked
$2 80@2 86; common to good at §2 40@2 50;
choico small hand-picked pea, Vermont, at $2 90@
2 95; choice screened do 2 50@2 65; hand-picked
ined 2 60@2 65, and choice screened do 2 45(a)2 55;
common beans 2 2 5 @2 40; German medium beane
at 2 35@2 60; do pea 2 50@2 60; choice improved
do

riably acknowledged the purest and the best.

In Alfred, March 2, of
w fe of Dea. Charles B.
months.

Barque Carrie

2%

—

Pobtland, March 10.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
2 oars miscellaneous merchandise: for connecting
roads, 21 cars miscellaneous merchandise.

10.—Flour is quoted at 10s"gll β
6d: winter wheat 8s 3d@£s 6d; spring wbeat 7s lOd
California average 7s 5d@7s lOd; club 7s lid
8s 4d. Corn 4s lid; peas 6s 6d. Provisions etc.
—Pork 75s; bacon 44s 6d for long clear, and 45s 6d
for short clear; lard 47s 6d; cheese 71 s: tallow 39s

§8s;
6d.

Klide* and Tallow.

The following
and Tallow:

are

Portland quotations on Hide?

Ox and Steer Hides90 lbs weight and
Ox and Steer Hides under 90 lbs
Cow Hides, all weights
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights
Calf Skins

Sheep Skins

and Deacon Skins
Rendered Tallow

Light

7c
6c
6
4c
10c

over

ψ lb
^ lb
cp lb
t> lb
& lb

76ci%$l each
25 to 40c each
7%c|* lb

3£ry Hoods Wholesale market·
The following quotations are wholesale prices
Woolens and Fancy Goods, corrected daily by Peering, Milliken & Co.. 158 Middle street:
OnJLKACHTiD COTTONS.

13%@18
@ 8
| Fine 7-4
Med. 36 in. 614 a. 7Vb Fine 8-4
...18@21
Fine 9-4
22ft£27%
Light 36 in. 5Vi® «
Πηθ 40In. 7
φ 8Μι Fine 10-4....25 ®30
HoavySein.

Da¥S OF 8ΤΕΑΛΙ8ΗΙ3ΡΜ.
FOR

FROM

7

...
..

BLKACHJGD CO'rTOjK».
Beet 4-4 ...10'·* &12V* ι Fine 6-4
Fine 7-4
Med. 4-4.... 730
i Fine 8-4
Light 4-4...
Fine 9-4
Fine 10-4

gioysl
6^7
I

@18

15
18

S#2Vfr

20

@25
22 ya @2 7 Va

.25

@32«*

TICKINGS. BTC.

8@ 9
Tickings,
14
Best
@]eValCorsot Jeans. .6%8^4
®
Medium.. .10%@13M» Satteons
Cambric?
7
6@ 5 Mi
@9
Light
Silesias
10Vb@18
Denuns,beetl3^Cal6Mi
9 @13Y2 Cotton Flam 1?, Brown
Ducks
I Drills

Labrador

12
12
12
13
Cienfuegos
13
Oregon
British Empire
13
13
Valencia
Loch Tay
13
Valencia
13
City of Montreal.. .New York..Liverpool....Mch 13
New York..Porto Rico..Mch 14
Alps
New York..Havana......Mch 15
Newport
Portland.. .Liverpool....Mch 15
Polynesian
New York..Antwerp
Mch 15
Belgenland
Rhaetia
New York..Hamburg.. ..Mch 15
New York, .Med. ports ..Mch 15
Archimede
Britanh·
New York .Liverpool....Mch 15
Thfresina
New York. Para
Mch 15
New York..Liverpool.. .Mch 18
Wyoming
New York..Havre
Mch 19
St Laurent
New York..Liverpool....Mch 20
Republic
Portland.. .Li ver pool... Men 20
Ontario
Toronto
Portland...Liverpool.. Mch 27

Creole
Pavonia

New York..Havre
Mch
New York..Martinique..Mch
New York. .Liverpool... .Mch
New York. .Cienfuegos.. Mch
Portland
Liverpool... Mch
New York..Hav&VCruz$ich
New York..Laguayra.. Mch
New York.. Liverpool... Mch
New York.. Laguayra... .Mch
...

...

MARCH 11.
MINIATURE ALMANAC
β.00 i High water, (a m)..10.05
Sun risée...
0.00
5.42 ! Moon rises
Suq Bete..

JNTE'WS,

M^KinSTE

«

Fancy HVfe@14

7($14*fc

PORT OF

PORTLAND.

Bleach<»d, 8«;lHVfr

8@9@10gl0V4@llV4^12Mi

Batting
Warps...

MONDAY, March 10.

17225

Arrived·
Slock market.

The following quotations
daily by telegraph:

of stocks

received

are

BOSTON STOCKS.

A. T.&S. F
Boston & Maine
Flint & Pere Marquette common
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred
MR. & ft Smith
Marquette, Uuehton & Ont. common.
New York & New Eng
Mexican Central 7s
SEW

78vfe
-...161 Vit

28%
100Vi
17
....

22

12%
01%

YORK STOCKS.

17%

Denver & It. G
Missouri Pef
Wabash preferred
Northern Pacfic prefei ed
Northern Pacific comoion
Texas Pacific
Louie & Wash
Central Pacific..

90

261<4
46 Va
21s/s
18%
48Vs
59%
91%
30 Vé

..

Omaha preferred
Omaha common

New York Htock nud Money ITEnrkei.

(By Telegraph.)
New York, M arch 10.—Money easy at 1Μι@2 per
mercantile
paper at 4®5y2. Exchange
cent: prime

stead ν at 487 for long and 490 for short. Governments iirm. State bonds dull. Railroad bonds firm.
Stocks closed lower.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggreat
ed 186.100 shares.
rne toi lowing are to-day's closing quotations on
Government Securities:
101
United States bonus, 3s
113%
do
do
do
4Va8, reg
4 Yas, coup
118%
do
do
do
122%
do
do
do
4s, reg
123%
do
do
do
4sf coup
12»
ikcitic 08,
Tlie following are the closing quotations Stocks:
136
Chcago & Alton
145
Chieôgo & Alton pref
123
Chicago, Burr & Qulncy
Erie
24%
Erie pref
WA
Illinois Central
130
Lake Shore
H)2Va
Mich igan Central
ill
.'
New Jersey Central
88
Northwestern
117 Vi
Northwestern pref
140
......

...

Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, JNew York—nidge to
J Β Coy le, Jr.
Barque Young £%gle, (Br) Marsters.Palmas, (Maj)
for St John. NB. Has experienced bad weather and
was blown off; some of the crew frostbitten.
Put
in for provisions.
See other columns. Vessel to
Kyan & Kelsey.
Barque John J Marsh, Norton, Pensacoia—hard
pine to S Η & A Κ Dotton. Vessel to Chase. Lea·

Portland,

Ε

Long, Park,

and broke wheel.
Sell Fannie A Spurllng, (of Portland) Parsons, at
New York from Baracoa, reports, Feb27j lat 34 20,
Ion 75, encountered a hurricane from SSW, lasting
eight hours, and then hauling suddenly to NW,
blew a gale lor 30 hours. The next two days had
light winds from every point of the compass, with
showers. March 3d, wind backed to WNW, blowing a hurricane, with snow squalls for 48 hours;
split foresail and carried away jibboom ; on
the 4th, while lying to under reefed mainsail with a
drag out, saw a number of water spouts, two passing
quite neer, and while between them was suddenly
Knocked on the opposite tack.
Sch Julia Baker, Lewis, from Philadelphia for
Mayaguez. before reported out of time, arrived at
port of destination 8 th inst.
The captain and crew of schr Mary Ε Webber,
from Charleston for Baraeoa, before reported lost,
have arrived at Panama.

E2f"See general

news

columns.

DOMESTIC PORT»'
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 29th, ship J Β Walker,
Wallaoe, Nacaimo,
Cld 1st, ship Rosie Welt, "Welt,-Sydney, NSW.
Ar 10th, ship Hagarstrwn, Basfard, Philadelphia.
PORT DISCOVERY—Ar 1st, ship Norrii, BarStow, San Francisco.
PORT EADS—Sid 5th, ech Mary A Killen, Killen

WfV.

τ»„.Λ.—-

ALE ΧΔΝ BRI A—S Id 7th, brig Havana, Reed, for
Cardenas.
BALTIMORE—Old 8th, sell Augustus Hunt, Baker, Portland, (and sailed.)
PHILADELPHIA-Ar 8th, brigs Ε Η Williams,
Gould, Matanzas; Mattie Β Russell, Atherton, from
Sagua.
Old 8th, steamer Achilles, Willey, Portland; sch
Ε C Allen, Meady, do.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 10th, sch Annie Β
Hoft'ses, Hoilees, Cardenas.
NEW YORK—Ar 8th, barque Justin a H Ingersoll, Peterson, Perth Amboy; schs S Β Franklin,
M anil. Booth hay for Great Egg Harbor ; Lizzie
Young, Young, and Belle Hardy, Smith, Boothbay;
A J York, Littlejohn, Portland; Albert
Jameson,
Candage, Vineyard-Haven.
Ar mil, barque Geo Treat, Treat, Turks Island;
brig L Staples, Stowers, Cardenas; sells Fannie A
Spurling, Parsons, Baracoa; Helen, Mitchell Tonala 26 days; Thos W Hyde, Sherman, Sagua; Reuben S Hunt, Barrett, Nuevitas 15 days; M F Pike,
Small, Whiting; Charley Hanley, Rockland; Fanny
Flint, Warren, Portland; Python, Grant, and John
Douglas. Jordan, Providence.
Cld 8th, barque Lapland, Carlisle, Buenos Ayres;
schs C Hanrahan, Campbell, for Matanzas; Helen
Thompson, Stevens, Baracoa; James A Garfield,
Woodbury, Galveston; Ε C Gates, Freeman, ProviPROVIDENCE—Sid 7th, sch John Douglas, Jordan, New York.
Ar 8th, sch City ef Ellsworth, for Galveston.
FALL RIVER—Ar 7th. soh Ida Delle Torre, Walis

Providence,

to load barrels for New York.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 7th echGeorgie
L Drake, Pairis, St John, NB, for Philadelphia.
NEWPORT—Ar 7tb, schs Python. Grant, Providence for Norwich; Pacific, Mitchell, Fall River for
New London.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 7th, brig J L Bowen,
Berry, Charleston for Boston; sch S J Lindsay,
Lewis, New York for do.
Sid 7tn, schs H A De Witt, Fannie Flint, Charlie
Hanley, and Everett Webster.
HYANNIS—Sid 8th, sch Mary D Wilson, Gott,

New York.
EDGARTOWN— In port 8th, scbs Joe Carlten,
Thurston, New York for Boston; Ella Francos,
Torrey, do for Rockland j Silver Spray, Maloney,
do for Tliomaston; Charlie Hanley, Steams, Rockland for New York; Sarah Louise, Hickey, NYork
for Boston; Charlie & Willey, Weed, Pamunny river
for

Tbomaston;

M J

Laugnton,

from New York for

Eastport; Addie Wessels, Gross, do for Clark's Island; Florida, Warren, do for Boston; S J Lindsay,
Lewis, do for do.
PROVINCETOWN—In port 8tb, schs F A Magee,
Sharp, Philadelphia for Portland; Billow, Bailey;
Willie Higgins, and Mary Sanford, from Boothbay
for Philadelphia.
BOSTON—Ar yth, schs Ida A

Thurlow, Young,
Grand Manan; Flora Rogers. Jameson, Fernandina.
Ar 10th, sch Maples F Staples. Dickson, from
Trinidad.

FOBElCiN PORTS.
Sid fm Calcutta Mch 6, barque Chalmette, ChadBoston.
bourne,
Sid fm Antwerp Mch 7, ship Gen McLellan, Hop·
kins, New York.
Sid fm Departure Bay Feb 22, ship Challenger,
Thompson, San Francisco.
Ar at Cardiff Mch 8,
ship Bohemia, Trask, Liverpool.
Sid fm Honolulu Feb 26, barque Ceylon, Barstow,
Hong Hong.
Sid fm Tampico Feb 16, sch Β F Farnham, Conkii
Tabasco and New York.
Ar at Kosario Jan 24, brig J H Lane, Shute, from

8, lat 27 N. Ion 40 W, barque Chas Dennis,
Skallin, from San Francisco for Antwerp.
March 1, lat 30 40, Ion 73, biig Florence I Henderson, from Apalachicola for Rio Janeiro.
March 7, lat 40 29, Ion 71, barque Carrie Ε Long,
Park, from Cardenas for Portland.
Feb

A Pretty Woman's Secret.

Fear of discovery, when she resorts to
false hair ami dyes, is a source of constant anxiety to her. The very persons
from whom she most desires to hide the
•waning of her charms are the ones most
likely to make the discoverv. But there
is no reason why she should not regain
and retain all the beauty of hair that was
her pride in youth. Let her use Λyf.it's
Hair Vigor, and, not only will her hair
cease to fall out, but a new growth Will
appear where the scalp has been denuded ;
and locks that are turning gray, or have
actually grown white, will return to their
pristine freshness and brilliance of color.
Avek's Hair Vigor cures

Hereditary Baldness.
George Mayer. Flatonia, Texas,was
bald at 23 years of age, as his ancestors
had been for several generations. Ono
bottle of Hair Vigor started a growth of
soft, downy hair all over his scalp, which
soon

became

thick, long, and vigorous.

,s not a dye, but, by healthful stimulation
of the roots and color glands, speedily
restores to its original color hair that is

Turning Cray.
Mrs. Catherine Peajier, Point of

Rocks, Mil., had her hair suddenly
blanched by fright, during the late civil
war.
Ayer's Hair Vigor restored it
to its natural color, and made it softer,
glossier, and more abundant than it had
been before.

Scalp Diseases
TVlich cause dryness, brittleness, and falling of the hair, dandruff, itching, and
annoying sores, are all quickly cured, by

It cured Herbert
Boyd, Minneapolis, Minn., of intolerable Itching of the Scalp; J. N. Carter, Jr., Occoquan, Fa., of Scald
Head; Mrs. D. V. S. Lovelace, Lovelaceville, Κι/., of Tetter Sores; Miss
Bessie Η. Bedloe, Burlington, Vt., of
Scalp Disease and Dandruff. Torpidity of the roots of the hair, which, if
neglected, may result in incurable baldness, is readiiy cured by Ayer's Hair
Vigor. As

Ayer's Hair Vigor,
PREPARED by

Dr. J. C.

Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
by all Druggists.

Sold

TuTh&S&wlw

janl

WINES

Cleared.

I/) NEW NO.

Seh Ε G Willard, of
1859, has been sold to

Portland, 96 tone, built in
Rockland parties at 81400.

CORRESPONDENT.
BOOTHBAY, March 9th-Ar, schs A L Wilder,
Thurston, Rockport for Boston; M L St Pierre, fm
St John, NB, for Boston.
In port, schs Maggie Belle, from Rocklaud for
New York; Red Jacket, for Rockland.
Salled| schB Antelope, Ripley, and Eldorada.
FROM OUR

FROM MERCHANT'S EXCHANGE. 1
Ar at Yokohama 8th inst, ship Frank Pendleton,
New
Nichols,
York, (Oct 7.)
Ar at Montevideo prev to Mch 9, barque Rachel

Emery, Wyman, Boston.
Ar at Matanzas 4^h
inet, barque Saml H Nickerson, Eaton, Newport, E.
Sid 6th, barque Alex Campbell, Bunker. Ν York;
brig A J Pettengill, Dewey, do; sebs F L Richardson, Belauo, Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Caibarien 6th, sch Clara Leavitt, Lombord,
Boston.
Ar At Havana 4th

of

inst, barque Olive Thurlow,

Corbett, Valparaiso; sch H C Higginsoti, Fales, fm
Alexandria; 6th, barque Antonio Sala, Mitchell,

LIQUORS

<s

R. STANLEY & SON,

importers,

LIIVD. «ΛΙΝΕ.

Alëo, General Managers for Νew England,
FIIBTIIK CELEBRAi'ED

Summit

Mineral

Spring Water,

«FROM HARRISON, MAINE.
•nei

fistula
AND

PILES
feb5

the une of the
WILLIAM READ (M. !>.,
Harvard, 1842) and ROBERT M.
READ (M. 1)., Harvard, 187ti), Εναηκ
IIoiimc, 175 Tremont Mt., JBoMton,
treats FI^TULi, I'll, EN AIVI>
OF
THE
MIWKAHK»
Alii,
RKCÎTU1H without detention from
business. References given. Send for a
pamphlet. Office Hours, 11 a.m. to 4
p. m.

eodly

OFFICE,
276 Middle St., open from March 10th
to March 24th.
dtf
aujri!

LET—Near

Congress street, desirable sunny
Iront chamber, furnished, black walnut chamTO
ber set, &c. ; side room if
and

moddesired; Sebago
ern conveniences on same floor; also an unfurnished
front room. Address "CARLÉTON" 93 Exchange

NI

•VAtfftÂbïlrÛ

TO

TO LET.

—

in the

Thompson blook, Noe. 117, 119
121 and 123 Middle street,
STORES
few dt.
below
fitted
a

OF THE

WORLD I

Pull assortment of the above, as welfae or the celebrated EUREKA KNITTING SILK. Embroideries, Flosses, etc., for sale by all leading dealers. Sixty
page Illustrated Pamphlet, with rules for Knitting, Embroidery, Crochet, etc., sent for β cents in stamps.
Waste Embroidery Silk, assorted colors. 40 cents per
ounce. Waste Sewing Silk, Black or assorted, 25 cents

per ounce.

EUREKA SILK CO.

ors

suitable for wholesale or retail
post office;
business, with light, finished, airy basemeuts. Rent
reasonable. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON, No. 164
Brackett street Portland, Me.
janl4dtf

stating
Temple St.

...

SILK

mar3-l

ST WAWTED.-Stock Boy wanted in a
Dry
Goods Jobbing House. A. LITTLE & CO.

BO 1-1

For Sale or To Let,
story brick house No. 10 Gray street, near

3

mar

furnished with all
THEPark,
Also for sale, if

the modern conventhe Carpets and
part of Furniture in said house. Inquire of J. F.
RANDALL & CO., 119 Commercial street.
nov27
dtf

WANTED.—4 to 5 Rooms in central
part of city. Addrees E. L. J., 189 Middle
St., City.
feb27*

\\TANTED
▼ ?

Penman.
ortland Post

Office,

or

Agents
VJfTANTED.—
f τ

to sell Swain's Patent
Ironing and Press Board combined, also several Other quick-selling patent articles.
Ready
sales and large profits.
Apply at once to L. w.

STOCKBRIDGE,

General

234 Federal street, Portland.

Managing Agent,

Portland aaé Worcester Line,

No.

febl3-3

PORTLAND &

Wanted.

ËOCHESTEB Β. Β
of Trains.

Arrangement

FIRST-CLASS MAN of experience to act as
Steward lu a hotel. Must be an American.
marlOd3t
Address P. 0. Box 1992, Portland.

A

Jloaday, June 18»
Paeeenger Trains will leave

On and after

1<.OS
*q IRn

«τ .Α

at 7.30 a. m.,
and
p. na., arriving at Worcester

Τ1ΙΠ

Ιοα»β

Union Depot. Worcester, at 8.00 a. m. ar.d 11.15 ft.
m., arriylng&t Portlind at 1.36 p. m. and 6.40 p.
Clinton.
Aycr Jncie.,
Fitcbbarg,
Nashua, I.owell, Wlndb&m, nail Er<
at 7.30 a. m. and 1.05 p. as.
Ver 31 nncheater, Concord and polnti Korth, at

fer

Coileotiog
travelling agents. Apply,
H. W. HOLBROOK, 47 Court St.,
Agency

marl0d3t

1.05 p.

Wanted.
CAPABLE Nova Scotia Girl for general houseAddress Post Office Box 511, Lewis

A Mework.

ton,

fefel9dtf

install

Eagle Wringers
commision paid.
ments. Good salary
CANVASSERS
Patent Button. Apply
to sell
to sell

on

Also

or

Wildes,

Agents

Β. B. MART IS,

Manager,
35 Temple Street.

aug30dtf

or

men

8hia,

or

ion,)

steady

can

mail;

object-

no

own

woric sent by
no canvassing.

the year round;
it: good salary:
M'û'G Co., 767
mar G

employ-

who are out of

young
in city
ANYmenthave
country (distance
work at their

homes

any one
Address

can

Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

d3w*

in

resent
AMAN
sell the trade

Portland to take an office and repmanufacturer; to secure agents and

entirely new line of goods that
will meet with ready sale.
$20 to §50 per week
can be made.
Small capital required. Address
"MANUFACTURER," Box 105 W. Acton, Mass.
an

FASSKIYOEKTBAI!** WII.L·, l.fcAVK
POBTLm for BOUTON
β.16,8.46 a. m., 1.00 and 3.30

If you cannot jet Athlofhoros of your druggiei,
will send it express paid, on receipt of regular
price—one dollar per bottle, we prefer that you buy
it from your druggist, but if be naant it. ilo not tie
persuaded to try something else, but order at once
from us ae directed.

Perse containing a small ^stfln of
money, can be found
Yiiïlirty Store, 578
marG-l
Congress Street.

ATHLOPHOROS CO., 112 WALL ST., NEW YORK.

Jewish Account
Book. The finder will be rewarded by leaving
same
at
mh6-l
the
THIS OFFICE.

I···!?············!·

CAPOT

MISTAKE!

LOST—Wednesday

a

pocket book containing
amount of money. By leaving at
the finder will be suitably rewarded.

LOST—A

a

small

this office
mar4 1

FOR SALE.

MUTUAL

NALG.-A valuable Coal Mine in Cape
Breton, with harbor privileges, timber lands,
etc. Coals suitable for either gas. gteam or house
Fox· particulars apply to GEO. H.
purposes.
marl 1-1
STARR, No 2Y2 Union wharf.

YORK.

$100,000,000.

The experience of Forty Years has shown the
most satisfactory results to all its Policy Holders.
as hundreds can testify.
Its RATES of PREMIUM are LOWER, its DIVIDENDS LARGER, its Security Greater than any
other Life'Company in the WORLD; its Policies are

continually increasing in value.
A Policy of $3,500 on a well-known citizen of
Portland, is now $9,*300; and another of $8,000
is now $20,000. ISTo other Company in the world

has shown such results.
Do not be deceived

»

by Tontines, or any other
gambling scheme.
This Company now issues a new form of Policy,the
Semi-Endowment, which is a highly popular form

of insurance for 20 years at much less than the
usual cost of Endowments.
At this time it is well to enquire before you insure.
All desirable information cheerfully furnished upon application to

W. D.

LITTLE, Agent.

Office, 31 EXCHANGE STREET;
janl2

dtf

HALE AT SACRIFICE
Hotel,
house. 50 elegantly furlodging and
nished rooms, near the principal
in the great
a
central location for local and transient trade;
clear profit of $3000 a year above all expenses;
rent low. PUTNAM & PRESCOTT, 11 Court St.
marl 0-1

FOR

boarding

depots

SWEDISH BH1BDIB8!
Λϊ\·

Swedish
_

CompoundI

.Lung

A

one

MALE—Tho house and lot on Main street,
Yarmouth, known as the "R. L. Storer homestead." Apply to R. HARDING, for information.

FOR

mar8-l

MALE.—Grocery Store 5 miles from Beston, trade $20,000 a year, profits 20 per cent;
stock and fixtures, 2 horses, 3 wagons, 2 pungs, harnesses &c., all about $2,800, rent for store, etable,

FOR

REED, 3 Tremar6-4

MAL·Κ.—Stationery, Fancy Goods and
Confectionery Store in one of the smartest
Manufacturing Villages in this State. Good reasons
for selling. For particulars aldress BOX 462 Sacca-

FOIS

mar 5-1

MÂLE.— A

Goods

Millinery
Fancy
Business. baring good trade, the best locaFffR
other miliner, satisfactory
tion in the
and

a

village,

Second Hand Safe in
L. E. LUNT & CO.,

94 ALE.—One

Blood Puri-

strength ens
—_

fliAR*1
and acts like
a charm on the digestive organs.

SWEDISH ReSVflLuia».

When taken together according to directions,
have times and times again cured consumption
Thousands of
in the first and second stages.
Write for
testimonials of r*s wonderful cures.
pamphlets and cOculars—■ Sent Free.
F. W- A. Bergengren, M. u.,
Proprietor.
Lynn. Mass.
Mwediih Botanic Compound cures Dyspepsia
Liver and Kidney Complaints, &c.
Swedish Lung lfaltiam cures Coughs and Colds
in twenty-four nours.
8wedi*h P«p*iu Pille the best Family Laxative.
Swedish Botanic Compound 75c a bottle.
Swedish Lung Balsam, large 50c; small 26«.

Indigestion,

Pepsin Pills, 26cSwedish Remedies for sale by all druggists.
cod&w6m
deel m

mm brain.

$3,000.-Stock, fixtures and
will of one of the finest fitted Bar and
in
Boston
on first floor, 4 Pool Tables,
Pool Rooms
7 Slips, business averages $30 per day, on lino depots. W- F. CARRUTHERS, 24 Tremont Row, Bosmar5-1
ton.
HALE,
F1>R
good

MALE,,$1,300.—Express

and furniture
2
logrun
harnesses
of
ons, pungs.
&c., splendid
established years, runs from Boston 7 miles out,
great bargain. W. F. CARRUTHEllS, 24 Tremont
mar3-1
Row, Boston.

FOR
moving business, consists of 3 horses,

busies,

$5,000
MALE, «4,000.—Actually
terms easy, first class drug stationery, wall
FOR
and book-store located in
manufacturworth

ftaper
□g city

Boston!
Change at Dover and take next train following.
WTlio 1.00 p. m. train from Portland connects with Mound Line nieamcrn for New
York and all Rail Lines for the West, and the 3.30
p. m.. train with all Rail Lines for New York
and the South and West.
trains.
Parlor Care on all through
Seats
secured in advance at Depot Ticket Office.
•

SUNDAY TRAINS.
PORTLAND FOB BOSTON and WA V
STATIONS at 1.00 p, m. k*OS TON FOR
PORTLAND at G.00 p. m.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macbias, Eastport, Calais.
St. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may he had of m. L. William*. Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at VTnion
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.

J. T.FURBER, Gen. Supt'
S ·Η. STEVENS, Gen. Agent. Portland.
rtctll

dtf

Grand Trnnfe Railway of Canada.
CHANGE

on

Main street

60

terms easy, profits $2500 a
ERS, 24 Tremont Row, Boston.

ARRIVALS:

From Lewiston and Anburn, 8.35 a. m.,
3.16 and 5.50 p. m.
From Gorhau, 9.45,8.35 a. m. and 5.15 p. m.
From Chicago. Montreal and Quebec.
12.35 p. m.
Pullman Palaco Sleeping Cars on night train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and Mon-

treal.

low'rent,

Dr. E. C. West's Nerve and BiutK Treatment, a guaranteed specific for Hysteria, Dizziness
Convulsions, Fits, NeYvous Neuralgia, Headache.
Nervous Prostration caused by the use of alcohol
or tobacco, Wakefulness, Mental D»*pres«ion, Softof the Brain resulting in Jn«amty and leading
to misery, decay and death. Premature Old Age,
Impotency, Weakness in either sex, Involuntary
Losses and Spermatorrhoea causer» by over-exertion
of the brain, self-abuse or over-indulgence. Each
box contains one month's treatment. $1. a box, cr
of
6 boxes for $5.U0 ; sent by mail prepaid on
price. We guarantee 6 boxes to cure any case, with

ening

receipt

eachorderreceived for-6 boxes accompanied with $5.
we will send the purchaser our written guarantee
to refund the mor"r if the treatment does not effect
a cure.
Proprietors issue guarantees through II. H. HAY & CO., Druggists, only
agents· Portland,Me. Junction Middle ana Free Stsfeb28
d&wlmll

in the

Stock, fixtures and
team of first class Cash Grocery and Provision
Store, with fine family trade, located in city adjoinBusiness $500 per week, splendid
ing Boston.
chance well worth investigation, fine set customers.
W. F. CARRUTHERS, 24 Tremont Row, Boston.

FOR

TICKET OFFICES

Exchange Street,

of the best situations in tLe town; located
South street, opposite the estate of the late
Tolford; live minutesjpalk to pout office
or depot; story and a half cottage house and ell;
good well, cistern, and cemented cellar,
argo woodshed, and stable for horses, cows, &c.,
shrubery, evergreen, lawn, grapery, summer-house,
pear trees, cherry trees, one acre of land covered
with grafted apple trees, 70 to 80 in prime bearing
order, have gathered in one year over 300 bushels;
also, short distance from house, six acres of mowing
land in good condition.
Price §3,000; without
Enquire at place, or of I» W.
grass lot $2700.
PARKHURST, 30 Summer street, Boston, Mass.

{>iazza,

d2w*

TICKETS SOLD

Denrer,

ly, quickly and safely;
knife

EDITOR

MOORE,

I had suffered for 15
years, was cured easi-

pain,

Phillips,

Me.
dtf

BUlf YOUR

OLEOMAIlO£Re£
OF

JOHN

AT~REDUCED

KATES

16tf

San Frauciaco

(U1

JIVILMC

1U

Furniture

and

MALE, $4,000.
FOR
tures of Hotel, 25 rooms, located 7 miles
—

fixout

Boston. Road house, always paid well, terms easy,
great bargain, low rent. W. F. CARRUTHERS, 24
feb2(J-l
Tremont Row, Boston.
SALΕ.—One-half interest in one of the
best Theatrical Organizations in the country,
a rare opportunity and ample security given.
W.

FOR

F. CARK.nTITF.RS- 24 Tremont.

Row.

Sound Brook Route.

STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTYIST.

XL·.
BEST,
Portland,

Sole agent in Maine for Hammond's celebrated
creamery brand. Bottom prices to the wholesale
trade.
jan!5dti

Transi

Mil CENTRAL RAILROAD.
and

after

IIIONDAV,

Oct.

15tli, Passenger Trains will

run

On

profits of $2000 per year, run
years, located on good street, fine horse, wagon and
all necessary equipments.
Will stand the most
thorough investigation. W. F. CARRUTHERS, 24
feb28-l
Tremont Row, Boston.

SAfjE, SSOOO.—Stock and fixtures of
dry goods, small wares and fancy goods gtore,
with carpet store connected, no old stock to buy,
will sell for just what its worth, business $4 to $500
per week, located in eLterpriaing city in Vermont.
\V. Γ. CARRUTHERS, 24 Tremont Row, Boston.
feb28-l

FOR

« A fiE.—Located within five miles of Bos;
ton, $1600. Stock, fixtures and teams of first
class cash Grocery and Provision Store, business
$500 per week, established 10 years, low rent,
splendid chance for somebody, W. F. OARRUTH,
ERS, 24 Tremont Row, Boston.
feb20*

FOR

of

Express Trains, Double Track. Stone Ballast
Drawing Room Cars on all day trains
and Sleeping Cars on night trains.
Be

rare i'·

bur tickets (at any railroad

boat office in New

BOUND

England)

BROOK

ν

or

«team-

ill

ROUTE

( One

Way, 9J.50.
New York and Philadelphia, | Excursion, Ί.ΟΟ.
NEW ΕΝβί,ΛΝ» AUETOI,

Washington Street, Boston.

•Jit

•J. E. WOOTXEN, Gen. Manager.
C. G. HANCOCK,
Geu. Pass. Λ Tick. Agt., Philadelphia.
H. P. BALDWIN.
Gen. Ka«tern Γ&β». Agt., 119 Liberty Street, New

NAJUS.—Large house, 10 rooms, good
barns, lots of fruit, spring and well water,
1000 eugar trees, 80 acres if wanted, near village
and depot. Would make a splendid Summer resi-

Rumford Falls & Buc&ilcld

FOR

F.

A.

ork.

ttov2t>dtf

LELAND,
feb!4-4

SAWMILL,

WITH waterpowtr, residence,

outbuildings

night.

at

e^Tickots

an i Staterooms for sale at D. H.
272 Middle Street.
Tickets to New jfork, via the varioo·
Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLEf Jr., General A«rni.
dtf

JTOUNG'S,
Through

Portland

Leave

Vanccboro,

for Dexter,

John,

Ht

Bangor

Halifax

and

Province*, St.Andrew*, St. Stephen,
Fredericton, Arooetook County, and all
stations on B. A Piacataqui* W« R., 1.25
1.30
m.,
ill.15
p.
m.,
p.
m.j
or
Belfast
and
1.25
Nkowhc^aa
1.30
m.:
11 loi 5
m.,
p.
p.
m.,
p.
Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 1.25 p. m„ 1.8G
p. m. 11.15 p.m and on Saturdays at 5.15 p. m

Ïi.

Augusta, Oallowcll,<^ardincrnnd Bruns-

wick
7.00 a. m., 1.30
6.15,
p. tn„
(11.15 p. m«; Bath 7.00 a. m. 1.30 p. m., 5.15
p.

m.

and

ου

Saturdays only

at

11.15

p.

id,

KitfaiiSnl, and Knox & Lincoln R. R.,
Ji. Auburn aud LewieTOO a.m.. 1»20
Lew·
ton, 8.15
Tl'.26iLni.. 5,06 p.m.
Jl 1.15 p.m.;
istox) vi
cm* wick
4YlBj|brop,
Farminfiton,
Tloatnouih,
Oakland and Worth Anion, 1,25 p.m. Fs**
xninqttou, via Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.
tThe 11.15 p. m. train is the night express with
«

sleeping

car

and

about 10 acres of land, for sale. Situated on
the Piecataqua River at West Falmouth, Me., near
R. R. Station, For particulars inquire of
EDWARD MERRILL,
Jan. 3,1884.
West Falmouth, Me.
eodt
Jan3

Fall Arrangement in Effect Oct. 16, '83.
^

Connections via Grand Trnnk Rail
ieave portiand for Buektield and

—*JX—

9.45

Canton, 7.40 a. m.t 1.30 p. m.
Leave Janton for Portland 4.15 and

A. in.

STAG Β

LINE

ALLAN^

1883. Winter Arrangements. 1884
Limpool, Halifax and Portland Wrrrice
From Liverpool I From Portland
«τι,
αλττγρ
IL· AM
S
ΕΚ. i
I ^ Halifax. I ria. Halifax.
Circassian

THURSDAY,
Feb. 14

...

Polywksia.v
Peruvian
Caspian

THURSDAY,

Mar. «
4
13
"
20
m
27

··

21
44
28
Mch 6

..

(ila«eow &- Portland Fortnightly Hervice
From Portland

For passage apply to LEVE & ALDEN, General
Passenger Agents, 15 State St., Boeton, and E. A.
WALDRON, 40 Exchange 8t., T. P. McGOWAN,
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight to H. *
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.
nov24

attached and

runs

night

every

Sun-

days included but not through to Skowbegan on
Monday mornings or to Bucksportand Dexter or
beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.

LEAVE FOB PORTLAND AND BOSTON

dtf

ËIJ

R O PB ! !

Crand Ε * car*iou* leave New York
in April, May and June, 1884.
Pamuiire Tiek^
et* by all Atlantic Steamer*. Special facilities
for securing good berths. Tourint tickets for
individual travelers in Europe, by all routes, at
reduced rates.
Cook's Ε s cnreionint, with maps and full parCook'*

ticulars, by mail

10 cents.

MAINE STEÂWSHÎP COMPANY
For New Fork»
H?teaiuers leave Franklin Wharf, on Wednesdayβ
and S"aiuTua??-*W^P· m·· Returning leave Pier 3W,
East Hirer, New Yort. e» WgOiieaday» and SatarJ. B. COYΙ-ΚΓ^^-^6η 1 B.j:
days at 4p.m.
«*
»»p21

PACIFIC MAIL U. 8. CO.
TO

From Halifax, 8.10 a. m-, 0.15 p. m.; Ht. Jobs,
8.80 a. m., 9.00 p.m.; Uoalton, Θ.30 a.m.,
8.30 p. m.; 8c. Ktrphru. 10.16 a. m.,

9.30 p. m.; Vanccboro, 1.35 a. m. 1.30
p. m,; Hucbnirari, K.4D a. m. 1.30 p. ra.;
Bangor, 7.15 a. m., 7.45 p. m.; Dexter, 7.00
a.m. 5.10 p. ω. Bellas), β.30 a. m., 3.05p.m.;
HkowheKan, 8.20 a. m. 3.16 p. m.; Walerville, 9.16 a. m. 1.65 and 10.00 p.m.; ana on
Mondays at 5.15 a. m. Angnain, β.00 a.
m. 10.00 a.
10.55 p. m.;
m., 2.45, and
(jardiner. 6.17 a. m., 10.18 a. m„ 3.07,
and 11.14 p. m.; Bath. 6.5 a. m.. 11.00 a. m.|
4.00 p. ra., and Saturdays nly at 11.55 p. m.
BruaoTvicli, 7.85 and 11.30 a. m„ 4,30
p. m. 12.36 a. m.,(night.)KockIand,8.15a.m.,
1.15 pm. Iicwulon, 7.20 a.m. 11.10 a.m.,
4.15p. m. 11.20 pm.; Phillip·, 6.66 a. m.
FarmiaifloB, 8.20 a.m.; Winthrej», 10.13a.
m. being due In Portland as follows :The morning traîne from Augusta and Bath 8.36 a. ω.
Ij6wl3ton, 8.40 a. m. The day trains from
Bangor, and all intermediate stations and connecting road· at 12.40 and 12.46 p. m. The
aiternoou trains from Waterri'.Ie, Angnsta, Bath,
Roohland and Lawifton at 6.40 p.m.
The
Night Pull nan Exprots train fit 1.60 a.m.
■ limited Ticket* arm and lecoiiil claaa far
Mt. John and Halifax an «ale at redacel
rate··
■

PAYSON TCCKEB, Gen'l Manager,
Ticket Agt.
ootl2dti

if. F.. BOOTHBT, Gen'l. Pass, fc
Portland Oot. 12.188S

W.

A.

S.

WOLFE'S
■

Schiedam Aromatic

Address

T1IO*. COO Κ & ΝΟΝ,Μ I Broadway N.Y.
feb!5
eodlGw·

CALIFORNIA,

Haadwlxb

Iiiaada, New Zealaad and
Anetralla.
Steamers sail from New York for Asplnwall on
the 1st, 10th, and 20th of each
month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named
ports.
8teamer of 10th does not connect for San Fran-

cisco.
S team ere sail from San Francisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich [elands, New Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage,
sailing lists and furthei
information, apply to or address the General Eaa
Iftrn

φ

A Donf·

C. L·. BARTLETT & CO.,
113 Stele Street, for. Broad Ml., Boat··
or to W. D. LITTLE &
CO.,
1b8dtf
31 ExehftngoSt.. Portland.

DOMINION LINE.
1883.

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
1884.
A\I> PORTLAND
D1UECT 8KRV1CE
From Liverpool.
From Portland.
•SARNIA Thursday, Feb. 7.
Feb. 28.
Thursday,
"·
"
Feb. 21.
•OREGON,
M«r. 13.
"
"
Mar. 7
TORONTO,
Mar. 27.

LIVERPOOL,

Liverpool,

Halifax and Portland Service

From Lirerpool
From Portland
via Halifax.
Direct.
DOMINION, Thursday, Jan. 31. Thursday,Feb. 21.
·'
·'
Feb. 14.
Mar. β.
MONTREAL,
·'
"
Feb. 28.
ONTARIO,
Mar. 20.
•No cattle or sheep carried by these Steamers.
CABIN—$60.00, ίβο.υο and $70.00.
IN RETURN-3110.00, $110.00 and $130.00.
INTERMEDIATE—$40.00. Return $76.00.

STEERAGE—$24.00.
Prepaid Steerage Tiokcte Issued for $20.00.
For passage or freight
apply to PAVID TORRANCE, General Agents, Gr&nil Trunk R. R.
Freight OfBcca, Foot or India St.
decl4

SCHNAPPS.
As

a

dtf

l'IIILAUËLPIBIA

general beverage and necessary

corrective of water rendered impure by

vegetable decomposition
as

or other causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

Aromatic Sehnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation.

A

public

soction of ear country of Udolpho Wolfe's

the medieal faculty and

a

sale unequaled

Direct Steamship Line.
From BOS* »'

Every Wednesday and Sat·
■rday,
From PHILADELPHIA
Every Tuesday and Friday.

Fer sale by all IVmggist s

claimed for H.

COH.NECTIONS

with p. m. train for Turner, Chase MU β, Woefc
Stunner, Britton'a Mills, Para, Dixtleiu, Mexico
L. L. LINCOLN. Sapt,
and Kumford Palls.
octl6
dti

Long Wharf, Boston,

m.

mission.

Pannage Tea Dollar·.

Meals and Room

For Freight
de31tr

Round Trip 81M
included.

Passage apply

to
K. H. 8AIV1PNOIV. Λ «phi,
ΙΟ l.ous Wharf, Itontou.

or

Portland, Bangor, ML Desert & Machias
Steamboat Co.

Winter

Arrangement.
Steamer

Udolpho lis Soul Co,.
18 BEATER

STREET,

NEW YORK.

State

dly

Quarantines.

is hereby given that we have taken possession of the cattle upon the farms of Lemuel Rolf, of Deering, and J. L. Wliitehouse, Jas. L.
West and Jas. L. Pierce, of Falmouth, together with
one animal at J. A. Smith's, at Aliens Comer, and
g 11 persons are forbidden entering the buildings on
these farms until further notice.
"All persons in charge of infected cattle are also
required to keep on tbelr own premises, and not
leave home without changing their clothes. The
great iinporfcmce of preserving the public health,
and the great monetary interests tnat are at stake,
render it necessary that these requrements and
regulations should be rigidly enforced, any notice
of auy violation of these, should at once be lodged
with the nroper authorities.
The selling or disposal of any hay, straw, milk or
other products of these farms is strictly prohibited
during the period of quarantine.
Sec. 37—The municipal officers of the town shall
cause all cattle therein infected with lung-murrain
or
or auy other contagious oise&*e, or which have been exposed to infection, to be
secured or collected in some suitable place or
places therein, and kept isolated, ami when taken
from the possession of their owners, one-fifth of the
expense thereof shall be paid by the town and fourfi filis by the state, such isolation to continue so
or other cirlong as the existence of such disease
cumstances render it necessary; or
may direct
the owners thereof to isolate such cattle upon their
own premises, and any damage or loss sustained
thereby shall be paid as aforesaid.
Sec. *44.—Whoever disobeys the orders of said
municipal officers or commissioners, made in conformity with sections 40 and 41, or drives or
transports any neat cattle contrary to the regulations so made, recorded and published shall be
punished as provided in section 43.
Sec. 45.—Whoever knows or has reason to suspect the existence of any fatal contagious disease
among the cattle, in his possession or uuder his
care, shall forth with give notico thereof to the
municipal officers, and for failuro to do so shall be
punished as provided in section 43.

pleuropneumonia,

they

WM. B.
martfdtf

V. S. ) Cattle Commiesioners

FEttQUSON,

[
)

of Maine.

S

From Pine Street Wharf
hiladelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
kiting reesel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.. and
South Dy connecting lines, forwarded free of comp.

auy other alcoholic distillation have

insured for it the reputation of salubrity

From

,·»

LEWISTON

Capt.

tChas. Deerine, will leave Railroad Wharf, Portland, every Prtîday F.voiun,:, at 11.15, or on
arrival of Steamboat Express Trains from Bostorfor Rockland, Castine, *Deer
Isle, *Sedgw1«k,
(Stage Irom Sedgwick to Bine Hill on arrival ox
Steamen, South West and Bar Harbors, Millbridga
and Macliiasport.
Also with Β. & B. Steamers at Koekland, going
East, for River Landings.
KKTUKNINe.will leaveMachiasport at *.80
a. m. every Momlay and touching at intermediate
Landings, connecting at Portland with Pullmui
and early morning train for Boston,
Connect with Boston and Bangor Steamers at
Rockland, (coming West, and receive passengers and
freight from Bangor and Kiver Landings for Port_

land.)
•
Ice permitting.

GEORGE L. DAT,
Treas. and General Ticket Agent
febldtf

Portland, Feb. 1. 1883.

NOTICE

AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

houses in Boston,
common, depots, theatres
and priucipal business houses.
This is a rare
chance for a responsible person who can pay cash
to investigate.
Address HOUSE, Boston Daily
Globe.
feb27*

boarding

Terms easy.

(Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night's rent and aroid the expense and 1 iconrenienoe of arritlng In Boston late

follows

as

Stations In Philadelphia

Grain

one

The elegant new steamer TREMONT and farom·
steamer
FOREST CITY will alternately leare
FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland, at 7 o'clock p. m.
and IN DIA WHARF, Β ο» ton, at 6 o'clock p. m*

NINTH AND «RGEN STREETS,

show net
by present owner 5

Price low.

of

octl3dtf

New York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

Boston.

and

FARE S 1.00.

PAYSON TUCKER,
General Manager.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
Gen'l Pass'r Agent

—BET WEEN

feb28-l

Johnson, Vermont.

Master

Point)» South and

and Orocen.

IUO

HEADING fi. I

route right
only takes
magazines and \
periodicals: established 15 years; rare chance; investigate and you will be satisfied. W. F. CARUTHmar7-l
ERS, 24 Tremont Row, Boston.

dence.

Went.
Oct. 14, 1883
D. W. SANBORN,

by

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, G. P. A.
W. J. SPICER Superintendent.

deliver; large

near

no risk; neither
nor ligature ; harmless operation and comme
Give
relief.
your
plete
address, if you suffer,
and I will warrant you sure, safe and speedy relief.
Address,
or

7.00 p. m., and Port-

On Trains leaving Boston at
<
land 2.00 a. m.
Through Tickets to all

Northwest, West and Southwest.

MALE—1st class

FOR
the best paying
The Piles are Awful centrally
located

Through Pullman Sleeping Cars

Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, St· Louis, Omaha. Saginaw, St. Paul,Salt Lake City,

newspaper
in the business centre of Boston;
FOR
hour to
trade in

SALE.-Lease and furniture of

_

Depot

can

Hon. J. G.

On Trains leaving Boston 9 a.m., 12.S0 and 7.00 p.
m. and Portland 8.45 a. mM 1.00 and 6.00 p. m.

—

NAliE.—$:*000 buys Hay
FOR
business good store, fine trade

Pretty Village of Gorham.

AWFUL!

and

Foot of India Street.

feb29-l

one

Pullman Parlor Cars

saltr of over 80 years duration in every

—TO—

iOR MALE. $950.—Terms easy, fixtures and
furniture of first class lodging house, 12 rooms
of the best streets^in Boston, rooms all let to
a bargain.
W. F.
good paying lodgers,
CARRUTHERS, 24 Tremont Row, Boston.
mar 3-1

MALE, $2000.

JSteamersf

s rams Leave Boston

At 7.30, 9.00 a. m., and arrive in Portland at 11.65
At 12.30 p. m. and arrive
a. m. and 1.00 p. m.
m.
At 7.00 ρ
in Portland 6.00 p. m
liaih,
and arrive in Portland at 11.00 p. in.

:

mar3-1

F

on one

9 a. KM. Daily (Night Pullman) tor Saco,
Biddeford. Kennebunk, Conway Junct., Klttery,
Portsmouth, Newburyport, Saloxn, Lynn and
Boston, arriving at 6.30 a. m.
At S.45 a. m. for Cape Elisabeth. Soarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennobunk, Wells, North and South
•
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Con way Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester, Kockport,
Newburyport.
Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p. m.
At l.OO p. in. for Scarboro, Saco, Biddeford,
Kennebunk, Wells, No. Berwick,
Oonway
Junction, Klttery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, and Boston, arriving at 6.10 p. m..
connecting with Sound and Rail Lines for all
α Southern and Western points.
At β.ΟΟ p. at. (Express), for Boston and principal
Way Stations, arriving in Boston at 9.80 p.m.,
connecting with Rail Lines for New York.
Sundays at 2.00 p. m. Express for Boston and
principal Way Stations, arriving at Boston 6.30
p. m., connecting with Fall River Line for New
York.

15tfa, 1SS3,

For Anburn and Lewimton, 7.20 a. m., 1.15
and 6.16 p. m.
For <»orhani, 7.40 a.m., 4.00 and 5.15 p. m.
For (Sorhanij Montreal, Quebec and Chicago, 1.30 p. m.

«UU

AWARRANTED CURE.

Ardrevi, Pembroke, Honlton, Woodstock. Grand
Wcnun, Carupobello, Dlgby, Annapolis, Yarmouth
Wlmisci, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastlo, t "îhersl
Piotou, Shediao,
liathnrst, Dalheutle, Char
lot&etovii. Fort Fxirfiold, Grand Fall», and othet
(tatlous oath· Ne» «runsvick and Canada, Intercolonial. Wladsor, and innapoile, Western Conitie», iîall Road», and lïtago Rontus.
Freight received up to -4 p. m. and any ui·
fortaalio; rogardin? the aami may be had at the
oSUvi of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wbarf.
For Ch.:ulars, with Excursion Routes, Ticket*
State Kooma and further Information apply ·
Company'» OHce, 40 Exchange St.
5'. O. HF\ SEY, President, and Manager
-eel
dtf

DEPARTURES:

74

inoN-

»*'
DEC· (My "leein-rTSlt en of Ifaia Linr will
i
-ZV.-^SSa Learc Bailnad Wkart.
foot of State
street, every Monday and
Thursday at β p. m., for Kaitport and 8t.
Jobs, with connections for Calai», Bobblnaton, 8t.
·ν

TIME.

folLpwe

large

miles out of Boston,
year. W. F. CARRUTH-

OF

On and after MONDAY,OCT.
Train» will run an

MÂLE.—Cottage

FOÏt

system

mar4-3

lot
situated on the
"Diamond Island Association" purchase and
one of the highest and best located lots on the Island. Any one desiring a pleasant summer residence would find it to their advantage to address F.
m&r3-l
L. S., 736 Congress St., City.

fier. It purifies the blood

for

no

reasons for selling, a splendid situation for a good
miliner. Add) ess MRS. E. R. PATTEN, Gorham,
niar5-2
Maine.

large
FOR
perfect condition, cheap.
434 Fore St.

An Alterative Tonic &

j

city; good
cigars, confectionery,
tionery, fancy goods, toilet articles, toys, &c.; selling from 200 to 300 papers daily; employs three
men. L. REED, 3 Tremont Row, Boston.
mar8-2

L.

8.45 a. m., 1.00
FOR BOI HESTKR, FARΝ. H., AND ALTON BA1. at
FOR MAN8.46 a.m., 1.00 and 3.30 p. m.
CHESTER AND CONCORD, Ν. Π., (via
New Market Jot.) at 6.15 a. m., 3.30 p. m., (via
Lawrence) at 8.46 a. m.
IfJORNINIw TRAINS FOR PORTLAND
LEAVE KENNERIJNK at 7.26, and DOTER at 8.00 ARRIVING at PORTLAND
at 8.30 and 10.05.
Note—'Che 3.30 p. m. train from Portland toill
not stop at Scarborough, Pine Point, Old Orchard or
Welle, and the 1.00 p. m. train will stop at Scarborm.

UIINiSTON,

MALE
large newspaper, periodical
of the finest and best in
and variety store,
FOR
this
fixtures:
sta-

rappa.

Swedish
JK
Botanic

AND
and 3.30 p,

ΤΠΟΚ NAfiR—At 231 Federal St.. un stairs.
J.1 great sale of Chamber Sets, Mattresses, Springs,
Chairs in Kama Hair Cloth and
must be closed this month legardless of cost.
mar8-l

house and orchard $35 month.
mont Row, Boston, Mass.

LAWRENCE

HAVERHILL,
LOWELL at 6.15,

Easy and Smoking

—

s·2—a.

ETER*

FOR

Life Insurance Co.,
Assets

at 10.45,
m., arriving at Boston
m., 1.16, 5.10, and 7.15 p. m.
BOSTON roil PORTLM» at9t(K) a, m.
12.30. 3o30, and 7.00 p.m., arriving at Portlâad
iôO, b.Oû. 8.05 and 11.00 r· m.
PORTLAND IOK HCARBOKO REACH
AND PINE POINT at 6.15, 8,45, a. m., 3.00,
5.45 p.m. (Seo note.) FOK OLD OBCHARU
at 6.15, 8.45 λ. m., 1.00, 3.00, 5.45 p.m. (Seo note)
FOR 8ACO AND BIDDEFORD at 6.15,
FOR
8.45 a. m., 1.00, 3.00, 3.30 and 5.45 p. m.
KËNNEBIJNH at 6.15, 8.45 a. m.. 1.00, 3.00
and 5.45 p. m. FOR WELLN at 6.15. 8.45 a.
m. and 3.00 p.m.
(See note) FOR NORTH
BËRWICR AND DOVER, at 6.15, 8.45 a.
and
3.30
3.00
m., 1.00,
p. m. FOR 8ALÛION
FALLS and «RE IT FALL», at 6.15, 8.45
FOR NE WMARa. m., 1.00 and 3.00 p. m.
K ET at 6.15, 8.45 a.m., 3.30* p.m. FOR EX—23

ÏPOUND.—A

If you insure with tne Old

OE NEW

6*î"-ρ.

A Newfoundland, pup; weight
about fifty pounds. Whoever will return him at
3 Chapel street will be liberally rewarded.
mar 10-1
—

evening

Railroad,

Ou and after Monday, Oct. 15, 1883,

LOST AND FOUND.

STRAYED

OUT ANB A FT Κ Κ

«oh»

}' ί.

jt\ H

the

Boston & Mai lie

dlw

mar7

;J. W. PKTER3,J3upt

«ιιβ

a

No.

YOU

Olote connections mado at Weatbrook Jutdon with through trains of Me. Central Κ. K., and
Transfer, Portland, with through
at GrandTruni
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had at S. H. Hellen, Ticket Agent, Portland
& Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and of Rol
Uns & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
a* Does not stop at Woodford'·.

UNION

WANTED.

we

Eastern Railroad.

a. m.

all
do

Ex-Gov. Blgelow, of Connecticut, ana many
others, equally well known.

N. R.

New York via Norwich Cine, and all rail,
vi&Mpringfield, also with Ν. V. Α Ν. Ε. Β·
Κ .("Steamer Maryland Boute") for SPbilade!Baltimore, Washington, and the
outh and with Boaton Sc. Albany Β. B. for
the Weal. Parlor Care on train leaving 9 Portland
at 1.05 p. m. and train leaving Worcester at 8.00

WAXTKD.
ladies

Q.

for Rochester, hprlaarAie, Alfred, W*l.
erboroand Sato Rirer.T.DO a. bd., 1.03
p. m.. and (mixed) at Ο..ΊΟ p. m. Returning
leave Éochoster at (mixed) 6.45 a.
11.16
a.m., and 3.35 p.m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. m.. 1.25 p. m. and 6.40 p. m.
For «orfemn, Naccarappa, Cumberland
and Woodford'·,
Weatbrook
mill»,
at 1.SO β. ra>.
1.03, β.'-ίΟ and (mixed)
*«.ï« p. m.
The 1.03 p. tn. tiain from Portland connecta at
aye- June, with Uoosac Tunnel Bonce lor
t heWeet, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for

Wanted.

Don't be skeptical. If you have any doubts as
to what Athlofhoros can do, write to some of
those whom it has cured. For Instance, Rev. S.
R. Dennen, D. D., Pastor Third Congregational
Church, ;of New taven, Conn., the Rev. W. P.
Corblt, pastor George St. IL E. Church, of New
Haven, the Rev. J. K. Series, pastor Wlllett St.
M. E. Church, New York city, ÎÎr. Brummell, the
well known candy manufacturer, of New York,

I

ping

Boston.

What has Skepticism done for the world ?

ΤΙΙΙιΙορΙιθΓθ51

April 8tb,
Apply to
W. IS. TOLEK & CO.,
feb28dlm .'WO WuNhingion Mt.» Bouton.

TWO TRIPSPER WEEK

At

m.

shown that Rheumatism can be cured.
It has shown thatNeuralglacanbe got rid of.
Modern science
liasjproved that Rheumatism Is
a blood disease, and has provided Athlofhoros
as the remedy which can completely cure It.
It has proved that although the old doctors
failed to overcome Neuralgia. Athlofhoros can
reach it, and eradicate It from the system.
It has proved that though these tormenting
diseases were so slow and obstinate, they can
be overcome In a little while by means of

Leave Boston monthly, March 11th,

May 13tb.

WINTER VKUANGtitltlWTS.

in

KAILitOADM.

as

even

EXCURSIONS.

lie..
Calais, itle»
John. Λ.Β., Halifax, W. S., Ac.

Trains leave Portland

feb21*

an

It has

«. T. A.

INTEHÎUTIOJNAL STKAMSHIJC CO.

Eastpon,

or

of good business address,
established
GENTLEMEN
solicitors, to receive orders for
and
Mercantile
Co.—also two

Nothing but to suggest doubts.

FOYE,

CHAM. U.
oct2

A?;anlO

rooms, single
suites,furnished
untarnished at 173 STATE ST.
DESIRA
no27
dtf

is over 20
Bookkeeper
years of age, honest, intelligent, and a good
Address in own handwriting, Box 835,
who

ood&eowly

suggested that Rheumatism cannot be cured.
Skepticism Is as bad as Rheumatism.
What has Science done for the world ?
A good many things; for instance, It has

On mid lifter Monday Oct. 8 th,
IMS3, uutil farther notice Paimenxer
Train* leave Portland nn follows
A. HI.—For Fabvan's. Littleton, Lancaster,
and ah pointe on B. 0. M. R. R., St. Johnsbnry,
Burlington, Ogdensburg and all points on O. & L.
C. R. R., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all
points on Southeastern Railroad and branches.
3.00 p.ui. For Bartlett and intermediate stations.
TrtiiDH arrive in Portland :
10.45 a.m.—from Bartlett and local stations.
10.00 p. m.—Express from Montreal, Burlington,
Ogdensburg &c.
J. Il AlTIILTOiV, Mnptriulecdenl.

Oeueral Ocean Steamer Ticket Office·

ÎT10R §ale of passsage ticket* by the White
I1 Canard, Anchor, Bute, American, Ked Star,
Star,
North German Lloyd, Hamburg, American, Rotterdam, Amsterdam and Italian line», all Brat olaea
fa«t passage steamers, to and from all point· In
Europe. Cabin, 2d Cabin anil steerage ouuward and
prepaid ticket» from Portland at loweet rate·.
Steerage prepaid ticket» from Inland plao·· la Enrope' to Inland place» in the United State·. Sterling and Scandinavian oxehange at lowest rates
Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for »ale by th
cargo. For cabin plan», circular» sailing Khwm
Λο. and other information apply to J.L. FARMER
;e:it, Ti Exchange St. P. O. Box 979.

Rooms to Let·
ft? Ε

-A

WASTED.

»=

VT.,
OG»E!V$8lRC, N. Y.,
ΑΝ» 1ΊΟΝΤΒΕΑΙ..

desired,

iences

REWT

BOSTON, MASS.

Modern-Science
Hi Skeplici$in

-το—

BtlKMNUïOK

CALIFORNIA

the

STANDARD

mar4

feh26*

LET—Pleasant rooms, furnished or unfurnished; terms one to two dollers a week, at 58
BROWN STREET.
feb2G»

on

suitable

TUB

I

mar8

Dr, KEMSOiTS

house

a

E0NLÏ LINE THROUGH THE NOTCH.

mar6-l

WJ

Powdor nsvor varies. A mar tel ο * purin
eirength and wholosoiuonass. More economical than
tine ordinary kinds, and cannot he sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight
alum or phosphate powders.
Sold only in cans.
Royal Baking Powdeb Co., 106 Wall St., Ν. Y.

without

(except Sundays).

To purchase

Absolutely Pure,

mar3

C'nrc<l
kuife.

marlO-1

ANTED
By a woman and young girl,
chance to cook in a boarding
to
do light work or take care of a child.honse; girl
Apply at 42
LINCOLN STREET, up stairs, between 8 and 12.
mar6-l

on

FORE ΝΓΒΕΚΤ, PORT.

TO

Address, "W,"

fhis

v

rooms,

LET—Small house In the centre of the city,
in good order, Sebago water; will be let low to
the right party. Anyone wanting such a house address A. B. 0., PresB office
feb2C*

west side,
containing nine or ten rooms and well locaAddress, stating price and locality P. O. BOX

595.

eight

BTEA!UEBN.

Portai & Ogiisnsimrg Κ. R.

and convenient
of Wilmot and

corner

street

WANTfW
ted.

ONE

BY

TO

marl·

Lincoln streets, now ready for occupancy. Rent
low to the right party, with lease if dosired. Enquire of CHARLES H, KIMBALL, Architect, No.
180Va Middle Street.
feb27*

marlO-1

all kind·), in the
FOB SALB

No. 4.

LET—A most desirable

house of

for

6 rooms,

or

children.

at No. 92 Free

& CO. No. 114 to 120 Commercial St.

SITUATION WANTED·—As travelling
salesman. Have had six years experience.
Groceries preferred. Address E. Press Oftice.

FOR. SAL33

»>KI«!\AL PACKAGES,

Frank

Ayres—
Barque Paragon, Doane,
Dudley.
Seh Carrie M Richardson, Holbrook, St Pierre—
Geo S Hunt & Co.
SAILED—Barque Samuel Ε Spring; brig Ada L
White; schs Lewis Fhrman, M A Drury, Perseverance, and others.

family

IMJrOlvJ JijJL)

Barque Zeus, (Br) Christophen, Halifax, NS, to
load for Buenos Ayres. To Ryan & Keleey.
Sch Tivano, (ieyer, Bristol dry tish to Ε G Wil«
lard.
Sell Peerless, Orne, Soil thporfc-dry fiBh toWillard.
Sch Percy, from Eastport for Boston.
Schs A D Scull, and H S Culver, with ice bound
west, and sailed.

immedi-

—

marll-1

small rent of 5
\\TANTEB.-A
a
without

Ayer's IIair Vigor.

A Toilet Luxury
Ayer's Hair Vigor has no equal. It
is colorless, cleanly,
delightfully perfumed, and has the "effect of making tho
hair soft, pliant, and glossy.

wanted

J. H. ALLEN.

Letter carrier

the

Ayer's Hair Vigor

LET·—Two nice

W

Buenos Avres.
Cld at Tuspan Feb 26, brig Kossack, Clifford, for
New York.
Ar at Nuevitas Mch 8th, sch Austin D Knight,
Drinkwater, New York.
SPOKEN

TO

ANTE» iniHE UÏATELY.—Coat makers, L. C. YOUNG, 47 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
raarll-1

MOBILE—Ar 8th, schs Albert Τ Stearns, Kelley,
Hattie Turner, Belano, New Bedford.
Cld 7th, sch Maggie G Hart, Nickerson, Philadel-

CHARLESTON—Cld 6th, ech Geo L Dixon, Harding, Boston; donathan Bourne, Thompson, WeyMass.
mouth,
Λ
αι-\.
τη»rr„—:,

rooms,
St.,
mar3-2
TOwith board.
LET—Lower part House No. C8 Lincoln St.
Lower part House No. 19 Oxford St. PossessTO
ion given immediately. Inquire of ELIAS THOMAS

St.

Wiscasset;

ington.

WANTED-lteliableand capable for
general house w rk.
Apyly at No. 357
SPUING STREET.
marll-1

Housekeeper

Progreeeo.

phia.
PEN S ACOLA—Ar 8 th, brig Orbit, Hanson, from
St Kitts; sch Seth M Todd, Norwood, Kingston.
KEY WEST—Sid 8th, sch Annie L Henderson,
Henderson. Pensacola.
FERN ANDINA—Old 8tb, sch Sarah Potter, Keen,
New York.
.JACKSONVILLE—Old 8tn, sch Fannie Gorham,
Ferguson, New York; Vinejard, Rosebrook, Wash-

WANTED.—-A

ately; American woman in a widower's family
about moving to Massachusetts, as working housekeeper; must be fond of children and well recommended: family small, with one small child. Apply
during the day 6 Exchange St., evening 44 Wilmot

POWDER

ΚΛΙΙ,ΚΟΑΙΟβ.

I,ET.-Pleasant rooms furnished or unfurnished; terms one to two dollars a week, at 68
BROWN STREET.
mar5-l

GIKI,

from Cardenas for

LET.

TO

rent, about the 1st of May, of
four or live rooms—would prefer an upper
tenement.
Address, G. F. Α., Tress Office.
marl 1-1

spoken March 7th, lat 40 29, Ion 71.
Reported having lost two men overboard.
Brig L Staples, Stowers, at New York from Cardenas, reports having been twelve days North of
Hatteras with severe northerly and westerly gales;
lost and split sails, stove hatch houses, water casks,
and bulwarks; carried away raainboom and gaff",
was

vitt & Co.

Buenos

WANTS,

nieCELLANiem.

MEMORANDA.

1
1

Yellow Jacket

H. Pierce.

our

HO
56

Fargo Ex

Savage

Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalbaven, Η. M. Huberts.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, C. H. Hayes.
Yarmouth, A. H. Seabury.

the favorite with

138

California mining Stocks,
(By Telegraph.)
San Francisco, Mch. 10 —The following are tha
closing official quotations of$mining stocks to-day:
Alta
1%
Best & Belcher
2%
Eureka
3V4
Gould & Curry
IV2
Hale AJNorcross
1%
Mexican
l7/e
Opliir
1HA
Sierra;Nevada
2SA
Union Con
2

So.

S

106

125%
...134
...109

United States Ex. Co

Ardrewi,

and

94,
57 ye

Pittsburg

Sa battus, Κ. Η. Johnson.
Saccarappa, Α. Η, Adams.
Saco, Η. Β. Kendrick & Co.,

Wit

70

Pittsburg & Ft. Wayne
Pullman Palace Car Company
Wells

fg

127%

Morris & Essex

Co.
Harbor, F. S. Jordan.
Bath, J. O. shaw.
F. M. Burnham.
Biddeford,
··
A. L. Jellerso·.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Cumberland Mills, F. A. Vcrtiil.
E. W. Dunbar.
Damarttecotta,
Freeport, W A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. C. Harmon.
Fairfield, Ε. H. Evans.
Farmiugton, I). H. Knowlto*.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorliam, Jas. H. Irish & Co,
Π alio well, C. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chamber & Estes.
Livermore Falls, G. D. Hughes.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Tliomaa.
Norwav, S. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyee.
Old Orchard Geo. E. Fogg, A. L. Jellison.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.

Spriiigvale. C.

_

Manhattan Elevated
New York Elevated

Bangor, Bangor News
Bar

O. S.

129

Metropolitan Elevated

Zuburn, Willard
Small & Co.
J. F.

Rockland,

74%

Adams Ex. Co
American Ex. Co
Boston Air Line
Canada Southern
Del. & Hudson Canal Co
Del. & Lackawanna
Bur. & Cedar Rapide

THE F It EMM,
May be obtained a< vue Periodical Depot· of N. G.
Foesenden, Marquis·', Armstrong, Hodsoon, Kobert
Costello, Gilpatriel., 47 Middle street and 221
Spring streets/ewe: t, McFarland, Merrill, htrange.
Gould, Lanagan, Boston & Maine Depot, and
Cbisholm Bros., on all trains thai run out of the
Augusta,

7Ç J4

«...

New York; ech Celina, Adams, Philadelphia; Carrie A Norton, Hodgdon, do; Jennie Hall, Hall, Baltimore; 6th. ChasE Balch, Manson, Baltimore.
Ar at Cardenas let inst, brig Etta Whitmore,
Wright, New York; 3d, Clara M Goodrich, Pray,
New York; Shannon, Sawyer, Boston; Gipsy Queen,
Chandler, Portland; Mary Ο Haskell, Pierce, New
York; ech AgnesI Grace. Small, Philadelphia; Wm
Frederick, Patterson, Baltimore.
Sid fm Cardenas 3d inst. ech Jas S Lowell, for
Delaware Breakwater; 4th, barque Belle Wooeter,
do; schs Georgia, do; Isaac Orbeton, fm New York;
ElvaE Pettingill, Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at New York 10th, ech Sarah &
Ellen, York,
Matanzas.
Ar at Liverpool Mch 6, steamer Dominion, Dale,
Portland.
Ar at Queenstown Mch 8,
ship Undaunted, Hamilton, San Francieco.

266th Edition. Price Only $1.00.
(By mail, post paid.)

KNOW THYSELF,,
\

GREAT

MEDICAL

WORK

ON MANHOOD.

Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debilt·
ty, Premature Declino in Man, Errors of Youth,

and the untold miseries
resulting from indisctetions or excesses. A book for
every man, young,
mid lie-aged, and old. It contains 126
tions for all acute and chronic diseases, each one ot
which is invaluable.
So found
the Author
whose experience for 23 years is such as probablv
never before fell to the lot of
800
any
pages, bound in beautiful French muslin, era boused
covers, full gilt, guararteed to bo a tiner work, m
every sense.—mechanical, literary and professional,
—than any other work sold in this country for ®2.5<Λ
or the monoy will bo refunded in everv instance.
Price only fl.OU by mail,
sample β cents. Send now. Gold medal awarded
the author by the National Medical Association, to
the officers of which he reiers.
This book should bo read by the young for instruction, and by the afflicted for relief. It will benefit
all.- IsmfIon Lancet.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W
H. Parker, No. 4 Hulfincu Street,
Mass.
who may be consulted on all diseases
skill
Chronic and obstinate diseases»
and experience.
ϋ A Τ er
that have baffled the skill of all

prescripby
physician.

post-paid.

Vla*™Î!2

Ikwton,
requiring

physician*

a

Successfully
may80

oth-l|
specialty. Such treat-llJCiΛ.Ά2 ed
without an

instance^

γ

d&wly

?

THE

DISEASED CATTLE.

PRESS

ΜΙ ΜΙΓ ΑΛη

DRAMA.

ΜΓΒΓΒΒΑΝ NOTES.

MARGARET MATHER.

TUESDAY MORNING. MARCH 11.

The

CITY AND VICINITY.

«ESÏLT OF TUIR INVESTIGATION

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

AN»

Owen, Moore & Co.
Wanted Immediately Coat Makers.
For Sale Valuable Coal Mine.

In accordance with a vote passed at the Ufct
session of the Governor and Council, yesterday
Gov. Robie and Councillors Cornish, Bolster
and Locke, accompanied by Geo. H. Bailey,
V. S., to the State Cattle Commissioners, visited the districts in Deering and Falmouth in-

Girl Wanted.

Notice—Ryan & Kelsey.
Wanted.

Shorthand—W. H. Iiickcox.

fected with the Foot and Mouth Disease. From
all appearances the instructions of Dr. Bailey
have been carried out to the letter, disinfectants have been ireely used, quarantine regulations rigidly enforced and all the infected ani-

ENTERTAINMENTS.
C. M. Association.
Waltzing— Μ. Β. Gilbert.
Concert—State Street Church Choir.

M.

Wei Dc Meyer.
It is now undisputed that Wei De Meyer's
Catarrh Care is the only treatment that will

absolutely

core Catarrh—fresh or chronic. "It
is a marvel, Rev. A. P. Fries, Cairo, Ν. Y."
"It restored me to the pulpit, Rev. Geo. E.
"One box radically
Reie, Cobleville, Ν. Y.
cored me, Rev. C. H. Taylor, 150 Noble
street, Brooklyn." "A perfect core after 30
years suffering, J. D. McDonald, 719 Broadway, Ν. Y.," &c., &c. Thousands of testimonial· are received from all parts of the world.
Delivered, 81.00. Dr. Wei De Meyer's ''Treatise," witli statements by the cured, mailed
free. D. B. Dewey & Co., 182 Fulton St., N.
Ydecl8eod3m

SPECIAL ADVERTISING RATES.
Advertisements appropriately coming under
the classification heads, Wants, Help Wanted, Situations Wanted, Fob Sale, To Let,

Fodnd,

Ιλμτ and

words,

exceeding forty
Daily Press

will be inserted in the

week for

one

not

twenty-five cents,

if

paid in ad-

vance.

When payment is not made in;advance, regain rates will be charged.
The large circulation of the Press makes it
the best medium for these advertisements.
Superior Court.
BWFOKE JUDGE BONNEV.

Ann

Flaherty.

Actton to recover $100 borrowed money. Plaintiffs say tliat within the last ten years they have
•old defendant about four thousand dollars' worth
of liquors; that she is now indebted to them for
four or five hundred dollars' worth of
liquors, but
this is only for $100 loaned her in Boston, for the
purpose, as she said, of paying for ale purchased of
another firm.
The defendant admitted that she had borrowed
£100 of another member of the firm, which had
been repaid, but denied that she borrowed this sum
of Mr. Hugely.
Decision reserved.
A. W. Coombs for plaintiffs.
W. K. Νcal for defendant.
Brief Jottings.
Snow yesterday morning. About 11 a. m.
tbe skies cleared, tbe sua appeared and the
day was bright and beautiful. Mercury 27°
at sunrise, 36° at noon, 31° at sunset; wind N.
E. and north.
Hon. G. P. Wescott is in Boston on his way
home from California.
The Fish Exchange is an assured fact.
Already it has over forty subscribers.
The schooner James Dyer, the first vessel of
the eeason to go mackereling, will leave port

today.
Mary
•

shawl

pin

were found and left at the
with Officer Sell.
The members ot the Society of Natural History are reminded that Prof. Morse will lectur^
this evening at 7.45.
^r· George CaJjBfgSis^itv
Clerk, goes to
Bbgda^dand to-morrow as a witness in an

police station

Sabject^^jpflp^'^^^^

'"important contested land case.
Tbe meeting of the Cumberland Association
Congregatonal ministers will be heid at the
Perry Hotel today.
The Bosworth Poet, Bosworth Belief
of

Corps

and Sons of Veterans joint sociable will occur
March 18th. Tbe announcement for this even-

ing

*

THK SMITH FARM.

The farm belonging to Mr. John A. Smith
is situated near Allen's Corner. The herd here
was the first one visited and numbers in all
11

head, including eight cows,

a
bull, a heifer
calf. Here are the latest cases reported,
and the animals are doing well.
Dr. Bailey held open the mouth of a cow, re-

and

a

vealing a number of broken vesicles on the upper lip. When this vesicle first breaks open,
the color of it is bright scarlet and from day to
day these vesicles grow paler and paler until at
last they fade entirely.
The doctor pointed out another cow close by
the temperature of which he said was 107J° on
Monday, March 3d, bnt, by the use of quiDine
it was reduced to 104 3-5° the next day.
An
estimate was then made on the quantity of
hay in the barn find it was found to be 35
tons.
Mr. Smith employee his brother to tend the
cattle and no one is allowed in the barn except
the proper authorities.
THE GERRY FARM—LEMUEL ROLFE'S.
The farm of Lemuel Bolfe is in Deering,
and this man has the entire charge of the
stock himself, and makes a business of buying
and selling cattle.
The stock consists of two

was an error.

Over one hundred acceptarces have been received to the Portland Commandery Reception
at the Falmouth Wednesday evening and the

JJ Y «3

giauo CUWB)

1UU1

uaivcs,

IWU

UCIIOIB,

and one bucking calf.
One ox lias shrank
three inches in girth since he was taken sick,
and here may be seen a heifer which is lotting
her hair on acconHt of the sickness. Several
bare places may be seen upon her back. There
are abont 35 tons of good bay in this barn, the
greater part or which the owner Was intending to sell. The cattle are doing well.
JOSHUA L. WHITEHOUBE'S FABM.
The Γ'.nn of Mr. Whitehonse is situated in
West Falmouth, near the Maine Central depot.
His stock consists of two oxen and six cows.
This entire stock is rapidly recovering.
They
were placed in quarantine Feb. 22.
He has
about 25 tons of bay, most of which he expected to sell. Before the cattle had taken the disease he sold the milk at the depot.
JAMEâ L. WEST'S F ABM.
This farm is in Falmouth, and here

may be
seen the original pair of bltck oxen which
some say did all the mischief.
Mr. West
states that one of the oxen neither ate nor
drank for five days. The cattle were quarantined on the 14th of February. It required the
attention of one man all the time to look after
the animals which are now well and will be
out of quarantine thi last of this month. The
stock consists of four oxen, two yearling steeta
two two year old steers and one heifer.
It

estimateiJhat there

was

H. Rogers, from Hunyas, a revivalist,
will hold meetings at the Friend's meeting
house, Oak Btreet this afternoon at 3 and 7.30.
Last night a ladies cameo ear-ring and a

gold

mals are doing welL.
The party visited the
farms in the order named below, and we give
the result of their inspection:

UADU,

Monday.—Harrison W. Hugely et als., doing
business under the firm name of Dunbar & Co. in

Boston, vs.

TUE ACTION TAKEN.

hay

were

thirty tons of

in his barn.

xamïs L. pierce's farm.
Mr. Pierce's farm is situated in Falmouth.
His stock comprises a yoke of oxen, a yoke of
steer, one cow and one heifer;

essary precautions
two

bu^^tBS ^yjc-

wer^jJmrtfrtime, only the

oxen^
There

Jbmhfertile cow.

Hig family uses the
about fifty tons

were

of hay in this barn.
In the evening, Governor Robie, Councillors
Cornish, Bolton and Locke, met with the selectmen of Deering and Falmouth, and Dr.

Bailey.
The meeting was held for the purpose of
looking np the law, and Messrs. Locke and
Bolton were appointed as a committee to examine the iaw and see whatever liabilities
there should be growing out of the damages,
and see what expenses will be incurred in taking care of the disease.
The selectmen of the towns of Deering and
Falmouth fully concurred in what had been
done in regard to the arrangements that bad

embassy lately

ease.

in this country, accompanies
Professor Morse on his visit to this city.
Mr."
ία is a member of the imperial household
and is kept in this country at the expense of
bis government to study tbe language, cusand manners of the Americans.
He is
nnder the guardianship of Professor Morse.
Mr.
Υ α was present at the inauguratoms

city government

new

yesterday

morning.
m

Work of the

Dalian.

Saturday night the commanding officer of
the revenue steamer Dallas, under command
of Lient. Tbos. 6. Smith, received word from
Messrs. Ryan & Kelsey, through Hon. F. N.
Dow, Collector of Customs, that the schooner
Abbott W. Lewie

was at Biddeford Fool in
sbe was striking the bottom at low
water, and that none of the tow boats of this
city was powerful or large enough to go to her
assistance, as a northeast snow storm was pie-

danger,

as

vailing.

Early Sunday morning the Dallas
started, and although there was a very heavy
sea running, she succeeded in
extricating the
Abbott W. Lewis from her dangerous position,
and towing her to this port, where she ariived
at about 3 p. m., as reported in tbe Pbess
yes-

teraay.
The keeper and boat's

of the life savins station rendered valuable assistance in
piloting tbe Dallas into the Pool and in run-

ning

crew

hawser.

a

The officers and crew of the Lewis
grateful for the aid rendered them.

are

very

The Congregational Club.
Congregational Club met last evening
in Gilbert's Hall.
After the supper, Rev. L.
H. Hallock, of tbe Williston church, read a
paper on "The Saving Element in Modern
The

Civilization,"

which introduced a discussion,
participated in by Rev. Mr. Snow of Biddeford, Rev. Dr. I. P. Warren, Rev. E. C. Cum-

minge, Rev. Charles H. Daniels, Clarence

Hale, Esu., and

Mr. Walter Allen.
Mr. Hallock's essay was a very interesting and able
one. He reviewed the power and characteristics of the ancient civilizations, and considered
whether Christianity, as the distinguishing
element of modern

civilization,

did not afford

reasonable ground for expectation that the
present civilization would escape the decay
which baa befallen others.
Incidentally, the
recent lecture of Matthew Arnold in this city
commented upon by several speakers, and
considerable divergence of view concerning
the soundness of his propositions was develwas

opea.
New Music.
Oliver Ditson & Co., of Boston, send usa
number of piece· of new and popalur music.
The first that strikes the eye is "Governor

Robinson's March," adorned on the title page
with the wide-awake and pleasant face of Massachusetts'

if tbe music is half
as good as the picture, a large sale will be secured. Other pieces iu it are: Little Major,
Comic Song by Skelly; Since first I met thee,
new

governor,

Song by Reabenstein; Love's Beply; Song by
Behreud; I saw from tbe Beach; Song by Gurney; Bring back that Hambone! Comic Song;
Fan Dance Waltz, By Streabbog; Queen's
Lace Handkerchief Waltz, By Strauss; Tremolo; For Flute or Violin and Piauo, Arrauged
by Winner.
Blown Off.
The bark Young
Eagle, Cant. Masters,
bound from Palma, Majorca, to St.
JoliD, has
been blown off the coast in the late
storms,
from Cape Cod to Cape Sable. Capt. Masters
says owing to the fog horn not being blown at
Mt. Desert Rock, he narrowly escaped
going
ashore there. The tug Salem towed the

Young Eagle
The

into

this port Sunday night.
with their labors.

men were worn out

Portiaud Λ Ogdemliurg,
Mr. Tolman, general freight agent of tbe
Portland & Ogdeusburg road bas lately visited
Buffalo, made application for his road to be admitted to all the colonial freight lines and tbe
road has been admitted. This is a good thing
and enables the P. & O. to bill freight from
all parts of the country through to Portland.
Railroad Earnings.
GRAND

Third

Since Jan.l 2,394,M24
CHICAGO

Third Feb. .$

&

2,599,603

Inc.$
Dec.

3,053
204,679

GliA.NI) TBEKK.

57,796 §

ceeu maae

60,787 Inc.?

7,009

to

cnecK

me

progress 01

ttie dis-

The following letter from the Dean of the
of Montreal Veterinary College, was
read by Dr. Bailey:

Faculty

Montreal,

March 3,1884,
Dear Sir,—In compliance with your request
iu yonr letter of 29th February, I have much
pleasure in submitting the following suggestions with regard to what you should advise to
be done to prevent a further spreading of the
disease, "Foot and Mouth," which i· now prevailing near Portland, Maine.
Such is it3 contagiousness that nothing short
of a close quarantine of the infected district
will prevent its further extension. All infected farms or buildings should be isolated
and signboards put up in conspicuous placée
warning all neighbors not to enter the premises. (This you have done.) All movement
of animals, except for slaughter
on
the
premises, should be forbidden nntil four weeks
after the recovery of the last case. A cordon
sanitaire should be organized to prevent the
movement of animals beyond the infected
district, which should Include one mile beyond
the actual existence of tbe disease. Especial
care
should be exercised with reference to
railroad carp. No quarantine officer or other
person coming iu contact with diseased cattle
should be allowed outside the infected district,
nor should any such
be allowed to leave tbe
infected place where he is doing duty, without
tirst disinfecting his hands and changing hij
clothes, including his boots. No sale, barter
or exchange of animals, except horses, should
be allowed in the infected district so long as it
is in quarantine. At least no movement of
animals so sold should be allowed.
All railroad cars, wagons, steamboats or
buildings in which infected animals have
been should undergo a thorough disinfection,
by scrubbing with hot water and carbolic acid,
one pound to four gallons, or where practicable
by steam and afterwards whitewashing with
hot lime, to which chloride of lime (1 pound to
a gallon) is added.
All the wood work to a
height of seven feet should be so treated.
Any hay, straw or other todder which has
been in tbe same buildiug should be either
consumed in the buildiug or, if Bold, it should
be delivered under official supervision, for tbe
use of and to be consumed by horses only.
If
the quantity is small, it should be bought and
either consumed on the premises or destroyed.
All halters, covers, bags, &c., should De
boiled in a carbolic solution or destroyed.
Manure is dangerous and should be placed in
a heep well mixed with lime, carefully fenced
in and used only as a dressing on plowed land
where it will be covered up, and on no account as top dressing for pasture lands.
You
should tike advantage of the winter, end
while it lasts prosecute
active suppressive
measures, as it is more difficult to manage in
summer as animals are mure moved then. Impcse a heavy penalty on all who fail to report
cliHease iu iheir slock.
All this may to some seem
of tbe enotmouh vaimt of the

unnecessary, but
cattle trade of the
United Stilts, which is mtn.ced by the extension of the disease, it will be seen that tbe
temporary inconvenience which such measures ui i.v entail are trilling iu comparison.
I will be greatly pleased to bear that a rigrd Quarantine is bemi instituted, and feel conndeut that if faitlitally carried oat it will be
successful, if not it will spread not ouly in
your own but to other States and iu the end
prove very costly to exterminate.
Your·* faithfully,
D. McEachran, F. R. C. V. S.
G. H. Bailky, D. V. S.
Veteriuar.y Officer of Board of Cattle Commissioners, Me.
There are only eleven head of cattle now
nick and there has been no outbreak reported
in any new place since the 25ch of February.
A h riu

L, Drtvter.
Mr. Aurin L. Dresser, who has been out of
health for several years, died of catarrhal fever
iu Boston, Sunday.
He was 46 years old and
leaves a widow, two daughters and a son. Mr.
Dresser was born in Brunswick, graduated at
Bates College, and in 1867 became a partner of
Hon. Ezra Carter, in the book firm of Carter
& Dresser.
Subsequently the firm became
Dresser & McLellan.
Later, owing to ill
health, Mr. Dresser went to Cuba, and on his
return became connected with the Equitable
Life Insurance Company in Boston. He was
Fellows,
a member of Beacon Lodge of Odd
Bramliall Lodge, K. of P., and Blanquefort
of Maisons, besides having attaiued the 33d degree.
He was a member of the
The
Common Council in 1879, from Ward 0.

Commandery

funeral will take place today ;(Tuesday), at 1L
a. in.,
from the residence of his son-in-law,
W. H. Shurtleff, 803 Congress street.
Train-fer».
The fr»Howing transfers of real estate in this
county uavo been recorded at the registry of
deeds:
Beat ftatate

Portland—Walter Corey to Mercy B, Bice,
on Congress street.
$1.
Windham—Theodore Sayward to Julia P.
laud
aud
Crockett,
buildings. $650.
Harpswell—Robert Goddard to Frank A.
Goddard, laud and buildings. $6,000.
land

TiiL'NK.

Feb..$ 338,251 $ 335,108

appearance in this city as Julia, in Knowlee'
familiar play of "The Hunchback," a role
which has been assumed here by many of the
leading actresses of the American Btage. Miss

Mather's portrayal of the character
even effort, but, as a whole, it was to be highly

In the
commended for many excellencies.
more dramatic situating Miss Mather was at
her best. In the comedy scenes she was not so
happy. The lady has grace and beauty, but
she lacks repose and has not got that airiness
of manner, or that sincerity In the earlier love
scenes, which imparts its magnetism to her
audience.
For that reason she failed to awakenthusiasm until the third act, where Master Walter has received the letter from Sir
Thomas Clifford and tears it to pieces before
Julia's eyes. In this scene Miss Mather's attitude and expression were exceedingly fine, and
en

won, as they deserved, a call before the curtain. In the celebrated scene with Sir Thomas
Clifford in the fourth aot Miss Mather was
very strong in places, in others weak. But the
weakness seemed owing more to circumstances
she bad no control over than from any fault of
her own. Her petite figure was unable to give
that force and majesty to the famous words,
"My honor, Sir!"
that a woman of greater physique and taller
The audience was
figure could accomplish.
evidently wrought up to a high pitch of excitement, and called the lady three times to the
front at the close of the act.
Of the support Mr. Levick was, of course, a
capital, traditional Master Walter, Mr. Salvini
au earnest, conscientious Sir Thomas, and the
other characters were acceptable.
Tonight "Leah," in which Miss Mather is
seen at her beet.
BROWN'S READING.
The large and critical audience which gathered io City Hall at the Y, M. C. A. entertainment last evening must have been convinced
MISS

high reputation Miss Nella F. Brown
bears as an elocutionist IB richly merited.
Of
fine personal appearance and graoious presence
her first impression upon an audience is most
that the

favorable. Her humorous delineations of New
England life in the old time husking scene and
the "Deacon's Confession" were greeted with

prolonged applause. In her pathetic story of
"Sim's Little Girl," Miss Brown surpassed expectation even, and many in the audience were
moved to tears.
A slight cold, although not
marring the effect, nevertheless was noticeable
as an interruption.
Mrs. Alice Carle Seaver, the accomplished
contralto, is so well and favorably known
among us as a singer,that comment ou any performance of hers is perhaps unnecessary.
In

her rendition of "No Sir" she fairly excelled
herself, and wag enthusiastically encored. Miss
Adams, in her piano solo and accompaniments,
was excellent, and
merited the apnlause so
liberally bestowed.
WEBER CLUB CONCERT.

There should be a large audience gathered at
the Young Men's Christian Association Hall
tomorrow evening.
The Weber Club have selected an admirable programme. Mrs. Fannie
Hawes is one of the best soprano singers in
New England, and Mrs. Alice Carle-Seaver is
a popular contralto.
The object of the concert
is an excellent one.

sponsible

audiences

It says, in alluding
to the fact that the selection encored is seldom
repeated, that "an encore song as generally
understood in the preseut day resembles an
'Irish Echo,'which has not the faintest resemblance to the original sounds that are supposed to have awakened it into life."
Frau Amalta Friedrich Materna, Herr Herman Winkelmann and
Herr Emil Scaria, the
soprano, tenor and basso, who ara to take part
as

are.

concerts in Boston durthe week beginning Aprfrttr*W!tr
let
New York from Liverpool on the 29th inst.,
and will reach Boston about η week before the

ing

These artists, whom Wagner
begin.
regarded as the greatest living exponents of his
works, will be supported by Emma Jucb, soprano. Emily jWinant, contralto, Theodore
Toedt, tenor, and Franz Kemmertz, basso,
with others, a large chorus, the New York
Liederkrauz and the Thomas orchestra, the
performances being given under the direction
of Mr. Theodore Thomas.
Mr. Augustin Daly's well known and excellent company will go to England the coming
summer

for

a

season

of two

months at Toole's

Theatre, London.
The; will be under the
management of Mr. William Terriss, new the
leading man in Mr. Irviog's company.
They
will leave here on July 8 ou the Alaska, and
open in London on July 19.
Prof. IVIoree'e Lecture on i'liinn
Prof. Morse gare another of his delightful
talks last evening at the First Parish church.
He was in China but a few weeks and so could

only pretend to give his first impressions.
Going to Shanghai from Japan he was struck

with the rudeness and filth of the Chinese. He
fortunately found some young Chinamen who
bad stedied at Harvard to act as guides. They
took him into the houses and shops of Shanghai. In the "native city" the streets are very
narrow and there can hardly be said to be an
aristocratic quarter. Rich men's houses and poor
men's hovels alternate in any part of the city
and dirt abounds everywhere. The interior of
the houses seen by Prof. Morse were
minutely
described but the most striking thing is that,
though snow was on the ground, that there is
no beating apparatus except a small foot stove
such as our own grandmothers used to
carry
to church a hundred years ago.
The furniture is substantial and made for
comfort, but as in all things it is abused, and
if injured is not repaired speedily. The kitchens were dirty enough, and he noticed in one
back yard a nile of rubbish that had been accumulating 20 years.
Religious devotions, as far as ha saw them,
were much more formal than with the
Japanese, though Buddhism is nominal in both
countries.
Their temples are dirty and dilapidated.
He saw a crazy womau bawling in
one of them, but no church officer interposed
and none of the worshippers were disturbed.
Visiting the prisons he found the criminals
were receiving severe pnnishment.
They told
him that murder was punishable with death of
the murderer and all his family, "and the
school master." Here is something for us to
think about.
At Canton he found a more noisy city than
even Shanghai had been.
The singing of peddleis and the snapping of fire crackers was incessant. Night and day the hubbub keeps
up.
Prof. Morse visited the examination cells,
some five to ten thousand in all, where graduating students write their answers to questions

proposed.

A visit was made to a pottery, soma 35 miles
outside of Canton.
He landed a mile and a
half below the place, and walked through the
town with hundreds of men and
boys howiing
"foreign devil" at him all the way. Having
brought such a mob to the pottery, the proprietor was not very glad to see him, and his reIt is said that these
ception was not pleasant.
rude ways are not characteristic of all the Chinese, the people in the north being more polite.
The Chinese are great colonists; they are
spreading ererj where and are rooting up everything. In activity and economy they surpass all other people.
merchant»' marine Railway·
This company have agreed upon a site on
which to build a new first-ilaes three track
railway, to be erected in the most moJern,
thorough and improved manner.
The railway is to be built on the same site
as the old, the whole of the
property having
been purchased by the Merchants' Marine

Railway Co.

for this purpose. This new railway is to be arranged with every convenience
for vessels drawing 9 feet of water forward
and 11 feet aft. It is to have two cradles on
thn

eama

trnob·

at\
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memory and

judgment
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taken out at the same time, the longest cradle
at the bead, so it it is necessary (or the bead
vessel to remain longer than tbe lower one it
will be able to do so; and the lowei cradle
can be worked to take on and off vessels without interference with the upper one.
The
railway can also take on three small vessels on
both cradles at once, which will be a great
convenience to our fishing and coasting fleet in
the months of March and April, when there
many to haul out at the same time. The
of the directors in this company insures good management for the
ttockholders,
as well as accommodation to
the owners and
masters of sailing vessels and steamers, The
material has mostly been purchased and work
are so

names

begin on or before the first of April. The
plans have all been made by H. J. Crandal
of Dartmouth, N. S., who has bad large experience in building railways in this as well a3
will

other countries, and this railway will be built
nnder his personal supervision, which is a
sufficient guarantee tint this important and
much needed enterprise will be properly car-

of middle

life.

of diet and exercise. Even now
certain amount of work every day.
OorkBin.
Mr. W. Η. H.
Bryant, the former principal
of the High ecbool, now
traveling «gent for
Harper Bros., was in town for a fw days last
week.

give a
grand entertainment at F.idlon Hall, on Friof
this
day evening
week, consisting of the
drama, "Among the Breakers," and the farce
"Thirty Minutes for Refreshments." The proceeds will go for the benefit of the Publio Library. A good time is promised- an«i β full
house assured.
A comic show was advertised for a
certain
at Orange Hall, The
most comical thing about it
however, was that
the audience, consisting wholly of two
young
America», they adjourned sine die.
Last Wednesday evening a number of the
Methodist Episcopal society, passed a
very
pleasant evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Mills, about two miles outside of the village.
May others at a distance see fit to hold these
social gatherings.
Quite an amusing occurrence took place
Sunday morning. As the milk team of Johnson Bros, was on the way home from delivering milk, the horeeg took fright, and Blurting
suddenly, scattered milk cans quite promiscuously. The horses ran about half a mile, when
one falling, the other was
stopped, and though
etrange it may eeem, no damage whatever was
done.
It is ploaeing to see the genial face of our
promising young lawyer, John H. Card, Esq.,
on the street one more, he
having been confined to the house for the past week with tonsilitis.

evening of last week,

tion.

The following gentlemen compose the committee on war relics (or the fair to be given by
the Soldiers and Sailors Monument Association:
Gen. Charles P. Mattocks, chairman; Cols. T.
A. Roberts, A. W. Bradbury, Captains Geo.

Abbott,

H.

Geo. E.

ley, A. M.

Brown, Messrs. R. K. GatSawyer, A. T. Spaulding, C. W.

Central,

Skowhegan train,

due at 12.40 p* m. arrived at
3.05 p. m. The Grand Trunk due at 12.35
p.
m., arrived at 1.45 p. m. The Ogdensburg due
at 10.45 a. m. reached here at 4.30
p. m. The

nearly

were

TOWN

on

in

Haselton.

with the team

belonging

the Berlin Mills
Co.. The shaft encered the breast of the horse
on the latter team,
the animal dropping dead
almost instantly. It was valued at $300. The
team of Mr. Bracket! was uninjured.
Mr·
Brackett paid the damage, Mr. Edwards of tbe
Berlin Mills Co. generously sharing one-third
the loss.

to
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Treasurer—F. I. Bean.
of Schools

<

an

a

names

the person· assessed therefor.
H.W. UERSEY,
mar4dtd
Treasurer and Collector.
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GLOVE DEPARTMENT.
Our Annual Sale of Kid

Cienuine Diamonds Sold with Tea
and Coffee.

Gloves,

which have been
damaged by trying on, will take place this week.
Regular $2.00 Gloves are sold at from 25 to 75
cents, and for actual use are equal to new goods.
This lot includes the accumulation of the past
twelve months, comprising every description of
Gloves for Men, Women and Children's wear. If
you want a pair of Gloves to finish out the season
now is the time to buy them.

Moore <fc Co.

Owen,
mhll

dtf

& IIOR.TH.A JSTX*.
Last class in Isaac

(tbe stanPhonography,
1884, will be^in

Pitman's

dard)

months.
Thorough
instruction from a
practical stenograph-

Situations profor
cured
pupil··
when competent. Of
the entire number
who learned in last
Winter's classes, one
third are now writing
er.

Shorthand

profes-

sionally.

Send fur
circular and
home
testimonials of grad-

uated pupils. W. E.
shire Hireet.

French

HICECOX, 63 Hampmarlldlw

Spoliation

Agent—Daniel E. Mills.
JKoad Commissioner—Ν. G. Mills.
1* it t* toil.
Selectmen·—G. Gliddeo, H. H. Cary, Benj. F.
Fuller.
Treasurer—John F. Brookings.
Collector—Charles H. Dunton.
School Com χ ittee—W. E. Seekins, Geo. R. Mansir. W. W. Peaelee.
Constable—T. Jf. Russell.

Stulbport.
Moderator—F. Grover, Jr.

Clerk- Zina Orne.
Selectmen and Assessors—Sumner Orne, C. V.

HAVE associated myself with a Washington Attorney of large experience and good repute,
and in connec ion with him will prosecute the
claims of heirs who have an interest in said claims.
Ζ. K. HARMON.
marlld&wtf
Centennial Block, Portland, Me.

persons
hereby cautioned
ALLboring
trusting any of the
Bark

harof the Nor"Zeus," Captain Christophersen, lrom
no bills of their contracting will lfe paid

wegian
Halifax, as
by the captain

or

marlld3t

crew

consignees.
RYAN & KELSET, Consignees.

SOUTHERN
In order to make room i'or stock

betug manufactured for me
at Southern Mills, I will l'or (he
next «Ο days, offer highly satis fa ctory inducements to parties wishing to purchase Southern Pine
Timber in large or small lots.
My facilities for furnishing schedule
orders, or cargoes, being
largely increased. I will quote
prices, either at Mills or delivered
and guarantee promptness and
satisfaction-

C. W. RICHARDSON
Boston and Maine Wharf,
PORTLAND, ME.
6SN.

dtf

mare

Auditor—C. J- Marr.

freasurer—S.

FOR

FINE,

PURE

C. 0.

CALL

AT

—

announces to his friends and the public
that he is now better prepared than at any previous
time to fill all orders entrusted to his care, having
recently added to an already larfee assortment many
of the new and

WHERE

YOU

WILL FCO>

making

his office

the best equipped for'every
description of

one

Always on hand a large stock of FIjAT and
liETTKK PAPEBS, BILL· IIEADN,
CIKIW.T %«»*, etc., wi'h which I am prepared to fill all orders at the lowest possible
prices.
Orders solicited, and will receive careful
and
prompt attention.

WM. M.
97 1-2
j.'n3

ian22

titl

GIT III 1)011 !
A large mid eletiaiit assoriun-m

PIANO
at

COVERS,

aslontsliimrlT

low

prices

al

PIANO and ORGAN
Warerooms ol

"VVe will send to any address on
receipt of
cents and two 2-cent stamps, 4=0 pieces of new

fifty
ana

fresh remnant silk, all fancy colors, right from the
manufacturers, yarying in size from 2 inches to
one-half a yard. Just the thing for silk quilts and
tidies. ACTUALLY THREE DOLLARS' WORTH
OF SILK for fifty cents. 3 packages for
$1.00.
Address

HENRY WATSON A CO.,
OibCdlw
MAJjDJïIV, 31AM!·.

PROPOSALS

mtmmaeka a a·*#*

Gilbert

Suiting

SLIGHTLY DAMAGED.

Millett & Little
following lots of Remnants in Gilbert
Salting?, lengths from 1-4 yard to 4 yards, all 64

offer the

inches wide:

tot Xo. 1—Length above 1 yard np to 4
yards, 75 cents per yard.
Lot No. 2—Length of 1 yard for 50 cents
per yard.
Let So. 3—All pieces from 1.4 yard to
3-4 yard, in packages of 3 yards, will
be sold by the lot for 25 cents per yard

These are 54 inches wide and are suitable for ruics or any
where
short pieces can be purposes
usetl. Packages
will not be broken but sold as they are

—FliOM

$oto$150

$lto$100
written
r*. Warrant
Jtr with every
Clock.
A

κ

-4Λ

every

V

Importers Tea Co. of New York,
Branch Store in this city, at
THEopened
431

have
a
Farrington Block,
Congress Street. Their Teas
are pat up in paper cans; each weighs
(including
contents)—Tea 1 Mi lbs., coffee 3 lbs. With every
can will be distributed an article of value in addition to the Tea aud Coffee, running in amount from
ten cents to iiffcy dollars, consisting of Solid Gold
and Silver Watches, genuine Diamonds, Money,
Jewelry, etc. 'J his company have adopted this
method to introduce their go-ids, but after 30 davs
these choice goods will be sold by their agent at the
same price—same quality and
quantity, but without otner articles in the cans besides the Tea ami
Coffee. The Tea and Coffee are at a fair retail
value, worth more than the prices asked, without
any regard to the other articles. The company is
an old and well established one and
has already
appointed 65 agents iu various cities, none of which
are now selling other articles than Tea and
Coffee,
yet each agent has a lar*e ai d rapidly growing
trade, as the superior quality of the goods become
known. Prices of the caus $1.00 each ; 6 cans, $5;
12 cans, S10; 25 cans, $20; G5 cans, $50. Orders
by mail should be accompanied by cash or P. O.
order and will be promptly filled and forwarded to
ail parts of the U. S. Address, Importers Tea Co.,
431 Congress St., Portland, Me.
The following 1* a partial list of purcha'ers who
have found valuable presents in their cans of Tea
and Coffee. Read them over, you may have a lriend
among them:
J. C. Smith, with A. Little & Co., 238 Middle
street, genuine diamond stud; Came Blockinger,
East peering, silver service; Mrs. M. Jackman, 72
FranUl n street, genuine diamond ring; E. Eluridge,
3 Eastern Promenade, silver service; T. B.
Curran,
Ferry Village, stem winding watch; Ε Κ. Ineraham, 27o Middle street, genuine diamond ring;
Charley Osborn, Deerlug, solid gold ring; Mrs.
Annie M. Dockerty. 76 Portland street, silver service; Thoe. Towle, 107 Walnut street, genuine diamond ring; Annie Hanson, 131
Congress street, ladies' chatelain watch; F.Todd, 211 Cumberland
street, silver service; Miss Katie Cockery, 3S Myrtle
street, genuine diamond ring; Annie Manstield, 111
Congress street, silver service: Wm. Lawton, 208
Franklin street, genuine diamond ruby and sapphire
ring; Airs. Kinney, 46 Adams street, silver service;
Eddie S. Beale, 44 High street, silver service; W.
H. Turner, M C. R. K., genuine diamond stud; Mrs.
Brogan, 23 Mountfort street, silver servi e; Mrs.
Martin Flanaghan, 91 Monument street, silver service; Β. T. Merrill, 5- Munjoy street, S. aud S.
watch; Mrs. A. Iugraham, 276 4th street, stem
winding watch, also silver service; Wm. H. McLaughlin, M. C. R. R., 75 Salem street, stem winding watch; G. W. Berry, 59 Bramball street, genuine diamond ring: E. S. Fassett, 284 Congress
street, genuine soltaire diamond ring.
Frank B. Sears, 224 York street, genuine diamond stud; J. F. Moses, horse shoer, v,\ Pleasant
street, S. and S. watch; W. F Eagan, 441 Commercial street, genuine diamond stud; H. S. Knight, 8
Salem street, genuine diamond stud; G. W. Cooledge, Deering, genuine diamond stud, also ladies'
chatelain watch; W. H. Lincoln, Manager Telephone Co., 24 Kxchame street, genuine diamond
stud, $5 in gold and solid gold watch; Mrs. Geo. B.
Bagley, genuine diamond ring; G. S. Rowell, "Advertiser," genuine diamond stud; Mrs. M. d.
Heald, 58 Chestnut street, silver service; Maurice
Shehan, 34 Deer street, silver service; Richard C.
St. John, D street, Knightville, stem widtting
watch; Mrs. J. R. Sweet, 61 Hampshire street, genuine diamond ring; L. E. Lunt, 116 Pearl street,
genuiue diamond siud; Mrs. J. H. Lee, 20 Salem
street, genuine diamond ring; Frank M. Brown,
Deering, stem winding watch; Mrs. Manton, Spring
street, $30 iu gold; Mrs. Catherine Reardon, 89u
oil»»··
fVïn'morniol otroat
Λ
Centre street, $3 in silver; L. Kand. 44 Stone street,
S. and S. watch; Mrs. Annie
91 Monument street, genuine diamond ring; Maria K.
Hound», 118 Pearl street, solid gold ring; John
Deering, Saccarappa, silver service; S. D. Hall,
105 Vfe Exchange street, genuine diamond ring.
J. M. Small, 83 Franklin street, hairdreteer, S.
and S. watch; H. P. S. Goold,
druggist, corner of
Myrtle and Congress streets, S. and S. watch; W. H.
Edwards, 404 Congress street, S. and S. watch; F.
Ross, baggage master Grand Trunk 11. Κ S. and S.
watch; Mrs. Catherine O. Kouke, 7 Cove street, silver service; Elmer E. Brown, 188 Pearl
street, genuine diamond stud; John
Graham, 97 Exchange
street, S. and S. watch: John P. Callen, engineer
Elizabeth
Cape
Ferry, 9 Anderson street, genuine
diamond soltaire diamond ring; Mrs. R. H.
Brown,
188 Pearl street, genuine diamond
ring; J. E. Fee-

Flanaghan,

han. Press Office, genuine diamond stud; Willie
Wade, No. 2 Middle street, solid gold ring; Mary
O'Donnell, 200 Congress St., genuine diamond ring;
T. T. Donahoe, clothing dealer, 480
Congress St.,
genuine diamond stud; C. F. McCarty, 59 Washington St., S. & S. watch; W. II. Bailey, 34
High St.,
S. & S. watch; Frank L. Colins, musie
teachtr, 409
Cumberland St., genuine diamond stud;
John
Bishop, 48 Federal St., stem winding watch; J.
Levy, merchant tailor, 235 Federal St., stem winding watch; little Josie Flanagan, 91 Monument St.,
solid gold ring; Miss Delia Joice, 16 Middle
St.,
solid go'd band ring.
Henry Mayo, barber, 271 Middle St., S. & S.
O. A. Fassett.· Deer, Moulton & Co.,
watch;
S. & S. watch; C. B. Rogers, 68 Gray St., genuine
diamond ring, also ladies' chatelaiu watch; A. F.
Woodman, Conductor Grand Trunk R. R., 75 Federal St., S. & S, watch; Mrs. Henry
Williams, 2
Munroe Place, genuine soltaire diamond ring; John
R. Murch, 74 .Newbury St, stem winding watch:
Charles Barbour, 75 Wilmot St.,
genuine diamond
ring; H. B. Perry, U. S. Hotel, S. S S. watch; Miss
Josie Donoughoe 610 Congress St., genuine diamond ring: Charley Peterson, 23 Hancock
St., solid
gold ring; Daniel Hamlin, lo Alder St., genuine soltaire diamond ring; S. Winslow & Co., 18 Market
Sq., stem winding watch; A. E. Morton, Deering, S.
& S. watch; John D. Keefe, 441
Congress St., genuine diamond stud; F. H. Denney, head waiter U. S.
Hotel, genuine diamond stud; little Lewis Peterson,
23 Hancock St., chatelain watch;
Mrs. Mary
Aubury, Auburn, solid gold watch; G. S. Staples, 72
Lincoln St., stem winding watch; S. R. McClintock,
No. 11 Cushman St.,8.and S. watch: R. H.
Knight,
101 Emery St., genuine aiamond stud; R.
Libby,
Knifchtville, S. and S. watch; Mary J. Brown,
Alfred, Me., Β stone diamond ring; W. A. Kimball,
Rockland genuine diamond stud; Geo. W.
Andrews,
Auburn, Me., solid gold gents' hunting case watch;
Susie Douglass, Saccarappa, $5 gold; James Y.
Coffey, grocer, 65 Newbury St., stem winding and
setting watch; also solid gold hunting case watch:
Mary Bartlett, Farmington, Me., genuine diamond
ring; J. E. Sawyer, shoe maker, 37 Union St., stem
winding watch; C. O'Neil, 57 Washington St., genuine diamond stud; Mrs. Andrew.-,
Augusta, Me.,
$20 g^ld; Little Miss Bella Peterson, 23 Hancock
St., genuine diamond ring; Win. Cavanagh, 67 Fore
St., S, nid S. watch
•mar7dif

NEW,

I will sell you Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry and Silverware lower than any other dealer in the State.

Americnn Wutilnt in Coin Silver
Cases only $S,50.
Nickel Alarm Clocks, warranted.

only $1.50.
Rogers1 Triple Plaie Knives only
$3.00 per (lox.

only $t.OO.
Mainsprings, the best, only $1.00.
LARGEST STOCK.
LOWEST PRICES.
ed

McKENNEY,

-

the Jeweler,

SIT Congress St., near Oak.

feb5
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IF YOU HÂVE
Chapped
Lips, Salt
Hheuni, Roughness of the Hands
or Face, procure a glass of
Hands, Sore

OPEN EVENINGS.

Price 81.00 per doz.
mhtl

Offer Monday Morning, March 10th, *
closing out sale of

lot Ko. 1—12
Dozen Ladies' Black
French Hose at 13 ceu s per pair.
Sold last year for 25 cents.
lot No. 2—14 Dozen Ladies' French
Ribbed Hose at 23 cents.
Marked
down from 88 cents.
Lot No. 3—10 Dozen Ladles' Black InHose, warranted not to crock, at
9 cents.
Let No. 4—5 Dozen extra quality at 50

fraln

Lot No. 5—10 Dozen Colored Ingrain
Hose at 29 cents, wosth 42 cents.
Lot No β—10 itazen Fancy Cotton Hose
at 17 cents, which Is just half price.
Lot No. 7— Odd sizes Infants' Half Hose
at 10 cents per pair.

MILLETT & LITTLE.
-mhlO

CHARLES CUSTIS k CO.,
493

New Art

Store,

433feb23
CONGRESS ST., FABR1NGT0N BLOCK.

or

MILLETT & LITTLE

any other skin cosmetic.

Union Cabinet and Package of
Toilet Paper for the Bath
Room or Closet.

Agents,
janlO

Crean:, Camphor Ice

Cold

WILL YOU CALL

Cor.

to

(No. 8.

Congress & Frêle Sts.
eodtf

STEIilVlMi.
Dress making executed with promptness In all its branches for Ladies and
Misxc*. Special employe for Girls' Work
Mourning Suits a specialty. CLAPP'S
BLOCK, 10 Kim Street.
dlw"
març

To be procured of all druggists
of the manufacturers,

Drviggists,
Cor. Congress & Preble Sts.
OPEN
ALL NIGHT.
10

eodtf

USE Τ C.

DI1DEM

WILLIAMS & CO.'S

GOLDEN

EAGLE

TOBACCO.
J.
iuar8

W.

DEAN,

Agent.

4 Central Wharf, Boston.

St.
dtf

LA VINE
Excels Everything For

WASHING,
SCRUBBING,
HOUSE CLEANING.

JLavine make** ©any wçtli.
Lnviue maken the hardeut water weft.
Lavine doe* not in jure the fluent clothe*.
Lavine <loe« not burn or rhap the hands

USE LAVINE
For

Washing Clothes, Dishes, Paint,
Floors, &c. and Save Labor,
tirocers Sell Lavine.
MAXOTACTDBED

Hartford

BY

Chemical

Company,

HAKTFORD, COMN.
vol Κ GROCEK KEEPS

IT.

Λ. II.

SAWYER. Manufacturer*» Agent,
202Va Commercial Street, Portland, Maine.

marlO

,d&wly

ROSA!-

LA

All Havana. The finest Ten Cent
Cigar in the city. Call

and try

one.

CL H. GIPPY &

CO,

Srugsists,
Cor. Congress & Preble Streets.
OPEN

ALL NIOIIT.
eodtf

CLOAKS.

CLOAKS!

Millett & Little
will continue the sale of Winter
Garini'iits at the «urne reduction uiude last week.
There urc some Extra
Bargains
left which it will be well for
am one intending to purchase, to etcurcj im-

mediately.

SOUTHERN
ΡΙΛΓ B.
L have on the way from the
South, cargoes, "Etta
M. Barter," and "<J. C.
Berry," which, added to my
present stock in yard, will give me a
and complete assortment oi timber and plank.large
Memorandums sawed and shipped direct
from our
mills at the South with
despatch; and I most respectfully solicit your orders at prices that

defy

compétition.

OFFER

or

G.H.GUPPY&CO.
J an

Congress

1an25

ALGERM mm Millett & Little.

Samuel Thurston IÎLÏCERI1 JELLY.
BlaekOttoiiian 8atins
Superior
Yaseline, Cosmoline,

3 Free St. Block, PORTLAND.

d3t

FIKTE3

I take tills way to inform my many

patrons that I have made arrangements
with one of the largest New York Houses
to furnish me with Gold, (jilt* Bronze
auii Gold Frames for Paintings, For·
traits &c. They are of tiuest workman,
ship, and much less money thau they
cau be made for iu Portland.
All the
latest designs in Flourentinc shapes included. Also a new line of tf lazed Pottery for decoration.

!

MILLETT & LITTLE

J&nlO

JUST RECEIVED,

dit

Hosiery

aruitj'

C.H.Guppy&Co.

REMNANTS !

To Contractors and Builders.
are solicited for
furnishing material and building a dwelling house (of wood) at
South Paris, Maine. Plans and Specifications can
be seen at my office, 2Va Union
Wharf, each
day from 8 to 12 a. m. and from 2 to 4 ρ m., up to
Saturday, March 15th, and at the Andrews House
South Paris, from Monday, March 1.7th to Saturday, March 22d.
&YLVAN SHURTLEFF.
Portland, March 10th, 3 884.
mchlldlw

Watches Cleansed and warrant-

a

SILK

beth,
25th, for the services of a Superintendent and Matron at the Town farm and Alms
House in said town, for one year, commencing
April 1st, 1884. Please state the number in family. The right to reject any proposal is reserved.
STEPHEN SCAVIMaN, )
Overseers of
M. »T. PRABBLES,
f
Poor,
A. E. SKILL1N,
) Cape Elizabeth.

Watch.

PROCURE

Me.
Portland,
eodgm

Sealed Proposals.
seers

Warrant

C.O.HUDSON

MARKS,

Exchange St.,

dlawT3w*

proposals will be received by the Overof the Pour of the town of Cape ElizaSEALED
until March

with

Low Prices.

of

Book, Card, Commercial and Fancy Job
Printing.

JOHN TAYLOR OILMAN, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland,
deceased, and
has taken upon herself that
trust as the law
directs.
All persons
demands
having
upon
the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit
the same; and all persons indebted to said estate
are called upon to make
payment to
HELEN A. OILMAN, Executrix.

A wril ten

LATEST STYLES OF TYPES AND BOR*

Notice

—

Goods,
Freshly TOade,

the

DERS,

is hereby given, that the
subscriber has been duly appointed Executrix of the Will of

—FROM—

Best

PRINTER,

Respectfully

Portland, March 4th, 1884, marlldlawTu3w*

WATCHES

HUDSON'S,

DON'T FURGET THE PI ACE.

AND

mands upon the estate of said deceased, are re
quired to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make
payment to
ARDON W. COOMBS, Adm'r.

—

No. 13 market Square,

η ι. s u®,

BOOK, GARD

RON AGNE, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased and given
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having de-

MILLETT & LITTLE.

CANDIES
—

es-

If tmHAN ! s

now

Telephone No.

the trust of Administrator of the

ELuEN

PINE.

Supervisor—Zina Orne.

JOB

against

are

or

Cameron.
Treasurer—Albert McKown.

Stow?

upon himself
tate of

CLAIMS.
I

Mariin, Thomas

Moderator—D. W. Wiley.
Clerk—I. A. Walker.
Selectmen—A. H. Farringtou, Stephen Chandler.
J. F. Seavey.
Treasurer—Ο. II. Day.
Supervisor—L. O. Giles.
Collector—Leonard Emerson.
Tremoiit.
Moderator—W. W. A. Heath.
Clerk—W. E. Richardson,
Selectmen and Overseers of Poor—W. W. A.
Heath, P. W. Richardson, C. H. Sawyer.
W. Herrick.
S. Committee—W. W. A. Heath,Geo. R. Fuller,
Arthur Richardson.
Trenton.
Moderator—A. H. Spear.
Clerk—Wm. Hopkins.
Selectmen, etc.—A. H. Spear, D. L. McFarland,
W. D. Leland.
Treasurer—P. L. Leland.
Constable and Collector of Taxes—Ira Webber.
Supervisor of Schools—Ε. I. Lord.

ι* πεβεκυ «jvven, that the
Notice
subscriber baa been duly appointed and taken

Portland, March 1, 1884.

NOTICE.

Committee—F. I.

INSTRUCTION !

on

Γ ami a

Superintendent
Bean,

Regular Sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o'olock a.
oct3dtf
Consignments solicited.

m.

name

Treasurer—Marshall Walker.
Supervisor—Clayton M. Stearns.

joy.

Mitlmroou· IN Exchange Hi.
F. 0. Bailey,
C. W. Allex.

on

Drew.

—

F. Ο. HA I LEV Λ CO.,
Anctioneei s and Commission More-haul*

as

for
March 24, at 7 i». m.,
and finish in three

All Republican but Collector.
Mil bridge·
Moderator—Ezekiel Dyer.
Town Clerk—Frank W. Savryer.
Selectmen, Overseers and Assessors
Frank
Brown, Leverott Stroat, Edgar Dyer.
Town Agent—John Γ. Wallace.
Town Auditor—Augustus Wallace.
Supervisor of Schools—Geo. Googins.
Hlount Desert.
Moderator—J. C. Hill.
Clerk—L. H. Somes.
Selectmen, etc.—T. S. Somes, Stephen Smalledge,
John S. Sargent.
Treasurer and Collector—John W. Somes.
Supervisor—J. C. Hill.
Road Com.- J. C. Hillt
mason.
Moderator—Daniel E. Mills.
Clerk—J. Clark Bean.
Selectmen—J. H. Bean, F. I. Bean, A. C. Love-

AUCTION.

shall sell on WEDNESDAY anil THURSDAY, Mar. 12 and 13, at 10 a, m. and 2.30
p. m., at salesroom 18 Exchange St., the Horary of
the late C. A. Lord,
consisting of about 1,000 volumes of Historical and Standard
Book», Reviews,
etc. Among the Historical works are
Willis'· H islorv of Portland, Willis's Law and
Lawyers. Kise
and Fall of Confederate States
,/effereon Davis,
by
Pollard's lost Cause, Greeley's American Conflict,
Smith & Deane'a Journal, Abbott's Civil
War, Abbott's History of Maine, Maine in the
War, 1st,
10th and 20th Maine, 6th Maine, etc., etc.
F. O. BAH.EV A CO., Aucliontrr.
mar7dtd

THE UREA Γ HEALTH TO SIC!
TUESDAY MORNING, March Nth,
HOFF'8 MALT EXTKACT !
we shall make our Annual Mark-Down Sale
in
Front of Bottle.
Back
Bottle.
Papile received in Drawing and Painting, by
Is the best health beverFancy Needle-Work Department.
Commenced
Mr. H. Gr. Hewes
age known and contains
Embroidery Linen Nappery, and material for Fancy
bnt 4 por cent of alcohol·
367 1-2 Congress Street,
Used very largely by our
from the living model.
Work, which has become soiled or rumpled by 12Classes
Hours from 9 till
beet physicians Λγ NnrsJJ
and 2 till 5.
janl2eod2m*
Ing Mother», Dyspeptics, J
handling, will be closed out at prices which will
Convalescents,
Weakly
CITlf ADVERTISEMENTS.
convince all who examine that real bargains are
Children.
D&nand the
which Is put
genuine,
offered. All Remnants of Felting, Plush, Canvas,
TAXES.
ly in bottles,
per cuts
and be*rs the
City of Portland, Maine.
ofjj
&c., at greatly reduced prices. Sale will commence
Treasurer's Office, March 3d, 1884.
gSItaikrant Λ- o.,
This is to give notice that in accordance with
TUESDAY MORNING, and continue until the ordinance
for the Unit-]
Agents
—,MALT0$lSole
of the city, I shall publish
the 12th
ed States and British Pro
day of March current, list of all taxes assessed for
the year 1883, upon residents, amounting to twenty
goods are sold. No goods will be charged at this dollars
>inces of Korth America,
and upwards then remaining unpaid in the
:278 Greenwich St.. New
bills committed to me, together with the
sale.
of
York.

Chapman.

rlea FT

AND

FEMALE COLLEGE.

Commencing

Deeriug.
Yesterday the following town officers were elected
Deeiing:
Selectmen—Daniel Clienery, R.,334; Geo. Leavitt,

riolleiitnr—flhi

marleodlin

The Spring Term will begin MONDAY, March
24th, 1884. for circulars address J. P. WESTON,
President, Westbrook Seminary,
Deering, Me.
**·
feb2G
d4w

time.

D., 293. No choice for third selectman.
Treasurer—Elias M. Jacobs, R., 291.
Collector—Granville M. Stevens, R.? 326.
Sûpçrvisor of Schools—C. B. Varney, R., 294.
Clerk—Pr. C. B. Foeter,JL, 270.
Deer Isle.
Moderator—Seth Webb.
Clerk—Ε. E. Spofford.
Selectmen, Overseers of Poor and Assessors of
Taxes—G. W. Spofford, B. G. Barbour, W. B. Thurlow.
Treasurer—Β. T. Torrey.
Collectors—B. F. Torrey, C. W. Haskell, William
Small.
Auditor—S. G. Haskell.
Supervisor of Schools—C. A. Spoftord.
IiOvell.
Moderator—Ο. K. Chapman.
Town Clerk—Marshall Walker.
Selectmen—John E. Emery, Cyrus Andrews, C. Κ

A safe and reliable home; a thorough and practi
cal school with parental care. Sea captains often
leave their children for an absence of two or three
years. Term commences April 8th. For particulars address D. L. SMITH, Principal.

WESTB1100K SEMINARY

ET 1DLË-W0E MP4RTMT.

of the Late Charles A.
the

Lord, formerly Editor of
Christian mirror,

WE

dtf

—

Library

BY

FRAMLIN FiSlLÏ SCHOOL,

Out Sale !

Clearing

ELECTIONS.

Supervisor—Shirley

COLCORD,

Topslittni, Ifle.

Albany.
Selectmen—George W. Peckîer, F. H. Bennett,
Austin Hutchinson.
Clerk—Wallace B. Cummings.
Treasurer—J. H. Lovejoy.
Agent—A. C. Bean.
Collector and Constable—Osgood

private pupils by the subscriber

Jan24

Bean.
The Storm.
The wind and snow of
yesterday morning
again delayed the trains. The Boston roads
met with with little obstruction and were not
much
behind
time. The Maine

AUCTION SALER.

143 Pearl Street.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

a

At the rink last
Wednesday evening, the
winners in the potato race were, of first
prize,
S3, Malton Chadbourne; of second prize, SI,
Frank Floyd. The rink, now under the
able
management of Mr. L. H. Bean, is well patronized by our young people who
prefer a fall
on the smooth hall
floor, to one on the hard
cold ice.
We are glad to learn (hat
William McDonough, the boy whose leg wae broken about
two weeks since is doing well.
The Gorham Dramatic Club will

to

J. W.

Mr.

ried out.

Singular Accident.
Yesterday afternoon the horse attached to
B. F, Brackett's jigger was startled by an
engine on Commercial street and ran, colliding

given

regularity

he does

EOCCATIONAl.

Instrnetion iu i nglish and Classical Studies

Merrill attributes his
loug life and good health
to

Rochester trains

NOTES.

Mr. Frederic Archer's paper, th· Keynote,
makes a vigorous attack npou the encore nuisance, for which it holds performers to be as re-

concerts

THE EVENING MEETING.

executive committee reqeuet all who have not
procured their tickets to do so at once.
Mr. Yu, who was secretary of the Corean

tion of the

Miss Margaret Mather was greeted by a large
and brilliant audience last evening at Portland
Theatre, on which occasion she made her first

was an un-

Wanted-Rent.
Notice is Hereby Given—2.
To Contractors and Builders.
French Spoliation Claims—Ζ. K. Haimon.
Sealel Proposals.

and

Committee

Infected Districts.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

Housekeeper

and

Governor

from the Council Visit the

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Falmouth·
Your correspondent called a few
days since,
opon Reuben Merrill, Esq., and wife whose
ages are respectively 89 and 88 years, and
found them in good spirits and both
willing
and able to talk on the
interesting|topics of the
past and present.
They seem to have the

Ulw*

5
3
2
2

Black Ottoman Satins
pieces
"
"
"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

$1
1.25
1.50
1.75

These prices are 25 per cent, less thau
they have ever heen sold. We have the
best variety of Medium priced evening
Silks and Satins that can be found iu
thi" market.

03t

Sorting's liniwsal lujector.
feeding boilers. Will lift hot water
F. The best boiler feeder iu the at 160°
market
Warranted. For sale by

FOR

JAKVIS ENGINEERING CO.
anl7

Tklkpuo>*e No. 051.

mar7

71 Union Street.
W

Γ. O. Box 934.
dtf

DRESSMAKERS !
The FRANCO-AMERICAN Form
for DRAFTINQ
to be
FIFTY

Millett & Little.

mh 10

J. W. DEËROO,
Otlice and Yard, Richardson Wltarf.

DRESSES IS ACKNOWLEDGED
YEARS IN ADVANCE of all

CHARTS, SYSTEMS or MACHINES anil has the
only ADJUSTABLE SLEEVE FORM ever lnventeil. Having made arrangements whereby we
obtain

large orders1will *u orderto in·
popular METHOD, Bell a limite*
regular price—Company's Agents—being $16.00,) tlii^ includes Sleeve
Form aim instruction at our rooms. TO
AT A DISTANCE «C send by Express C. PARTIES
O. 1>. or
on receipt of price $10.00 by P, O.
Order. A COMPLETE BOOK OF INSTRUCTIONS
each Form with whicn any Lady can accompanies
instruct herself IN A FEW HOUKS how to cut
and Ht «
perfectly by this method. Send lor a circular drew
and
order before this special oiler Is
withdrawn
vassers wanted.
Address A. L. NASH, 453 CanCongress St., Portland, Me.
special terms

on

troduce title very
number at *10

EACH.. (Tki

lebzsdlw·

«»

